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INTRODUCTION

TEACHER'S: NOTE. This Introduction contains a plata deaaription of
INTERACTION nadzeles and ha; to use them: Please II9Viata this as well-art
the Specific Teacher SUggestions given in this manual before you begin
using an INTERACTION nbdule- in your olassrocm.

-5-



RATIONALE AND PURPOSE

INTRODUCTION

The individual in Our society is with increasing demands for competent
performance as a Omber--and often as a leaderi--of groups. Such groups are
found in all aspects of a person's life--in the family, the community, and the
world of work. Belsides being invaluable for effectively accomplishing a
task, cooperative relationships with other people are often a major source
of motivation, satisfaction, and happiness for the individual.

A successful per On must have certain technical and cognitive skills to .develop
a career and con ribute to the common cultural base of our society. Technical

it-ttierraTiliDt te-app-Tted 1 rran' cogn
cooperative efforts.

The need for interaction skills is especially apparent in the economic
world. A satisfactory career--finding, maintaining, and advancing in
employment -- depends a great deal upon a person's ability to work cooperatively.
Persons who cannot communicate, build meaningful relationships, or manage
conflicts constructively are usually nut selected for retention and promotion

4
within economic organizations. Such abilities, however, cannot be-acquired
quickly or ea sly. They require extended learning and intensive practice
in a variety f real groups. They require, in fact, a lifetime of.attention
and study.

Traditionally, the family has been charged with the responsibility for
imparting co Operative attitudes and skills to young people, and the task has
been rather informally defined. Often, however, the family cannot be relied
.upon to perform that task, and more formal learning opportunities must be
found. I

Such formal learning might be provided in tne public school system. There
young peop e can acquire the necessary learning and experience the necessary
practice in a wide variety of group situations. At the same time, an introspective'
eye can be focused upon the very concepts of leadership and membership which
make such ,'groups work. In spite of the obvious educational imperative, however,
tnere sees to be a marked absence of curricula aimed at the socialization
of'group Skills and attitudes, and the teacher who wisnes to address these
areas ray find it difficult to find suitable, student materials.

Tnis curriculum responds to that need by providing goals and objectives,
instructional content, learning experiences, and assessment means and methods
for teaching students the attitudes and skills they need to work effectively'-.,
in task-oriented groups. These skills and attitudes are innerent in the'
followinggroup-related competences:

communicating successfully;
using group resources advantageously;
resolving conflicts which arise;
planning and work j with others;
evaluating group implishment and affinity;
setting example sharing leadership;
making and carrying out group decisions; and,
cooperating to accomplish the required task.
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What is now known about the leadersnip-membership continuum-of social and
personal behavior indicates not only that can the above skills be identified
and learned, but also that the best time to learn such skill is during the
formative years of youth. Provided here, by design, is a curriculum for use
in tai* public schools which offers students practical, tangible learning
experientes-about leadership and membership in task-oriented groups.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE CURRICULUM

The purpose of the INTERACTION curriculum is to prpyide students with the
information and skills the need to work effectiia -oriented 'rows
The curr cu um is presented in eig t se f-conta ned units or' mo u es, eac of

wnich emphasizes a particular set of group interaction attitudes, knowledge,

and skills. While it is recommended that all eight modules be presented as
a curriculum, ail the modules a-e self-contained and any one can be used
independently.

I. COMMUNICATING presents ways people can improve communication and
snows hoW effective communication can support group performance.

II. USING RESOURCES helps group members identify and use their own
indiVidual resources to accomplish 4 group task:

III. RSOLVING CrAFLICTS provides insight intt. causes of group conflict

/and introduces methods for solving such problems.

PLANNING leads students through a step-by-step planning process
which can be applied to individual as well as' gro-up activities.

V. EVALUATING provides a process for assessing the cohesiveness .a

performance of tne group.

VI. SHARING LEADERSHIP examines the qualities of leadership and the
effects of the use and misuse of power.

VII. MAKING DECISIONS presents seven methods for making decisions and
shows how to determine the appropriate method for a given situation.

VIII. COOPERATING summarizes the curriculum by showing ways group

can work togetner harmoniously.

For each moduleINTERACTION provides worksheets for the students and related
objectives, teacding suggestions, and evaluation procedures for the teacher.
For an effective program, the objectives should be approacned and the worksheets

should be presented in the sequence given. There is, however, much, room for

flexibility in the curriculum. You should choose the specific context or
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setting, the particular probletm., tasks, and situations, and the teacning
method which works best for you and your students.

All modules follow the same general pattern Outlined below. Student
materials are contained in a series of worksheets. Masters are ovided for
the program; you can duplicate the number you need for yOur students.
Instructions for presenting the worksheets are included in this manual, as
are additional activities and eveluat's,n forms for you to use. Each module
is presented in the following sequential phases.

Pre aration for Module Phase. This phase is repreSented by the first
stu,ent worksheet in Questions guide students in evaluating
their Personal knowledge.of and skills in the /NTERAtTION area emphasized
in that particular module, and in relating such knowledge and skills to
their daily tasks and activities. This worksheet shou f be .iven to
st dents a d or two before b the se on., . se ) module
It can then Wusei as a pretest to e. a ne your s u.- rats nterest ;
attitudes, knowledge, and skills. The information gathered from this
first worksheet will be used for claps dis:ussion later in the module
(during the INSTRUCTIONAL PHASE.) Specific instructions fof conducting
tnat discussion are included in the teacher materials at th& appropriate
place.

Problem Ex osure Phase. Students are then presented with a simulation
exercise n one or two worksheets) in which they are given the opportunity
to attempt to apply the INTERACTION skills focus of the module to a life-
like problem. However, the group activities presented here are so
structured that the difficulties and challenges of the INTERACT/ON
process are emphasized. The group is not expected to succeedi After

they have completed the simulation, they their experience.

Tne simulation and discussion should nelp motivate students td want o
develop tneir knowledge and skills in one INTERACTION area. roe purpose

of tnis phase, then, is to allow students to ex Hence for themselves

tne need for t, development of INTERACTION s s.

During this phase, you can.14cA'd your observations of the group's

Performance. These observations can men serve as is-form of pi-e-

assessment and can help you make the INSTRUCTIONAL PRASE relevent ta
the unique needs of your students. You might even want to useicassette

recorders to tape each group's discussion in this PROBLEM EXPOSURE
PHASE activity to supplement your own written observations. T4 assist

you in making group observations, you will fine a GROUP OBSERVATION

FORM which you may duplicate and ute to record your assessment of the

group's interaction. Be especially attentive to students' realtions
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in tnis phase; many of them find this experience frustrating because

it intentionally contains roadblocks to success. To avoid such

frustration, make sure students are aware of the purpose of this phase.

Instructional Phase. The instructional content of tne module is

contained in a sees of student worksheets, supplemented with activities

indicated in the teacher materials. Included in this manual are

information sheets, activity guides, and simulations designed to

present studenti with information and practice in the INTERACTION

skills presented in the module. This phase should expand the students'

understanding of the particular content and skill area of the module.

Tney snould develop a broad-definition of the terrebeing studied. In

some cases, noted in the module, the INSTRUCT/ONPe. PHASE can-be given

to-students as a total package. It can theh be used in a self-pacing

independent study approach. The INSTRUCrIONAL PHASE in other modules

should NOT oe given as a tctal package. In either case, specific

/aistructions- are presented in the teacher materials for the given

module. Also,-each worksheet gives instructions for its use and

should be checked carefully before distribution. In-some cases, the -

first page snould be given separately from tne second pal*: This phase

is concluded by ar INSTRUCTIONAL TEST, always contaied- in one worksheet

titled "What Did You Learn?" This test can be used to determine whether

Or not students need additional study before ping to the final phase

of tne module.

lication Phase. This phase requires the mast expertise on tne part

of tne teacner and depends directly on-now well the teacher knows the

class. No student worksheets can be prepared in advance for this phase,

,)s tne activities contained here are to come directly from the teacher

ir.copperation with the students in \the specific class rou .
this

way, students can be involved in read- e act v ties an can test their

INTERACTION skills in a way which is believable to then. The final tko

works,eets in each module present two evaluation forms for students

to ,se wnen fney have completed the APPLICATION PHASE. "How WI Dtd

You Doe asks students to evaluate their own individual contributthns

to tne group process\. "How Well Did the Group L%-rr asks them to

evaleete the 9E292 performance. This final group evaluation should be

completed ftrst by each indietdikal-alone, and then by the small group

as a whole. Tnrougn evaluation experiences euch as these, students can

develop an awareness of tne group INTERACTION Process. Thus, the

evaluation process Itself is as important as the conclusions reached

within it.

The pnases will be indicated again in each module; the general sequence

snouldiaecoma familiar after one or two modules have been used. It's not

necessary tnat students be informed of these specific phases in order for

them-to actomplisn the goals set out for them in each module.

Wore heets are dentified with twb numbers in tne upper lefthand corner.

The Roman numera indica.es the module number: e.g. 1V-Planning. The Ara
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numeral indicates the positio of tne worksheet within the module; e.g4 - the
fourth worksheet. 'Therefore, IV-4 indicates the fourth'worksheet in the Pla
module.

Tnroughout tne torrlculum tne term an .a is used. This refers.to a unit of
4 to 6 students winch we -.ueeiest you establish at the-beginnineeof the course.

Activities and tasks should often be act.omplished by these. small groups. At

times, it will be suggested th t you do an activity with the total class
group. Wee') presentteg a new onoe t, often the ideal procedure is to work
witn the total class/roup t r t. resent the concept, and lead the total

class group througn a practice ,sion in that concept before Setting up the

small groups. One way of Handling this presentation is to tse one small
group as a demonstration group aid guiee them through the activity in "front
of the entire clas$. Giye seggestions-and support as you do this. Then

go into the smell roups, ard'have them practice applying the concept.

During the time-that small groups ere functioning, it is important for you
to circulate throughout the room and give support to the groups when toey are
achieving positiveiresults. Small groups are difficult for students to handle;
if it were easy, eech a curriculum as this one would pot be necessary. Don't expect
everything to go pnothly througnou` the course. Encouragement and support for *

the progress that students make is important to keep them working at these
skills. (Think cif the small grbups in which you have been involved and how

they functioe-4 1 You will probably remember many times when the group process

seemed very freetrating to you. All the more reason ,why we need an INTERACTION

curriculumje/

When class discussede is called for, there are two options: you can 1) lead

the discussion with the entire class participating as a whole and yet draw
upon the experiences of each group; or you can ?) divide the discussion time

e _

so that-first earn small group discusses the issue and then each group reports

to tne total class. In the latter, you should giye the small groups the
questions wh en are given to you as.guidelines far discussions.

dben-timing is given throughout the curriculum, it is often estimated

rather ttrart precise. In those cases, your group of students may require snore

or less time to complete tnat activity. In the Problem Exposure Phase

activities, however, the time limits given are important. Note them and

adhere to them. These activities are not to be completed by the groups

tne limits-are important restrictions.

You may wish for student-S- to S-rey-iteetreesxneeemelieeerouet -threttgitettt a
semester or even the school year. This has one important-instructional
advantage; students are presented with the challenge of working with whatever
snorteemings and assets the group has. Many times in real-life situations, a
eerson'eannot choose to alter themembership of a group regareqess of wheeher

the grew really "works" or not. However, you may find that requiring
students-to stay in the same small groups over a icing period of time is so
deadly that it detracts from the success of the total program. If that

happens, tt would be unwise to maintain them. You will be able to determine

which alternative works best for - r particular group of student). Discuss

with the "hudents your choices.
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it SOURCES YOU WILL NEED

INTRODUCTION

You will need a classroom with flexible seating so that your class can function

both as a single large group and in small groups of 4 to 6 students each.

Since much time will be spent in the small groups, you should determine some

way to get from the large group to the smelt groups and sack again efficiently.

Also, if the classroom must be used,by other classes, as ieeeften the case,

establish early in the course a-smooth and definite routine for returning the

desks to the format used by the following class.

While these classroom lcgiitics may seem to be unimportant, they can be used

as a "group task" on a simple physical level and can often serve to illustrate

problems Experienced by task-oriented groups. toes someone alwaYs.arrange his

or her desk so that It is not really a part of the oroup? Does sotheone always

forget" to return the desk to the end -of -class arrangement?' Do you get '

complaints from the teacher whose class follows yoUrs about the way you leave

the room? Don't dwell onlogistical problenis; they tend to sound absurd if you

do. But do mention specific instances where improvements will contribute to

group performance.

,You will need access to a duplicating process for reproducing the student

worksheets from the master sheets included here. Punch three holes in the

worksheets so studehts an keep them in notebooks.

In one activity in Nodule'!, you must make two transparencies from a master

given in the teacher materials. You will need the equipment to do that, plus

an overhead projector to show the transparencies.

In some cases, audio and video-taping are recommendid. While these processes

are not absolutely required by she curriculum, students seem to benefit from

them, especially in the areas of self-group-evaluation. You,would need video

equipment capable of recording and pley-back, and the time and space to record

each small group inlividually. For audio-recording, you might be able to

record several groups in the same room at the same time, and will thus need

several recorders and tapes. While this might seem to be expensive, all

tapes can be erased and returned to the school media center at the-end of the

course.

Students will need loose-leaf notebooks in which to keep the worksheets and

notes required by the curriculum.

on forms guide you in evaluating the program on several levels and in

sevt al different ways. First of all, there are the evaluations found within

13
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the s Went worksheets themselves. They consist of:

THE FIRST WORKSHEET OF EACH *MODULE. As mentioned in that phase, the
TTRTTOVifiiiiTiTivery mod6V-Ein serve to show you what students already
know about the INTERACTION skills emphasized in the module, and how they
apply these skills in everyday life.

WHAT DID YOU LEARN? The test at the end of the INSTRUCTIONAL PHASE
evaluates what WI students have learned about the knowledge and skills
of the INTERACTION area emphasized in the module.

HOW WELL DID YOU DO? The student self-evaluation form focuses on the
POTOWTTi5T5TiiTOf his or her own interaction in the group.

HOW WELL DID THE GROUP DO? The group evaluation form should be given first
tivirdririlastaerolfitsto complete privately. THEN one form should be
completed by the small group as a whole.

Other evaluation tools provided included a series of forms which you as the
teacher can utilize. Each module has a GROUP OBSERVATION FORM which you can
use to observe the small groups in actton-, and to-evaluate their INTERACTION
processes. This is hard to do when several groups are in action at the same
time and you are trying to go from group to group to offer support and direction;
however, it can be useful to both you and the grbup members to discuss your
observations of them.

AUDIO-VISUAL taping can arso be an effectivievaluation tool, and is
especially useful for the groups to view themselves; they can often benefit
from using the GROUP OBSERVATION FORM while observing themselves on tape.
AUDIO alone can also be helpful.

Finally, there are a series of forms for you to use with other adults who
work with your students in various. settings where group skills are used.
Included are forms to interview PARTS and EMPLOYERS (which can include anyone
in a leadership position--such as a church group leader or the leader,of a
volunteer-group in which your students participate). It's a good idea to
try to find one such person for each student; however, it's also a good idea
to use these forms only if your students are involved in the INTERACTION
curriculum over a long period of time, such as a full school year. It's

difficult for chenges in behavior to be lived out in situations outside the
school with less ',ractice time than that. You might want to give these forms
both before and after the INTERACTION curriculum is used.

Before beginning the program, get some background information about your
students in relation to INTERACTION experience and skills. What kinds of
groups have they belonged to? What kinds of jobs have they had to do with

others? What are their feelings about groups? What kind of benefits and

problems have they experienced as group members or group leaders? what are

their career ,Marls ?.

For your own records, you may fin'd it useful to keep a DAILY LOG, in which you-
note the relevance and success of various activities, modifications you :Wade in
the program; student comments about the program, and your own personal reactions.
Such notes can prove useful if you choose to teach the curriculum again.
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TEACHER SUGGESTIONS

I. COMMUNICATING

Group Objectives

As a result of participating in this module, the group will communicate more
effectively within itself and with other groups. More specifically, the
group will:

1. give information;
2. receive information;
3. keep and remember information;
4. identify some of the ways that individual and group interpretation

can affect how people communicate.

Individual Student Objectives

In order to accomplish the group objectives, each student will develop the
following attitudes, knowledge, and skills.

Attitudes. Each student will:
- be sensitive to individual and group feelings;
- accept the responsibility for trying to understand
another's view and values;

- value-the sharing of information.

Knowledge. Each student will know how to:
- give information;'

recetve information;
- explain how an individual's values can affect communi-

cation;
- keep information;
- remembe information;
- involve others in a group discussion.

Skills. Each stunt will be able to:
- express group feelings;
- give information;
- identify interpretation;
- remember information;
- help others participate.

TEACHER'S NOTE. The Introduction of this manual contains a general descrip-
tion of INTERACTION modules and how to up) them. Please review the Intro-
duction,as well as the specific Teacher Suggestions given here b2fore you
begin using this module in your classroom.

-17- lb



TEACHER SUGGESTIONS
COMMUNICATING

[PREPARATION PHASE

Worksheet I-1. Communicatina

Itls important that the students understand the relationship between their
day-toxday activities and,the skills involved in effective group communication.
This worksheet is designed-to encourage students to think about how these
skills can be applied to such daily tasks as interacting with parcntS, friends,
teachers, and employers.

Remember to distribute this first worksheet one or two days before you plan to
begin the Problem Exposure Phase in class.

PROBLEM EXPOSURE PHASE

Purpose

The Problem Exposure Phase is designed to provide students with an experience

in which a major communication problem is simulated. The groups will select

a task that it will attempt to complete while allowing their behavior to be
controlled by "labels" which they are wearing on their foreheads. During this

activity, you should carefully observe the behavior of the .students. Even

though the method may appear humorous, encourage them to apProach the task in

a serious manner.

Worksheet 1-2. Ignore Me

Before yoQ distribute worksheet 1-2, prepare the labels to be given to the

students. Self-adhes e mailing labels work well. Each student should wear a

label on his forehead so that everyone in the group---except that student-- -

will be able to see it. The label will tell the others how to treat that

studdit during the group discussion. For eXample, the labels might read:

1. IGNORE ME (I'm usually wrong). '`

2. LAUGH AT ME (I'm always joking so don't take me seriously).

3. LISTEN TO ME (I know what I'm talking about .

4, GET ANGRY AT ME (I'm always starting trouble .
ENCOURAGE ME (I have good ideas, but I'm shy .

6. DON'T BELIEVE ME (I hardly ever tell the truth).

Distribute .iorksheet I-2 pd allow the students to read through it and_answer

any questions about the activity. Have each group select the task they want

to do. When you feel that the students understand the assignment, distribute
the labels.

-18-
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Be sure that the students do not know what their own labels say_.

Allow 20 minutes for the group to work in its task. During this time, observe
the group as the students discuss their problem. Look for their reaction to
how they are treated; of course:check to,make sure the students adhere to the
directions. Look over the suggested questions forr,the debriefing (see below)
to help guide your observations. Tne Group Observation Form might also help
you here. However, because of this activity, part of the form will not be
appropriate.

When the 20-minute session is completed, involve the students in a debriefing
discussion to help them analyze what happened during their group discussion.
This debriefing can be done in groups or as a whole class.- Should you choose
the group discussion, distribute A Copy of the questions below (and/or some
similar ones developed by you)` or have these on the blackboard. Please remem-
ber that these questions are suggestions to be used as guidelines. Based upon
your observations;. use questions that are appropriate for your students. The
questions could be:

1. How were you treated by your classmates?
2. Now did you feel about the way you were treated?
3. How did you feel about treating some of your classmates according

to their labels? -

4. Did the way you behave, i.e.,-ignoring some, laughing at others, etc.,
- interfere with group 4ommunication? If yes, how?
S.' Do you think that your group came up with the-best possible solution?
6. In this activity you were told to label people. Does this kind of

thing happen in real life? How? Can you give examples?
7. How cam we mtercome gich blocks to communication?

4
As a concluding activity, have the groups discuss other possible roadblocks to
communication. After they, have discussed these for five to ten minutes, have
them list the roadblocks they have identified.

Worktheet 1-3. Who Said What How?

Distribute Worksheet 1-3. Read and discuss this with the students. Here they
will be asked to begin keeping a record of different ways that people communi-
cate with them. Remind the students to keep their communication records for
later use in the module.

INSTRUCTIONAL PHASE]

Purpose

The Instructional Phase of this module should help the students understand
the rationale and the technique of brainstorming. Brainstorming should help
the students increase their skill in getting and giving information,
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understanding and using good information storage procedures, and understanding
the impact of interpretation upon the group communication process. The prac-
tice that they receive in these skills well enable them to better communicate
within their group and with:other groups as well.

Review of the Problem Exposure Phase

If the Instructional Phase begins a day or so following the Problem Exposure
Phase, spend a few minutes reviewing that experience. -Focus upon what the
students learned from that activity and what they identified as problem areas

of group communication. (See the suggested questions listed previously in
the Problem Exposure section of the teacher materials.) Should you begin the
Instructional Phase on the same day as the Problem Exposure Phase, go directly
to the next worksheet. 0

Review of Worksheet I-1

Instruct the groups to discuss their responses to the activities on Work-
sheet 1-1 for twenty to thirty minutes. They should be prepared to give a
group report (3-5 minutes each) to'the entire class at the end of that time.
During this time, move from group-to-group to monitor and direct their dis-
cussions. See that they include their problem exposure experience as they
discuss their responses to Item 3 on the worksheet -- -what they need to learn

about group-communication. When the groups come together, their report should
be presented and discussed. Probe the comments of the class so that students
actively expand and clarify their ideas. Questions such as the following will

be helpful:

What do you mean by...?
Can you give us an example of...?
How does...affect group communication?

Be open and non-judgmental. Encourage comments and discussion. Remember that

the class is still trying to get ideas out. Such action by the teacher will

help set a positive climate for the following activities. After the discuss-

ion, collect the complete worksheets.
4

Worksheet 1-4. Brainstorming.

Distribute Worksheet 1-4 and have the students read the explanation of Brain-

storming. Answer any questions that they may have. As class, brainstorm
two or three humorous or nonconsequential problems such as the (As of a desk,
possible rule changes for basketball, the effects of a-16, allowing only those
16 and under to vote, or something of the class's choosing. ,(Limit these
practice rounds to 5 minutes each.) After these class brainttorming sessions,

have one group brainstorm such a topic. Have the rest of the class observe.
After 5 minutes; discuss how well the brainstorming rules have been followed.
Repeat this strategy until each group has done brainstorming while being

19
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observed by the rest of the class. Be careful not to let the critiques be-
come personal attacks; make the students restrict their comments to points
about the rules. After these lighthearted sessions, have the students tackle
the activity. Observe the groups for their brainstorming techniques. After

they have finished, conduct a brief review of how,they did and what they
learned.

Worksheet 1-5. Listening.

Distribute Worksheet 1-5. Have students read and discuss the Ten Rules for
Active Listening. Then read aloud the activity directions as the students

follow along. Answer questions about the Four Stage Rocket process. Be

Sure that the students understand what they are to do. See that. each group

hat a timekeeper/observer. The activity should take 30-35 minutes. Allow

an edditional 25 minutes for the follow -up discussion of the activity'and the
Ten Rules ;Jr Active Listening.

WOrksheet 1-6. Receivin InfOrmation.

Distribute Worksheet 1-6. 'bive the students a chance to read it and begin the-

brief discussion of their Worksheet 1-3 record. Move from group to group to

check that they understand the concept of receiving information.

Allow the groups to conduct their brainstorming sessions independently. They

should, however, begin and ,end about'the'same time so they can share the re-

sults with the entire class. When each group has reported, lead the class in
a brief review of the modes of receiving information (sight, taste, touch,

smell, and hearing). Point,out the continuing assignment to record on Work-

sheet 1-3 how they have received messages. Explain that you will collect

these records at the end of the module.

Worksheetl:LEfinginformation.

Distribute Worksheet 1-7 in advance. You should prepare enough copies of the
following diagrams so that there will be a copy of each for each group.
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In this activity, it is important that the groups be separated so they can-

not overhear one another. If the room is small, instruct the givers to speak

softly. When the groups have selected the givers and receivers, make sure

that everyone in the group understands the instructions. Ask the other group

members to observe the participants for their reactions (e.g., frustration)

and to make sure that all instructions are being followed. Give the ap-

propriate diagram to the first giver in each group. Allow five minutes at

most to complete the communication. (Remember that giver and receiver cannot

talk other than the giver's instruction.) When Situation One is completed,

go immediately to Situation Two without any discussiofl. Again allow five

minutes at most. When that round is completed, have the groups discuss the

questions at the end of the worksheet (and/or questions you or they may have_)

In addition, you might ask such questions as:

1. What senses can we use to give and receive information?

2. What are some examples of the appropriate use of the senses to

communicate?

Have studenit read and discuss the rules for Giving Information.

Worksheet 141. _Remembering Information.

Send three students out of the roem. (It is probably best .tOsend three

students Whatare of approximately the same ability.) Distribute Worksheet 1-8

to those students still in the class. Go over it quickly and answer any

questions. The three students should be asked to return one at a time, When

the first student returns, read "The Problem of Interpretation." A co of

this is printed on the next . Then ask the student to retell e story in

fiiiThii7own words. e student does this, the others in the class

should'use their Checklists For Remembering to evaluate the retelling.

When the second student returns, read "The Problem of Interpretation" again.

This time, however, stop after every one or two sentences /and ask the student

to repeat what he or she has heard. Again the others in the class should use

their checklists to evaluate the retelling.

When the third student returns, ask him or her to take notes as you read the

story again. Afterwards, the student may use the notes to retell the story

in his or her own words. Again, the rest of the class should evaluate the

retelling.

When the class has finished their checklists for all three students, ask them

to compare the retellings. Which student was ablest° remember the most infor-

mation? Which student remembered the- least information. Why?

Ask students to save their checklists for a later activity.

21
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THE PROBLEM OF INTERPRETATION

Communication in a group or between groups means giving, receiving, and
keeping information. Although you may try to give, receive, and keep in-
formation, it is possible that communication may not happen. One thing
that blocks communication is interpretation.

Each one of us 'carrief: a "filtering sytemi" in our heads through which

a bit of informatibn ay have to pass several times, Do both the giver
and receiver consideOthe information to be important? If the communica-
-tion is not important to one of them, the giver may do a poor Job or the
receiver may not listen well.

Or, opposite messag6s may be sent at, the same time. For example, the giver
may be talking about the importance of planning ahead he is, at the
same time, running) meeting that is very poorly planned..' Remember, , can
communicate in many ways (with words and without ,ds) at the ore time.

Or, those involved in tne communication may have different sets of exper-
iences. One person may view a campaign-4s,-..a Challenge or opportunity while
another may_see_ltit-a---thttat.--

What the giver and receiver think of each other can affect how the infor-
mation is presented or accepted. If the giver thinks that the receiver is
not mart:-.en to understand him, he may not try too hard to make him-
se i under%

Finally"--either the,giver or the receiver may be distracted so that the flow
of communicition isinterrupted. Either physical discomfort or personal
problems could cause such distractions. It is-the Job of'both the giver
and the receiver to make sure that they are both "hearing the same thing."

liorksheet 1 -9. How to Take Notes.

Distribute Worksheet 1-9. Have tne class read it and discuss how they can
make use of note-taking. Discuss strategies for accomplishing the activity
(e.g. students can attend a lecture class, watch a television program such
as a speech-or news conference, attend a speech, lecture, drama, or even a
sports event together). Emphasize that they should not compare notes until
they return to class. r

If possible, have the groups compare their notes during the next-class session,
!After discussing these results, encourage the students to practice note-tak-
ing in their other school work.

Additional Activities

From the exercise in Worksheet 1-9, your students have been introduced to the

t 2?
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concept of interpretation and how it can affect communication. Using the in-
formation on their thecklists--for example. "Communication means givihg infor-

mation"-the class should discuss why interpretation is sometimes a pOiablem

when people are trying to communicate. Following are some activities which

you can use in class to illustrate the problem of interpretatior:

Activity #1: "The Old Lady."
This activity requires Transparency 1-1 and an overhead projector Simply__
instruct the class that you are going_to show them a picture and they are

to write down what they'see. Flash the pictUre on the screen for ten

seconds and turn it off. Ask everyone to write down what these-saw. Ask

a few students, Then have the students indicate what they saw by a show

of hands. Record the tally on the blackboard. me will see the tYd

Lady; a few will see the young girl; some A4111 see all sorts of things.)

Once the tally is rectirded, turn on the overhead and discuss the picture,

it is an optical illusion-in that it is a.picture of an old lady and a

young girl. You can illustrate OF same phenomena bpusing Trans-

parency 1-2. 'PrO)edt it on the screen and have the students decide which

is longer. The lines are exactly the same length. -The direction ofrthe

arrowheads causes tme illusion. Discuss how this problem affects the

accuracy of communication.

Activity #2: "Gossip"
Most of the students have -probably played this gime. u,should initiate

the game by whispering something to a student who, iteturn, whispers it

to the next, and so forth. The message should be fai*ly long (approxie

mately 15-20 words). For example, you could say; Depauve z)f infTaonj

he cost of materiala, labor, and everything else is going up. Bueineel

may have to raise their prices. As-it is passed along, a student may say

it only once. The last person announces to the class what he or she

heard) Write it on the blackboard and above it write what you said to

begin the roond. How aides gossip affect accuracy?

Activity #3: "The *Caged leicidenW e
You will have to include two trusted students to help you with this activ-

ity. The students should be asked to suddenly "interrupt" the class by

arguing loudly. The argument can quickly move to some pushing at which
time you intervene and escort them out of the classroom. However, as

soon as you close the door behind you, you return to the classroom and

ask the students to carefully describe what they saw in wri.ting. Empha-

size the necessity for detail. Allow them five minutEs to complete

their descriptions. Disco's thc descriptions in groups or as a clase.,

Do the reports differ? How do they differ? Why do they differ? Of

course, the thira question is crucial, \ The students had different angles,
their attention was attracted at different times, or they had different

Perceptions of the individuals involved.

Two points !lust be emphas .7 the effecti ene v- tesy; 1) the

necessity to plan out and to practice the incident in advince; and 2) t. e

necessity for absolute secrecy, The incident should be real for.fux, t

tion,io believability will be apparent in the incident. !t should be short

(30 seconds at most) and so well practiced that it just- naopen%_
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. What happened and why?
---What was the problem?
--How did peo7le react?

what should have happened?

--How shbuld people have reacted to the problem?
--How should a group member communicate with anotther
---What is effective group eommunication?
--:-Kcpw about the members of this group? Did they work

effective Communicators?
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GROUP OBSERVATION FORM

Instructions

To'be used durinv observation of group in Application Phase.

A. Group Process

1. Did one or two members cf the group dominate?

If lb, who?'

2. Did students encourage other group-membiars to contribute?

3. Was there anyone in the groUp whose contributions were ignored

or were not taken. wriously?

Who?

Why?

Was there-anyone in the group who did mat'real/y participate?

who

v do you think they-didn't?

nk the students were sensit. ve to each other's feelings?

"Circle ore)

very softiewha- t- not at all
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If:

members seemed to feel free to offer ideas and feelings

knowing that they would be received as attempts to help the

group and

5 . members seed to be hesitant to offer ideas and feelings for

fear cf being ignored or criticized,

then this group would- rated 1 2 3

7. Did any students pick up non-verbal cues from the others?

8. Now well do you think group members listened to and responded

to each other?

Most people, when talking, would respond to comments, objections,

suggestions of others: (Circle one)

most of the time some of the time hardly ever

9. Now would you rate the effectiveness of the group's communication?

(Circle one from each of a and b)

a) very effective in helping accomplish task

fairly effective in helping accomplish task

many problems interfered with accomplishment of task

very sensitive to individuals---most people felt comfortable

and appreciated

fairly sensitive to individuals some people felt ignored or-

or unappreciated

often became more concerned wich personal evaluations and

covpetitions than with joint task accomplishment
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Group Objectives

As a result of participating in this module, the group will better assess its
resources in relation to a given task. More specifically, the group will:

1. identify the resources that are needed to accomplish the given
task;

2. identify resources available to the grouo;
3. determine the probability of completing the task with the avail-

able resources;
4. identify ways to develop other needed resources.

Individual Student Objec

In order to accomplish the groups objectives, each student will develop the
following attitudes, knowledge and skills.

Attitudes. Each student will:

- acknowledge the positive contributions each .;ndividual
can make to the group.

- accept the abilities and limitations of others.
- accept his or ner own abilities and limitations,

Knowledge. Each student will:

- develop a broad understanding of the term "resources."
- know the abilities of other group members.
- understand the constraints affecting the use of the

resources of the group.

- understand the subjective factors involved in making a
decision about which resources to use.

Skills. Each student will:

- assess and effectively use the group resources with re-
spiact to getting the job done and maintaining group unity.

- identify resources needed for alternative plans:
- assess the probability of the group accomplishing the

task with the available resources.

TEACHER'S NOTE. The Introduction of this manual contains a general de-
ecription of INTERACTION modules and how to use them. Please review the
Introduction as well as the epec-ific Teacher Suggestions given here before
you begin using this module in your claeoroom.
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PREPARATION PHASE I

Worksheet II-1. Using_ nauncles

Before a group can plan, organize, and control its performance, it must be able

to identify and use effectively its various resources. To idegpfy the group's

resources is to determine the skills, special talents, expel-faces and attitudes

which the group members possess as well as the materials, equipment, and money

to which the group membus-have access. To use the group's resources effec-

tively involves a two step process. The members must be able, first, to decide
which available resources would be appropriate for a given task and, second,

to apply those selected resources to the task in the best possible way. In

this module, the students will not actually apply their, resources to given tasks.

They will be asked only to plan how they would apply their resources if a given

task had to be pe-formee. The module activities, therefore, focus on what can

be done in the classroom.

Remember to distribute the first worksheet one or two days before you plan to

begin the Problem Exposure Phase in class.

[PROBLEM EXPOSURE PHASE

PurRose_

The purpose of this Problem Exposure Phase is to give students the opportunity

to make an attempt to apply the knowledge'of and skill in using the resources

of the group to a life-like problem. After they have tried this, they will

be askedjto participate in a self-evaluation and an evaluation discussion..

'These two activities should help imtivate students to want to develop more

skills in knowing and using their resources. During the Problem Exposure Phase,

you can record observations which will help make the Instructional Phase rele-

vant to the unique needs of your ,students. Your Observations will also serve

as a form of pre-assessment. If feasible, use cassette recorders to tape each

group's discussion in the Problem Exposure activity to supplement your own

written observations.

Worksheet 11-2. Try It`. You'll Like It.

Distribute Worksheet II-2. It presents a simulated situation in which the

students must first identify group resources and then discuss how they would

use those resources in order to perform a certain difficult task.
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The worksheet is divided into two parts. In the first part, students are asked
to discuss the resources they would need to live in rural isolation for a long
period'of time. In the second part, they are asked to discuss how they would
use the identified resources for survival. Each part of this worksheet should
take approximately fifteen minutes.

e
While students work together on these activities, observe and record the types 1
of ideas which they present and the types of problems they encounter while
doing this.\ Use the Group Observation Form at the end of these teacher,sugges-
dons to he/Jo you do this. The information which you record on that form will
help you adapt the upcoming Instructional Phase to the individual needs of
your students.

After the activities, encourage students 10 discuss how they felt, what they
know about resources, how well they dealt with the given task, and how much
they need to learn about identifying and using the resources of their group.
When necessary, ask questions to direCt student discussion along these lines.
As the students discuss their reactions to what happened, they may become
immersed in ttie task they had been discussing before. If this happens, try to
steer the discussion back to the subject of identifying and using resources.
Make use of your observations to raise questions about the students' own ob-
servations.

Conclude the Problem Exposure Phase by summarizing the major points made, or
ask a student to do this. Inform students that later in this module they will
learn more about the resources of their group and about ways to use these re-
sources effectively. Remind students to be prepared to discuss Worksheet II-1
at the next class session.

INSTRUCTIONAL PHASE

Purpose

The Instructional Phase should expand the students' understanding of the term
resources. A broad definition of the term resources should be developed.
During this phase the students should beginETarn about one another's
talents, skills, and experiences. At the same time, they should be encouraged
to acknowledgessome of their own resources as well. Students will determine
their own resources by completing a personal resource inventory (Worksheet 11-3).
Finally, the students should begin to assess their resources with respect to a
particular task. In doing this, they should be able to determine: 1) what
resources are available to complete the task; 2) what resources are available to
maintain group cohesiveness; and 3) what the chances are that they can accom-
plish the task with the resources at their disposal.
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Review of the Problem Exposure Phase

Involve the students in a short discussion to review the Problem Exposure Phase.
One student should be asked to summarize the experiences of the group. Then

some of the following questions can be used to generate discussion.

1. What did you learn?
- What do you already know about knowing and using the resources of

the group?

- What do you still need -to learn?

2. Now that you've had time to think about the problem, how do you feel
about developing your skill'in knowing and using the resources of the

group?
- Do you feel it is an important skill to develop? Why?'

3. What importance do you think this skill might have for your group?
- How does.it apply to your group's goals?

The main purpose of this discussion is to prompt the students to think about
knowing and using the resources of the group before moving into the content

of this module.

Review of Worksheet II-1

Ask the students to refer to the responses from Worksheet II-1 during this

activity. Have them share their responses with one another, focusing on what
they Conceived to be resources, how they saw resources in relation to specific
tasks, and what impOrtance they saw in knowing the resources of the group. ,

Discuss each question after the students have shared their responses with the

group. It is important to assure students that there are no wrong or right

answers. If any student feels his or her responses are too confidential, that

studimt need not share them with the group.

The main purpose for this discussion is to have students consider the need for
knowing the resources of the groin, the possible application to their tasks
and activities, and their pe ..eptions of what a "resource" is.

Jr2tr:.oclucintlLieInstrtase

The information which follows is Oe content which will be covered in this

module. Guided, discussion is an effective way to convey this information to

the students. Such a method has the advantage of allowing the students to

voice their own ideas and remain actively involved in the session.

Begin by developirig with the students a broad definition for the term resources.

One way to do this is to introduce a game of trivia. Give the group a list

of trivia questions on several'- different topics---such as, movie stars, tele-

vision shows, sports figures, and so on. The answers to these questions should

be available somewhere in the classroom. Resuurces might include books, maga-

zines, answer cards which you create, T.V. guides, the students themselves,
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newspapers---almost anything at all- As students hunt for the answers to the
trivia questions, they can be encouraged to understand that they are using
resources.

Ask the students to givadexamples of different kinds of resources which are
available in and out of the group. Ask the group to work together to define
the term resources. In general, their definition should include the idea that
a r ource can be any person, thing, skill, information, experience, attitude,
or amount of time which helps the group accomplish its task or maintain group
cohesion. If the students have trouble establishing a Lroad definition, ask
questions that will guide them to the important areas of the definition. For
example, ask them to think about the ways in which they are resources them-
selves. .

Ask students to discuss the importance of knowing the resources of the group-- -
particularly, the skills, talents, experiences and attitudes of group members.
Then ask a group member to choose the group's best resource person for giving
instructions on Whzt to do if the building catches on fire. The chosen person
should then give the group such instructions. AfterWards ask the group to
decide whether or not the selected person was the group's best resource for
that information. Be sure to ask why this person was chosen over the others.
At this point, the students should begin to understand the importance of taking
the guesswork out of knowing the resources of the group. Once they begin to
understand this, the stage is set for them to identify their personal resources
and the resources,of others in the group.

Worksheet 11-3. I Am A Resource

Distribute Worksheet 11-3. This is a form which the students can use to record
their own personal resources. Give the students as much time as they need to

---d-Oplete this form.

When the students have done resource inventories on themselves, ask them to do
similar inventories on the others in the group. Begin by distributing extra
copies of Worksheet 11-3 so that each student has one copy for each member of
the group. Then ask the students to take turns reading their own inventories
out loud. As each student does this, the others can use one of their extra
forms to record that person's resources. By the end of this exercise, each
student will have an inventory on everyone in the group. The students should
keep these inventories in their notebooks as references for later group activ-
ities.

Worksheet 11-4. Who's Who

Remind the students that each member of the group has different skills, talents,
experiences and attitudes which can help the group stay together and do its
work well. Even the personality traits of members can be important resources
of the group. Encourage students to discuss the importance of their own *-
sources. Guide the discussion toward the idea that every member of the group
has something important to contribute. To guide the discussion this way, you
might ask such questions as:
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1. How do you feel about your own resources?
2._ How do you think that your own talents, skills, past experiences,

and attitudes can contribute tc the group?
3. How might some of your personality traits serve as resources for

the group? For example, some people are "thinkers." Some are
"doers." How do these different traits contribute to the group?

Distrubute Worksheet 11-4. The chart here shows a list of roles and jobs of
different types. Ask the students to work I and to assign each

role or job on the list of one member of their group. The memker they choose
should be the one that they think is the best resource person fbr that role

or job. The only stipulation here is that the students should include every
.member of the group---including themselves---at least once on the finished

chart. When the students have done this indiMUilly, ask them to share their
responses with the group. Encourage them to give reasons for the assignments

they made. Note the differences and similarities among students' responses.
Use these differences and similarities to discuss why different people will
often make different choices while assessing the resources of the group. To

guide student discussions, use questions such as the following:

1. ,Why is one student's opinion different from another's with respect
to resources of the group?

2. What are some problems that these differences of opinion might

cause? How might these problems be solved?

3. How might a group overcome some differences of opinion while
exploring the resources of the group?

As with previous discussions, there are no wr'ng or right answers to these ques

tions. They are intended to prompt the students to think about this topic.

If it has-not already been discussed, ask the students to consider resources

related to maintaining the group. We often think only of resources related

to accomplishing the task: skills, time, money, material, etcl Students alto
need to thin' about resources related to maintaining the group. Examples of

these are less tangible, but some are: a group comedian who keeps morale
high; a party or fun actfivity that lifts group spirits; a peacemaker in the

group who is respected by all. Have the students discuss this type of re-
source and explore some of the resources their group has in this area. Through

guided discussion, they can learn to see that attitudes are a key resource in

this area.

Worksheet II-5. Do we Have Everything We Need?

It is important that a group confronted with a task be able to determine whether

its resources are adequate.. This means that the group must first be able

to estimate the kind and number of resources it will need. Estimates can be

very gross at the best. When the group, or a particular member of the group,
has had previous experience with a given task, it is easier to estimate the

resources that will be needed to do the task again.. If the group discovers

that its available resources are inadequate---based on estimated resource

needs---there are several options. Ask the students to brainstorm some of the

ways of dealing with inadequate resources. The students' brainstorming session
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should yield some of the ideas'below:

If we don't have all the resources we need:

- we can figure out what we need and -try to get these resources before
we begin our job;

- we can think about than tetaNirces we alivady have and try to think of

ways that they might _Ae Otangedlo help us do the job; that. is, we
can make the best of uta-twe've got;
we can decide that the job is too hard for us and either change the
job or---if this 4s impossible---not do tne job at all.

-The-students shouldlieeecouraged to-think of many differentways of dealing
with,inadiquate resources; Through guided disdussion, students Should learn
to underStaed thet---0_the group doesn't have the resources it needs to do
ajOb iae #lam= fai3re may-result.

Distribute,Worksheet 11-5. When students have had time to read the instruc-
tions,-allowAhem 20 minutes to perform the activity. Afterwards, ask them to
discuss and Summarize what they have-decided as a group.

Worksheet 11-6. Who Should Be What?

DistribUte Worksheet 11-6. Allow students 'about 20 minutes to, perform the
activity described in this worksneet. Wnen time expires, as the group to report
its results. If the group has not done a thorough job of considering its
resources and assigning the best person for each job, ask questions to encourage
further discussion.

Summarize what has happened in this module so far. As you do this, remind the
students that it is important to keep identifying new group resources as they
do different activities. and solve different problems. By-Consciously looking
out-for new resources, the group will be able to increase its effectiveness
more and more.

Worksheet 11 -7. What Did You Learn?

Before beginning the Application Phase, administer this instructional test.
After reviewing the students' performance on this test, you may decide that a

review is necessary before beginning the Application Phase.

APPLICATION PHASE

In the Application Phase, 5tudents will be asked to apply what they have
learned so far to a simulated problem situation. This activity will give them
an opportunity to practice the skills involved in identifying and using group
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may help students realize holm such skills can

daily lives.

Discussion

Before the students are asked to apply their skills of identifying and using
the resources of the group, lead (or as a student to lead) a discussion of

what they've learned during the Instructional Phase. Some questions you migh

want to use are _pntained on the next page.

1. What happened?
- What did we do?
- What skills did We learn and practice?

- How did people react? What.are your feelings about these skills?

2. How are these skills applicable?
- What about your daily activities outside of class and school?

- What about in the context of the class?

--How about on the job?

Following this discussion the group is to be challenged to apply their skill .

knowing and using the resources of the group to a problem related to the con-

text of the course. Be sure the students know how much tJme they will have to
identify resources ai:1 assess'them with respect to the task given.

Activity

The nature of the problem to which the students apply their skill is dependent

on the context of the class and the needs and interests of the group and

students. The students can be consulted when deciding what problem to present

them.

The specific problem, must in some way excite the imaginations of the students.

To this end, it is wise to choose a task which they will later plan and carry

out. Such a problem has the advantage of giving the group a real stake in _

successfully carrying out-this Application Phase.

While the students are identifying and assessing the group's resources rila

to the given task, observe their behavior. Use another copy of *F._ Group Ob.

servation Form and keep notes. If feasible, use cassette recorders to tape

each group's discussion in the,,Application Phase activity to supplement your

own written observations. You should also,cdach the students by asking ques-

ons that will help them examine themselves and their use of the skill of

koowling and using the resources of the group. _

"rt.
IC;V.i Did You

When the group has completed the ap-

evaluation form. When the students

evaluations of themselves.

atior probIemiOmin ster this self-
e completed It, aSi-- ir±0.2 to discuss their
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'Worksheet -9, How Old ttie Group Do?

Ask students to discuss their performance during the Application Phase. Guide
the discussion so that students answer such questions as

1. Weat happened and why?
- Whet was the problem?
- HOW did people react?

- How did you attempt to get to know the resources of the group?
- Once you identified them, how did you decide to use them?

Z. wnat should have happened?

- Hoe should people have reacted to the problem?
- How should you have systenatically identifeid the resources of
the group and decided which to use for the task?

- What is a resource?

ARA the members of this group? Whet kind of resources do you
each represent?

- Whet resources are available in the preceding exercise?
- Which of the resources were usable for the given task?
- How could you have made better use of-the resources available?
What do you figure the probWbilities of completing the task were
with the resources you had?

Whet can you be conscious of in the future in order to know and use
the resources of the group better?

4. What do you think you know or don't know about identifying eid using
the resources ofthe group?

Distribute Worksheet 11-9. Ask students to use form evaluate the group
individually.- Then distribute one extra copy of s forte ro each grobp.
Have he group work together to valuate ifself. Afterwards discuss these
evaluations as "a class.
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AT ON FORM

Instructions

To be used twice° once during ervatcri of groups In the Prot

Phase and once during observation of groups in the Application phase_

A. Content of group dis;:ussion

Do they attempt to identify _e avaitab1e resources?

Do they consider -tire a resource?

3) Do they consider material and equipment?

4) Do they consider their own (real or role ayed) skills, tIlents,'

and experiences?

Do they identify the resources that are usable for the task?

6) Do they discuss resources related to the accomplishment of the

task?

7) Do they dtscuss resources re Led to te1 intenance of group unity

81 Do they make any assessment of the probability that they could'

complete the task with the resources given?-

If applicable - How adequate do yOU think the

the task JOS,

0

you feel that ev10....ry group

ayed---in4icate which) were

the task. tf

nsidered and US

whose and wh t r Sou.-
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RESOLVING- CONFOCTS

7E404E4 SUGtifS S

rtstAlt =if participating in this module, the group will more effectively
rel onf h is Kure yiecifically, the nroup will:

1_ determine ,ot: cause of group conflicts;
2 figure out different ways to deal with such conflicts;
I recognize the beliefs'and goals which the group members share

1 which, therefore, can be used in conflict reiolution,-
.,ouw; respect, and deal with individdal Ind group differences
while trying to resolve conflicts;

S. use conflict resolution to improve how the group sticks together
and_how the group works.

Ind !Wu's] Student Otiectives

In order to accomolish6the group objectives, each student will develop cer-
tail% attitudes, knowledge, and skills.

Attitudes. each shident will:
appreciate conflict resolution as a group tool
which is necessary for doing is and achieving
goals;
appreciate the importance of dealing with conflicts
honettly and openly;

- appreciate the importance of explaining h. 4s or her
belief* and goals while trying to resolve conflicts,

- appreciate the importance of individual and group
feelioge while trying to resolve conflicts,
-Apreciate and respect differences among people and

groups,

Know Each student Jwi 1 I 'know =

the meaning of the 'ord conflict.
- the different causes ofZOTTETs.
--different ways off- -d erfing with conflicts_

dr she can deal with conflicts and how
well others can deal with conflicts while working as
group to get a job done.

Skit Each student

recognize tyP46 of conflicts and causes of 1 is

explain r:is or her bel-zfs in order to telp reso v
group cohflicts.
figure 04t different ways of resolving conflicts_

express his or her own feelings while dealing with
conflicts honestly and otiehly.

apply -cQtflitt resolution skills to personal, everyday
ohs or situations.
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TEACHER'S NOTE: 7he introduction of this manual contains a genernl de

:NTFk4CTfON modules and hoo to use them. Please Ivoiew the

1,:,!:roduotiOn ao aa the an fic Teacher Suggest-iota v! t`ore

begiN 4aing .h1=2; module in ycur casaroom.

PREPARATION PHASE

Worksheet Resolving giflicts

It is important that the students see the relevance between their daily tasks

and the skills it olved in conflict resolution. In this worksheet, they will

be asked to establish a broad definition for the term conflict. They will

also be asked to consider their present skills in resoi7G5 group conflicts

and to decide how these skills apply to their daily tasks, activities and

relationships.

Remember to distribute this first worksheet one or two days before you plan

to begin the Pr :biem Exposure Phase in class.

PROBLEM EXPOSURE PHASE

11.i.riose

The p-,-pose e this Phase is to give students the opportunity to "try out`"

thei confiict-resolution skills in a life-like situation. When they have

tried to apply their conflict resolution skills to the problem presented,

they will participate in an evaluation discussiot which should help motivate

them to develop their skills in conflict resolution_ During the Problem ,

Exposure Phase, jou will be able to record'observations as in previous modules,

Your observation-, can help you adjust the 'Instructional Phase so that it meets

the prtque needs and interests of your students vour observations can also

serve another form of pretest. If feasible, the problem exposure activity

should be recorded on cassette audio tapes (or video tape) tr order to help

in the evaluation of the group interaction process.
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!,nnIlitL 111-2. What's the Problem?

Distribute copies of Worksheet 111-2. When they have read this, give each
grill) member a different set of Secret Instructions These instructions will
tee them who to, be and how to act during the role-play. After the students
have had time to read and think about their assigned roles, allow a few minutes
for any clarifications. Remind the students that they are not to discuss the
colitene of their roles with one another. They are only to act oust their roles
asinaturally as'possible once the activity begins. Allow 20 minutes for the
rope -play.

While the students are role playing, listen attentively,and generally support
what's happening. You must decide when to stop an enactment that is not getting
a4where, that is too "hammy" or too unrealistic. Your may interrupt to remind

rope- players of their roles. .Usually, once a role-play gel., underway, the
players' involvement makes any interruptions unnecessary.

Usir the Group Observation Form to help you observe the role-play and plan an
Initruetional Phase which will meet the individual needs of ydur students.

Af er the role-olay, encourage students to discuss how they felt about their
o es and about the conflicts'that arose. Ask them to describe how well they
think they did while dealing with the conflicts. Find out. how much students

feell the- already know about group conflict and its causes. As they'discuss
their role-play, they may,become immersed in details of the role -play itself.
If this happens, try-to steer the discussion back to the subject of identifying
and resolving conflicts in general. Make use of your observations to raise
Questions about the students' own observations.

Conclude the Problem Exposure Phase by summarizing the major points made, or

,ask a student to do this. Inform students that later in this module they, will
learn about the different kinds of conflicts that arise in group settings, t'
general causes of these conflicts, and alternative ways of resolving these
conflicts. Remind students to be prepared to discuss Worksheet 111-1 at the
next class session.

[INSTRUCTIONAL PHASE]

Purpose

The Instructional Phase should expand the students' understanding of ti -rm

conflict. A broad definition of conflict should be developed. During

phase the students should begin to identify group conflicts they have experienced
and to examine some of the causes for these conflicts. They should also learn

atelput the different ways that theyindividually and as a group---can resolve
such conflicts. Finally, the students should begin to be able to assess their
attitudes', knowledge and skills in conflict resolution with respect to a
particular situation and determine what is the most effective way to deal with

the conflict so that they can contribute to the completion of the task and to
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the maintenance of group cohesion.

Review of the Problem Exposure Phase

To review the Problem Exposure, involve the students in a short_ discussion.

One student should be asked to summarize the experiences of the group. Then

some of the following questions can be uked to generate discussion:

1. What did you learn?
- What do you already know about conflict resolution?

- What, do you still need '.o learn?

Having had time to consider the prpblem, how do you feel about

developing your skill in conflict resolution?
- Do you feel it is an important skill to develop? Why?

3. What importance do yOu think this skill might have for your group?

- How does it apply to yourpoup's goals?

The main, purpose of this discussion is to encourage students to think about

conflict resolution and its relation to their own group. This will prepare

them for the content of this module. It is hoped-that the students will begin

to identify some of their (von intra-group conflicts in a non-threatening atmos-

phere that nevertheless is characterized by a desire to deal honestly and

sensitively with their group's interaction problems and some alternative solu-

tions.

Review of Works ee 11-1

Ask the students to refer to the responses on Worksheet III-1 during this

activity. Have them share their responses with one another. The focus should

be on what they saw to be their most conflict-filled daily tasks, their own

strengths and weaknesses ,n dealing with these conflicts and their own appraisal

of their need to develoe more understanding, better attitudes and more effective

skills in resolving soch conflicts.

Review the four questions. Discuss each one after the students have shared

their responses with the group. It is important to assure students that there

are no right or wrong answers. If ,ny student feels his or her responses are

evoieconftdentft}, theteett-deml need not share them with the oroup.

Introducing the Instructional Phase

Begin by developing with the students a broad definition of the term conflict.

Ask the students to think about what they've done in the module so far and to

give their ideas on some possible kinds of conflict. Make sure to focus their

attention on conflict within groups, and, more specifically, within task-oriented

groups. Otherwise, the discussion might hecome so general that the group ends

up talking about something which is not the subject of interest. Keep in mind

that our c;erall goal is the development vf cooperative group interaction.
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Worksheet 111-3. What Caused the Problem?

Distribute Worksheet 111-3, This is an information sheet which describes five
general causes of group conflict. After students have studied this sheet on
their own, discuss the five general causes which are described in the worksheet.
Ask students to give examples for each cause.

Following is some additional information which may help you lead an effective
class discussion about the causes of group conflict.

There are five general causes of group conflicts: (1), tasks; (2) personality
canflicts; (3) organizational structure; (4) personal problems; and (5) societal
conditions.

*
1

The group task may be a source of conflict: Its goals may not be in tune with
the goals of individual members; the task may be difficult or impossible to
complete; the time schedule for completion may be unrealistic inr the grnui)
'nay be unable to meet the deadline; the task may require skills and/Or resources
not available; individual members may be incompetent or inefficient in accomplish-
ing the task; failure at tapk completion may involve firing, or at ledst negative
evaluation, of individuals; the task may be depnei or structured sorlooaely, or
so tightly, as to cause job dissatisfaction and/or lack of productivity; the
nature of the task components -and the division of roles 'sub-tasks) may be a
source of destructive competition among the individuals in the group.,

Group interpersonal relations may be a source of conflict: value and goal
differences may hindkr cooperative effort, individual adjustment; lack of
coirnunication, miscommunication, and labelling or-Stereotyping can aggravate
individual and group relationships; personality differences may result in
attitudes and behaviors that disrupt the group's work and/or the group's working
relationship; gossiping, back-biting, fault-finding, aggressive confrontation,
bad or hurt feelings, childishness, lack of sensitivity, angergame-playing,"
alofness, mistrust, suspicion, exaggeration of differences, manipulation of
'hers, vindictiveness, favoritism, petty jealousies and rivalries are all symp-

toms of poor human relations.

the group environment and the organizational structure may be a source of con-
flict: an overly hierarchical structure may contribute to lack of input in
goll definition, goal attainment from subordinate members of the group; an
:;,crly permissive structure may leave the group and its members without clear
goals, adequate dieection, and standards for efficiency and productivity; both
hierarchical and laissez-faire structures may impair the group and/or the
organization's ability to react swiftly to external pressures, to discern what
the situation is, and may negatively affect the motivation of group members to
nerform adequately and to maintain the group's unity; Zack of communication
between assigned leaders and other group members as well as wlth other levels
or brane-aes of the larger organization may cause unnecessary confusion, f'rustra-
tn, alienation, resentment, and failure to air opinions, feelings, constructive
criticism and suggestions for improvement; the division of labor may cause
boredom, promote a sense of powerlessness and mac stifle creativity and the full

'lization of human resources; policies and procedures may hinder rather than
facilitate affective communication, healthy interperson:' A:qationships,
d:!,11:sion-making and problem-solving, and needed input from all members;
inadequate or oppressive working _conditions and facili ties may adversely affect
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preductivity, individual development and satisfaction; impersonal environments
me?, depress job outcomes as well as lessen commitment; promotion procedures

rutty not reward members adequately and May hold back or fail to recognize

individuals whose talents are being wasted; policies and procedures may reward
conformity and merely adequate performance while discouraging innovations and

iedependent thinking.

Personal Problems of Adividuals may also be a source of conflict in groups:

the individual's lack of self-confidence and self -worth may affect his or her

to contribute to the job and to interpersonal harmony. Personal con-

flict may be reflected in attitudes and behaviors characterized by poor self-

concept, anxiety, withdrawal, a serse of failure and inadequacy, depression,

discontent, inefficiency; a feeling of oppression, Zack of flexibility, a

general Zack of motivation and/Or cooperation, and chronic tardiness ane,er

absenteeism.

Societal conditions may be nother Source of conflict: racial, religious, ethnic,

political and sexual discrimination in attitudes and practices within the largee

society may inhibit or exclude individuals or groups from participating in the

work group through hiring practices, stereotyping, prejudiced statements and

behaviors, unequal treatment; tensions and resentments may flare up into aggres-

sive, divisive on ontations; separatist cliques and intolerant individuals

may disrupt the accomplishment of tasks and the unity of the group.

low

In making these five distinctions, it must be kept in mind that often the

e
distinctions are not useful in dgiven situation. It may e that a "conflict"

that arises within a group setting may be the result of mo than one of these

factors. However, it is hoped that these general categories will help you

provide the students with q clearer picture of the complexity of conflicts

that occur in group settincs.

Theie five ucial areas should be related at all times to the accomplishment

of the group tag* and to the maintenance of group cohesion. If the students

don't identify these important areas, ask questions that will open the discussion

to include these points, e.g.: How about the group's task? In what ways might

it be the source of conflict in a group?

To reinforce the importance and usefJiness of working with some general catego-

ries in discussing conflict in grows, direct students to the three part activity

on-page 2 of the orksheet. Here the students will find a list of problems which

they will be asked to classify by cause. Tell the students that they can add

any new cause that they feel adequately covers five or more items on the list.

After each student had completed his or her classification (20 minutes), the

groups should discuss their individual classifications and agree as a group on

classifications, i.e., share their notes and make a group set of notes (20 min-

utes).

The brainstorming exercise should last about 20 minutes. Its purpose is to

give the students a feel for the complexity of conflict resolution, for the

need for relevant information and clarification and discussion of the values

that affect those involved in resolving conflicts. Lastly, the brainstorming

should provide, through guided discussion afterwards, the opportunity to reflect

upon the difference between constructive and destructive conflict. The list of
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"problems" reflects many examples of destructive confliCt. The group's attempt
at agreeing upon the categories and brainstorming "solutions" can be seen as
examples of constructive conflict. Such constructive conflict exists in most
democratic problem solving situations where diverse views exist. A group
situation in which consensus exists is rare. 'For a truly cooperative situation
involving group interaction/decision-making, many problems are solved by com-
romise. In its simplest form. consensus involves agreement while compromise

invo ves acceptance,. N
/

_1

The following suggested questions can serve as guidelin s for eliciting the
concerns mentioned above and can allow for the possibil ty of the instructor
expanding on the concepts.

1. Are the "problems" you were asked to classify real ones as far as
work groups are concerned?

- Did you experience much disagreement in your group in classifying
the problems?
What is the difference between tnis conflict of views (if any
and the conflicts listed in the worksheet?

- If it's not always possible to reach consensus, can the conflict
of views that results be constructive?

- What benefits, if any, result from spch constructive conflict?

You should emphasize in discussing these questions that constructive conflict
is the means of producing new ideas and positive change. It is an important
inter-personal relationship, one which people in business, industry, eduCation,
and almost all sections of our society engage in on a daily basis. Once its
value in problem-solving is recognized, and students have experiences- in know-
ing that disagreement and debate are part of the conflict process, then des-
tructive conflict can be avoided.

2. Were any of the "problems," conflicts that could not be resolved
easily, if at all, in a small group?
- If you answered yes to the previous question, give some examples
and explain why you think conflict resolution would be difficult
within a group setting.

- Is part of the problem here a question of differing or conflicting
values? If so, give examples and explain the conflict.

You should emphasize that often destructive conflict occurs in matters so
involved with basic, values or emotions that resolution becomes impossible.
However, there are examples of value conflicts in the list which can be resolved,
given the clarification of the values involved. This is the next major area of
instruction, but first the present set of activities can be brought to closure
by some discussion questions probing the students' feelings about and reaction
to "being in conflict" with each other on the classifying exercise. Some questions
to ascertain their feelings might be the following.

3. Did you disagree much with each other on the classification of the
"problems"?
How did you feel about being in disagreement, about defending
your viewpoint or giving in to the viewpoint of someone else
or the group?

- Do you feel comfortable with compromising?
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.= Are you able to listen actively to the arguments of ()piers without

feeling threatened personally?

Part of the difficulty in some group situation, is-the failure 0 one of the

parties in an interaction to recognize_and respond tolhe feeling 'et- attitudes

underlying a message. We know that any message a person tries to get across.

usually has two compcnents: the content of the message and the feeling or

attitude underlying this content. Both are important, both give the message

meanin . It is this total meaning pf the message that we try to understand

an respond to. In some instances, however, the content is far les$ important

than the feeling which underlies it. To catch the full flavor or meaning
of the message one must respond to the feeling component; one must try to
remain sensitive to the total meaning the message has to the - speaker.

The list ner will otten hear negative, hostile expressiodt directed at himself
or he f._ Such expressions are always hard to listen to. No one likes to

hear ho ile words. And it is not easy to get to the point where one is strong

enough _o permit these att4cks without finding it necessary to defend oneself

or retaliate.

Because we all fear that people will crumble under the attack of genuine negative

feelings, we tend to perpetuate an attitude of pseudo-peace. It is as if we

cannot tolerate conflict at all for fear of the damage it could do to_us,to

the situation, to the others involved. But of course the'real damage is done

to all these by the denial and suppression of negative feelings.

The previous set of questions should provide you with the opportunity to

explore these concepts with the students. The ideal situation may be for the

students to express as many of these ideas as possible-in their own words

through your skillful questioning and direction of the discussion.

Worksheet II:IJaclALIK126snt'

Distribute Worksheet III-4. When students have had to read the instruction for

this activity, give each group member a set of Secret Instructions. These in-

structions will tell them what "values" to demonstrate during the role -play.

Remind students not to tell the others in the group what instructions they have

received, but to show the -Others what their simulated "values" are by the way

they act during the role-play.

Worksheet 111-5. Your Values and Mine.

Now do the different values of individual group members affect the way that

the whole group acts? The following activity should be used to address the

need for values clarification as an important component of any conflict resolu-

tion process or strategy. Distribute Worksheet III-5. Have the students

answer in writing the first section dealing with the values at work in the

simulation exercise. These questions and the discussion that follows are meant

to "break the ice" about values without immediately putting anyone on the defen-

sive.

k
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The rques"tions in the second section may very well be the most t-t-f-ficaltto dis-

cuss The cautions made above shoul6 guide your own leadership of the CS-Calrstert-,--_______
The success -of this discussion will most likely be the decisive factor in assuring
that 'pie students experience real growth in understanding and accepting differen-

ces it value's in their group. It should be a truly motivating experience in
their\development as a cooperative work group.

You may want to have each student write his or her answers to the questions
in the\second section on the board. They should feel free to write more than
three 'values" or to withhold any they consider too personal. The lists on

the bo rd are a means for the students saying to each other publicly what posi-
tive things they stand for.

You may\want to make it the responsibility of the students to explain how
their "w1tants" as listed on the board relate to their involvement in this
particul4r group. Help them, if'necessary, to-make the transition from the
general to the specific. This can be facilitated by eliciting from the students
what they\think are the assumptjOs about their attitudes and behavior in groups
that uncle lie the specific values they pick. For example, if a students
that he or she values sports, lead the group to uncover how sportS are a form
of-group iteraction. What kinds of attitudes and behavior are involved for
them personally? Do they value individual competition versus group competi-
tion? Do tOey get satisfaction out of achieving for self and/Or for them?
Another useul approach is to give the students an example from your own
experience and to relate it to your involvement in some group other than
the present One. Your willingness to clarify a value should encourage your
students to On likewise is a non-threatening yet frank environment.

In guiding the Osvission,,you_shouid focus attention on the effect, if any,
these various -Ives have on now their present group functions. Any value

conflicts thavbecove apparent should be analyzed within the framework of the
five sources of\conflict that we have delineated. This analysis should help

Point out the need Cr us' different strategies in different kinds of con-

flict situations\

work eet 1;I -6. ?he Triple -A b: Awareness, Analysis, Action

Distribute 111-6 a day or two before you plan to use it in class. This

worksheet is a reading assignment which introduces and explains a general
method for resolving group conflicts. When you distribute the worksheet,
tell the students that they will be asked to try the Triple-A Way in class.
They should read the worksheet carefOlIN.therefore, and be prepared to ask
questions about any-part of the Triple-A Way that they don't completely under

stand.

To discuss the Triple-A kCay in class, put the followinq outline on, the black-

board. Ask the students to discuss each part of the problem-solving method.
Encourage students to give examples of how they would apply the Triple-A Way

to group conflicts they nave already experienced.
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The TrILle-A

Awareness

Recognizinc that something is wrong.

2 Making the problem your business.

3. Finding out the interests and beliefs of other group members that

relate to the problem.

4
I. Figuring out the cause of. the conflict.
2. Coming up with some possible solutions to the problem,
3. Knowing the resources you will need to solve the problem,

4. Thinking ahead to make sure that the possible solutions are good.

Action:

Picking the best possiblesOlut100.
2. -ulvioing up the work that has t bo, I

3.= Putting the solution into act*oh--

4. Making sure that the sofution-woeke,_
5. Changing the solution. if AeCOSWY-

to solve the pro em.

Worksheet ResoU4.- flicts the Tri le-A Way

Distribute Worksheet Ili: -7 and-.-, after students have ho "-e-to review t,

redistribute Worksheet .2trial Delivery. Give each student a different

seLof Secret Instructions, This time the group's assignment is to resolve the

OA by moving through the three steps of the Triple-A Way. One person
group should be selected to write down what happens as the group does

each step. For example. what was the conflict? Was everyone in the group

wiliing to "own" the 6otiflict? What values were involved? What values were

brought out in the open?

After the roIe-PloY, the students should discuss the written record of how
the group tried to use the Triple-A Way to resolve the conflict. The purpose

of this discussion is to determine whether or not the Triple-A Way was a better
approach to problem-soiving than the earlier brainstorming session. In order

to encourage constructive criticism, ask the members of the other groups to
concentrate on what the group did best each time.

When summarizing at the:end of this Instructional Phase, point out the importance
of integrating the skills developed here with the brevious units. You may want

to review quickly the general content of previous modules and to discuss how

each contributes to the students' skill in conflict resolution

Worksheet U 1- : What Old You

Before beginning the Application PhaseF distribute this instructional t

The results of this test will -tell you whether a review of the Instructio

Phase is necessary before going to the Application Phase_ Be sure to discuss
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The Application Phase will give the students an opportunity to practice their
new skills of conflict resolution by requiring them to apply these-skills to
a problem related to the context of the course. This will help students see-
the utility, and relevance.of conflict resolution skills in their daily activi-

ties.

Procedure

Before_the students are asked'to apply their skills in conflict,reso
lead (or ask a student to lead) an evaleetion of ghat they've learned
the Instructional Phase. Some questions might be

I, What happened?
What did we do?
What skills did we learn and practice?
How did people react? enat are your feelings

How are these skills wiscabli?
What about your dal activities outside o

What about in the=coeteet of the class"?
- How about op the its!?

Following this discussion. te-route Is to
conflict resolution to a teeihiem related

and scielolZ

The nature of the problem to whith the =students_

dependent on the context of the class end the needs
and students. The students should oe COesulevii when
use. The specific prOblem should in some ee,y excite

students. To this end, it is wile they :lose a rea
they must immediately try to solve, Such a orobtem
the group a real stake in successfully ceeey,ee 4e1

apply tflOir 4

and inteeet
deciding weat
the imaqinatien 0

conflicts, one wnicte
s the_edventege o4

APolieation phi_

4

ing

skil

while the students are resolving the cunflittss obi their heh4viOr

another ttpy of the Group Observation For0 to help you do this, and keep vour

own notes as well. If feasible, use cassette recorders to tape each group's

discussion in the Application Phase'activity to supplement rour own written

observations. You should also coach the students by asking questions that

will help them examine themselves aod their ustil of the coe'itt rrsOutton
skills.
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WorkS jid YOu DO?

When .the group has completed the appli-aticA or,

evaluat;on for and ask students to complete it

to discuss their strengths and weaknesses

works

f

The jrpjako2

p should discuss their ewaludt!on

Owing QUeStiOns=

What happened and -why?

- What was the prohleM1

- How did people react'
How did you attempt to reseive the c rict'

TEACHER SUGGESTIONS'

RESOLyING ODhrl!,CTS

vtpute tros

e,;:-,)r

nevi

What -hou d have happened?

. How should people have reacted to tie roolems'i

How ShOuld yOu have systematical4y ideftified and resolvpa

COnflict7
What is cOnf?lOt?
Which of th, SOutCes of conflict did this one represent?

How could y : have made better use of the TrIple-n Proces-s?

t Can you be _c i us i3
coni"icts more effectivel

is the future in order to re5olve

what do you chink you know or fm t knOw about t'onflict tr!solu

Ihen distribu

evaluate the
41i-10 to eac
wards discuss

worksheet O. first. students should use this ± rm to

indIvidua &Uri-Otte One extra COPy o' WOWt,0
roup. Ask the group to use this fo. m 0 ilua, _*L

hese evaluations as a class-

er
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W' JP OBSERVATION

RESOLVING CONFLICT

Most maple. when talking, would respond to comments, objctions,

su9gpstions of others: (Circle 000

tie time some of the time hardly ever

How would you rate the eff*ctiveness of the group's resolution of

cenflict, (Circle one from each of a and t..)

very effective In helping accomplish task

y r 4e in helping accomplish task

(Mary eroblems interfered with accomplisiment of task

very sensitive to individualsmost people felt comfortable

and appreciated.

fairly sensitive to Ineividuals---some mole felt ignored Or

unappreciated.

often became more concerned +titb rs al evaluations and com-

petitions than with joint task acccomplishment,

cab et do you think the group accompli

task? (Circle one)

very wel! tely very poorly

-swen Only in Phase - - -How much did you h

the group to keep it operating well and concentrating o task?

Circle one)

very reich

Individe t members

Fmposure Ph4$P.

.ofnewhat not at all

it



GROUP OBSERVATION
RES011/ING CONFLICTS

For each student, make a brief _te of what you think are his/her

primary strengths and weaknesses in working in the group according

to Wits:, yju have observe& (Although you haven't had much time

to observe, hopefully there brief notes will be useful to you in

comparing students` behav or_in'the group row with wha

_ the Appl;..:!t'n PP e.)

P ication Phase

List each student and, for each, briefly describe what you observed

to be his/her strengths and weaknesses in working in the group,

especiilly in relation to the following attitudes, knowledge, and

skills: -understanding the term "conflict" as it applies to

group functioning, identifying sources of conflict, clarifying

values of self and of others, using a systematic process it resolv-

ing conflicts so that group t'sks are accomplished and group unity

aintained

will

t,
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PLANNING

TEACHER SUGGESTIONS

GrNal_gbjectlyes

As a result of participating in this module, the group will more effectively
plan their tasks. More specifically, the group will be able to:

1. determine the nature of the task (what must be done, where, ween,
why, and by whom);

2. determine the resources available for the task;
3. determine obstacles that may hinder the accomplisnment of the task,
4. generate several alternative ways to accomplish the task
5. 'establish the basis for selecting an alternttive',
6. decide which alternative to use;
7. determine the details of the plan (who will do what, when where,

hew);

13 evaluate their planning proccis, based on their ability to accomplish
the above steps.

Individual t Objectives

In order to accompli the group objectives, ear`, student will develop the
following attitudes, knowledge and skills.

Attitudes. Each student will:
-value planning as a necessary precess for accomplishing
tasks and achieving goals;

-value a systematic approach to tasks;
-va,ue the generating of alternatives before reaching a
group. decision; and

-value the use 1T-group decisions in plannihg as a means or
getting the greatest possible commitment from the group =`

fl21,111a0s. Each student will understand:
-the tasks to be 4:ccmplished;
-the constraints crested by the situation;
-the need for consistency between a cht--n plan and the
group's goals and resources;
-a technique for pltinning;4and

-the need to gather information before determining a plan
of action.

Each student will be able to:
-state the task iii concrete term;
,,propose several aittrnative ways of accomplishing the task;
identify resources he can prfw4de for each alternative;
gather and assess inforietion pertinent to the task;
-identify decisions that need to be made and problems that
need to be solved;

-assess alternatives on the basis of the probability of the
group's being able to carry them out successfully; and
-apply a 'Owning process to personal tasks.
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TEACHER'S NOTE. the f;_nt,r'ns a generic '-

ind 4ec them. Pielae review

.;14_'. _'n _le %_;e:: spec-ific Teac;ter J-z:ven here

:n m-Jdu!e in ?--sr

[PREPARATION PHASTJ

It =s important that students see the relevance tweentheir daily tasks

and the skills involved in the planning process. In thi7_ worksheet, students

will be asked to consider their present skills if planning and how the
skills apply to-their daily tasks and activities.

Remember to distribute this first worksheet one or two days before you plan

to begin the Problem Exposure Phase in class.

PROBLEM EXPOSURE PHASE

PR2U.:,e_

The purpose of this phase is to give students the ooPortunity to use their

planning skills,fn a life-like situation. When they have tried to apply

their planning skills to the problem presented, they will participate i1

an evaluation discussion which should help motivate them to want more

skill in planning. During the Problem Exposure Phase, you will be able to

record observations as in previous modules. Your observations can help

you adjust the Instructional Phase so that it meets toe unique needs and

interests of your students. Your observations can ,,jo serve as another

form of pretest. If feasible, the problem exposure activity should be
recorded on cassette audit tapes (or video tape) in order to help i the

evaluation of the group planning process.
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Worksheet IV-2. Let's Go to a Movie

Distribute copies of Worksheet IV-2. When they have read this, give each

group member a different ,UnrntsgfaM+ind sheet. This will tell

them who to be and how to act during the role-p ay. After the students have

had time to read and think about their assigned roles, allow a few-minutes

for any clarifications. Remind the students that they are not to discuss

the content of their roles with one another. They are only to act out their

roles as naturally as possible. Allow the group 15 minutes to solve the

planning problem.

While the students are trying to solve the problem, listen attentively to
ascertain the types of things they consider. Use the Group Observation Form

and make notes to help you in planning the Instructional Phase ty -eet the
needs of these students.

When thirty minutes have elapsed, stop the activity regardless of whether
the students have completed a plan. Lead a group discussion. Elicit from

them their plan, how they felt, and what they did in dealing with the

problem given. Lead them in a group evaluation of their knowledge and use

of planning skills. Help them analyze what happened during their role -play.

During the discussion, students may become immersed in the details of the

specific planning problem. If this happens, try to steer the discussion back

to the planning process itself. Make use of your observations to raise

questions about the students' own (*Nervations.

Conclude the Problem Exposure Phase by summarizing the major points made, or

ask a student to do this. Inform students that later in this module they
will learn eight steps that they can use to plan a task efficiently. Remind

students to be prepared to discuss Worksheet IV-1 at the next class session.

.111.14.111.Fer

INSTRUCTIONAL PRASEI

Purale

The Instructional Phase will give students a model planning process. They

should explore the implications of this model for their group as well as

for their personal tasks and activities. Students should engage in discussions

about each step in the process and should apply each step, as it is discussed,

to a hypothetical planning problem.

ReviitgbwoftlEjscemosure Phase

Involve students in a short discussion to review the Problem Exposure Phase.

One student may he asked to summarize the experiences of the group. Then some

.J.)
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the following questions can be used to generate discussion:

1. What did you learn?
- What do you already know about planning?

- What do you still need to learn?

2. Having had time to consider the problem, how do you feel about

developing your skill in planning?

- Do you feel it is an important skill to develop? Why?

3. What importance do you think skill in planning might have for your

group?
- How does it apply to your group's goals?

The main purpose of this discussion is to encourage students to think about

the planning process and its relation to their group. This will prepare them

for the content of this module.

Review of Worksheet IV-1

Ask the students to refer to their responses on Worksheet IV-1 during this

activity. Ask them to compare their responses. Have them focus on their

personal planning processes, rather than on the nature of the particular

tasks they have listed. Go through the questions in Worksheet IV-1 and

discuss each one after the students have shared their responses with the

group. It is important to assure students that there are no right or wrong

answers. If any student feels his or her responses are too confidential,

that student need not share them with the group.

Introducing Instructional

The information which follows is the ntent to be covered in this module.

This information can be conveyed effec vely to students in discussions by

using leading questions to prompt the st ents' participation. As each

step in the planning process is discussed, have the students apply that step

immediately to a simple, practical problem n planning. The problem chosen

should be one that interests the students. he group shoUld be given a

choice of problems or asked to develop sits problem.

While no single planning process is probably "the best," a systematic

process should include the following eight steps* a minimum Particular

planning processes may not fit these specific ten**, but generally they

will have these characteristics.

Worksheet in Good Planning

Understand the job that has to be done. Before the group begins actual

planning, it is important that all the members understand the task and are

commItted to iZ. In considering the nature of the task that has to be done,

the group should ask itself:
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1. What is the job? Does everyone understand it?
2. Does everyone agree to go along with it?

An understanding of the task can be developed by investigating and deciding
the following:

- What has to be done?
- When? Is there a special time limit?
Who must do it? The entire group, individual group members, someone

outside the group?
- Where must it be dons: Is there a special place?
- Why must it be done? How does it relate to the group's goals and
purposes? Is there a special reason for doing the job that will make
a difference In planning?

Once the job is understood, then the group can agree about whether it wants
to do the job. It is essential that all the group members understand the task,
however, before they make this decision.

9

If one or two members even a large minority of the group can't agree about
going on with the task, here are some things the group might do to resolve the
problem:

- Ask for other ideas.
- Bargain for changes.
- Refuse the task.

- Try to change the minds of the minority.
- Insist on a majority decision.

.11

In any case, the group must realize that it cannot go any further until it
has reached a decision about committing itself to the task.

When the first step in the planning process is completed, the group should
have decided on the nature of the task and its commitment to it.

Worl2eSicas_zsheetIV-4.TtndSteinPlarGodinin

Know what resources you will be able to U86. Some of the questions the group

should ask itself when considering its resources are:

1. What skills do group members have that might be used in this job?
We have explored our personal resources in past activities, and we
each have an idea of some of the ways in which each miner of our
group is a resource for the group. Think of ways in which we could
use these varied resources to accomplish this job.

2. Has anyone in the group ever done this type of work before? What
experiences do individuals or the group have that might be related

to the job? These past experiences can be an important resource
for our group. How could we build on them or use them Wthis job?
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what equipment, supplies, and money does our group have? The

availability of these may -determine whether the group can do the

job at all.

4. How much time is available and when is it available? Time is a

very important resource. Do we have dough time to do this job?

When the available resources have been considered, the group will have
determined the=potentials of its members, the experience, the equipment,
the supplies, the money, and the time available for accomplishing itstask.

Consideration of the resources may suggest or eliminate possible plans for

accomplishing the task.

blorldSte'inGoadnatleetIV-5.Ttmin

Think about the problem that lie ahead. This stfq, '4411 help the group identify

obstacles to avoid or to overcome in the accompli,nment of its task. Questions

the group should ask are:

1. What things about the j itself might make it hard for us to do it?

2. What things about the group might make it hard for us to do the Job?

3. What things about the situation might make it hard for us to do the job?

In answering these questions, the group should decide what effects such problems

and obstacles might have on its ability to do the job. ?he group may also wish

to discuss how to solve the problems or avoid the absucles it'Aas foreseen,

When the third step in the planning process,has been completed, the group will

have considered as many as possible of the obstacles that might lie ahead of

it in accomplishing its task,

W orksheetn . The Fourth Step in Good Planning

Think about different woo to do the job. The three/pficeding steps of the

planning process comprise the fact-finding and infortation-gathering phase

of planning. Identifying alternatives is the first step in the creative

phase of planning. Some strategies for generating alternative plans are:

1. Get suggestions from all group members. Do not judge the worth of

any alternative At this point.

2. Try brainstorming ideas. Have someone recor0 the ideas on paper so'4

they can be judged later.

3. Try to decide what the croup might do in case of unforeseen.changes

of plan. How might such changes affect the group's ability to db the,

job?
4. What are the most likely changes in plan-that might occur? How

would they affect the group's ability co do the Job? Thinking

about such changes now and trying to make the plan flexible

enough to include them will make tae completed plan more effective.

When the group has finished generating alternatives, it will have produced a

set of alternatives from which it can choose a final plan of action.
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Worksheet V-7. The Fifth Step in Good Planning

tu. these different ways. This is a reflective stoi: in the planning
process. The decisions that the group has already made about the nature of
the task, the resources of the group, and the obstacles that may hinder the
accomplishment of the task will generate criteria for selecting an alternative
to follow. It is important that the group review the decisions made about
the task, resources, and-obstacles before deciding on a plan of action.
This step ensures consistency between the plan and the nature of the task,
the resources orthe group, and the avoidance of obstacles to the group's
action. When this step is completed, the group will have determined
formally the criteria for selecting a plan.-,

Worksheet IV -8. ThUithitta_i_11211,2101.22

Choose the beet plan action. Based on all the previous steps, the group
now decides on a plan of action. If none of the alternatives generated in
the previous step seems to be acceptable, the group should consider one of
two actions:

1. Combining two or more alternatives;
2. Brainstorming more alternatives. *

If the group is still unable to decide, it should consider going back to The
first step and re-thinking the task, its understanding of the job and its
commitment to it.

When this step in the planning process is completed, the group w 11 have
decided on a plan of action. The plan of action which the group decides

to pursue should be thelltertative that is most consistent with- the task,
the resources, and avoidance of the expected obstacles.

Worksheet 9 The SeverItLaresinGopd Planning

Work out the -4 1,42. plan, Now the group must agree on the specific

details of its plan. it should determine the answers to the following
questions:

1. What exactly will be done?

2. Who will do it?
3. Where and when will it be done?
4. How will it be done (what are the procedures to follow),

As these details are decided on, they should be recorded on paper and copies
should be made Tor all those involved. Recorling the plan makes it formal

and ensures that details and assignments are nut forgotten. When this step

is completed, alr details of the plan will have been worked out and recorded.

op and think about h wet> y:u have , the first seven step'. When all
decisions have been made.and the plan is ready to be carried out, the group
should consider the process it followed in devising the plan and ask itself:
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1. How well did we think about the job?
2. How well did we think about our resources?.
3. How well did we think about possible probles..'
4. How well did welist different ways to do the jop
5. How well did we study those different ways to deCide which was best?

How good were the standards we used in deciding?
6. How well did we choose a plan?

How well did we work out the detari is yf the plan?
8. How can we improve our planning'

When this step is completed, the group will have evaluated its work on the
previous seven steps of the planning proces'S \Explain to the students that
evaluating their planning will lead to improved planning in the future,

Discussion

Point out to your students that several times in this course there have been
references to group aims or eoals, yet the group has never been asked to
establish or state such goals, Planning to accomplish specific tasks is a
waste of time if these tasks are not related to group goals. A group without
goals cannot really decide what tasks tI ought to undertake.

Discuss with them some of the "ingredients" that go into group goals!

I. Members' individual needs and characteristics
2. Members' values
3, Members' aspirations and Wes
4. Demands made on the group by 'outside influences (situation,

et vi other groups)
5. Demands made on the group by itself and by individual members

Le discussion about how group gca1s are determined_ Bring out the idea
that group goals should meet the following criteria:

1. Group goal' should represent members individual needs, characteristics,
values, and aspirations.

2. There should be agreement on group goals to ensure commitment to them.
3. Group goals should be realistic and achieveable within the given

situation.
4. There should be some way of knowing when the goals have been achieved.

lead a di; -ssion about priorities in establishirq group goals_ Important
points tr -ring out in discussion are:

Priorities are set so the group, when faced with the situation of
achieving one goal at the cost of another, will already have
criteria for deciding which goal to achieve.
Priorities can change, but the group should always consider
carefilty any action that shows a change in priorities

3. Priorities should be set by asking, 'If we could only acoempe oee
(two three, etc.) goal, what would it (they) be?'
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Before beginning the Application Phase, di r the instructional' test-

The results of thiS test will tell you whether 0 review of the Instructional
Phase is necessary before going on to the ApPlicatto n Phase. Be sure to

disciAS the instructional test after you have scored it.

1 APPLICATION PHASE
1.

Purpose

The Application Phase will give students the o unity to practice their
new skills of planning by requiring them to aptly these skills to a problem

related to the context of the course. This will help students see the

utility and relevance of planning skills in their deify OCtivitieS. It witl

also give you an opportunity to observe the students and compare their
performence with their performance during the Problem Exposure P'4 f_

Protedure,

Before the students
ask a student to lea
the lostructional Phase.

stied to apply t.

evaluation discussion of
Some questions might bet'

1: What happened?
What did we do?
What skills did, we learn about and pract=ise?
How did people rea t? what are youriftlings

How is this skil

What about your daily
What about the context of
What about on the job/

class and
oup's goals?

Eoilowtng this discussion, thy, -group will chsllenge to a Y skill

in planning to a problem reote0 to its eeov de sure the students know

how much time they havefor pr`epning, and much time they will have fOr

accomplishing the task.

While the students are pia observe thafr behavior, use eeother copy of

the Group ObservationPtele to tp you do this, and keep your own notes as we

If- =feasible, ose caslette recorders ape each group's discussion in the

Application Phase acts ety to supplement your own -..itten observations:

Y4it shOOd also -coach the students by asking questvons that will help then

ogee the) as and their use of ienning skills

-67--
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Application Phase

t each student and, for each y'dascribe what you observed

$/her strengths and weaknesses in warring In the grow. esoiec

e Cation to the following titudes, Knowledge, snd sail's= under-

nding the term vpianning' df, it app- tes to cOnsid rinc true nature

the task, considering 12esources, considering obstacles, =fidertrg

triteria fOr choosihc! an alternative« dec,dinn

rig the details, evaluating the planning Process,

d group goals and their a. onship to

toi5

under tatzir,

1ng processes_ wri, y'car convent s on tile

ti
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I Asa resui° of participating in this my3d,iles the group will better evaluate
I i t5 uerformance of a task. more specifically, the roir 1'

EVALUATING-

TEACHER SuGGESTIONS

determine whit should have happened in a sitation.
determine what did happen in the situation;
notice imilaritie.; and differences between what happened and what
should have happened;

determine reasons for these similarities and d)flerences; and
5. decide what to do to improve in the future.

tb,lecti yes

In order to accomplish the grcup object
following attitudes. knowledge,

each student will develop the

Attitudes. Each student will:

- be willing to evaluate him or herself and others;
accept tonstructive criticisms and suggestions froM
group member_.

- accept new ideas and change and
appreciate the importance of constant evaluation of -our
performance as a first step toward improvement,

Knowledge. Each student will understand:
- when changes must be made in a situation;
- that confitcts may develop between accomplishing a task
and maintaining the group;

- the quettions to ask when-evaluating;
- the process of evaluatio; and
- the role that goals and values play

Skills. Each student will:

observe tne group
situation;

- apply the evaluation process to a personal task or c

ity; and
identify personal v

group's values.

nce in

1 tionship to She

TEACHER'S NOTE. The int -chest tcn

104tript4on .1'r INTERACTION mt.k.es

IntnAkotton ao well aa the spec.7_,

n wiling this %odulo

4 gerter..71

woe thtm Ptease re
_

.73-
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The general purpose of this module is to help students learn a process for

eve...hating group performance. The process also can t adapted to evaluating

individual performance_ Group performance is evaluated in regard to two main

aspects: (1) accomplishment of the task and (2) maintenance of group cohesion

or unity_ Students are helped to arrive at criteria for judging or evaluating

group performance and then to judge performance according to those criteria_

- I

Remember to distribute Worksheet V-I one or twoCiaec-before you plan to begin

the Problem Exposure Phase in class.

EXPOSURE PHASE

The purpose of this Phase is to give students the opportunity to use their sk

in evaluation of group performance in a life-like situation. When they have

tried_to apply their evaluation skills to the problems presented, they will par-

ticipate in a further discussion which should help motivate them to develop bet-

ter skills in evaluation. During the Problem Exposure Phase, you will be able

to record observances as in the previous modules. Your observations will help

you revise the Instructional Phase so that it meets the unieue needs and inter-

ests of your students. Your observations also serve as another form of pretest.

If feasible, the Problem Exposure activities should be recorded on cassette

_AutizAagesior video Wel in edit' tQ help_ in the evaluationeofthfeE04t .

eve oath process-:

ibute Worksheet V-2, When everyone has read t, give-each of three group

members a different set of Secret Instructions, This will tell them who to be

and how to act during the role-play. Since these roles are moderately diffi-

cult, you might want to assign them the day before you use the play. Tell the

students, when they will act out ,the roles a remind tnem not to read each

other's roles-,or discuss their roles with o er members of the group (including

the non-acting members).

Just before tie play begins, give the three role-players a minute or two to _

put themselves in a proper frame of mind. Instruct the noa-acting students ,to

watch the PiY closely and evaluate what is happening. Encourage them to take,
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notes and tell them they will complete a group evaluation when the role play

ends. The actors will also be asked to evaluate at the end. ,f students as

you what is meant by the word "evaluation," tell them to interpret it as they

understand it now.

After you read the problem situation to the observers to make sure everyone
understands it, let the first version of the role-play oegin. In this version,

it is important that the players reach a decision. If the play begins to drag:

and the owner does not reach a decision, prompt him by asking him or her to

fullok the instructions given. The role play should last no longer than 'ifteen
minutes.

When the role-play ends, as both the observers and the role-players to think

about what they have seen and heard. Alluw a fevi minutes for thought. Then

give students teri'minutes to evaluate the situation in twv sub-groups (role-

players and etssrvers). At the end of the ten minutes, ask for a report on

,their evaleatiOs. Remind them that they are to evaluate the situation, not

the players' performances.
s.

Fe- the second version of the play, the role-players and observers should switch

roles, Give each of the three new role-players a set of Secret Instructions.

After they nave had an appropriate amount of time for preparing to act out thbr

roles, let the play begin. As before, instruct the observers to watch carefully

and to prepare to make a group evaluation of what happens in the play.

in this version of the play, in contrast to the first version, it, is desirable

that the owner nut reach a decision by the end of the play. Gall a halt to the

play either when it begins to drag or when any of the participants calls for

a decision.

When the role-n ay ends, ask both the observers and the role - players, to think

about what happened. As before, ask them to evaluate the play in two sub-

groupsrole-players and observers. After ten minutes, ask for a report on

their evaluations. Then have the group work together to compare and contrast

the two role- plays.
Ng

While the students are cocidtm4e4llrlAeir group evaluations, listen attentively

to ascertain the types of things they cphsider. Use the Group Observation Form

and make notes-also. This_will help you in planning the Instructional Phase

to meet Ve needs of your students. Answering the questions on the Group

Observation Form will also help you lead the discussion at the beginning of

the Instructional Phase. It can serve as a form of pretest, too. Summarize

the students' reports on the Group Observation Form as well. When the students

have completed their evaluations, lead a group discussion. in this discussion,

get the students to concentrate on their evaluation process, not on the role-

played situations. Help them focus on what they said and did in the evaluation

discussions and how effective the Se actions were.

Conclude the Problem Exposure Phase by summarizing the major points made, or

ask a student to do this. Inform students that later in this module they will

learn five steps that they can use to evaluate group or individual terformance

effectively. Remind students to be prepared to discuss Worksheet V-1 at the

next cicus session.

7r
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INSTRUCTIONAL PHASEl

Purpose

The Instructional Phase will give students a model process for evaluating group

performance. They should explore the implications of this model for their group

and for their individual tasks and activities. Students should engage in dis-

cussions about each step in the process and should apply each step, as it is

discussed, to the fictional situation they are giver.

Review of the Prob'm Exposure Phase

Involve students in a short discussion to review the Problem Exposure Phase.

One student may be asked to summarize the experiences of the group. Then some

of the following questions can be used to generate discussion:

1. What did you learn?
- What do you already know about evaluation?

- What do you still need to learn?

2. How do you feel about developing your skill in evaluation?

- Do you feel it is an important skill to learn? Why?

3. What importance do you think skill in evaluation might have for your

grbUp?
- How does, it apply to your jobs and activities?

The main purpose of this discussion P.', to encourage the students to ',ink about

the evaluation process and its relation to their group. This will prepare then

for the content of this module.

Review of Worksheet V-1.

Ask the students to refer to thei responses on Worksheet V-1 d--ing this activ-

ity. Ask them to share their responses with one another. Have them focus on

what they thought evaluation was, how they saw evaluation in relation to speci-

fic tasks, and ',tat importance they saw in knowing how to evaluate group or

individual performance. Go through'the questions in Worksheet V-1 and discuss

each one after the students have shared their responses with the group. It is

important to assure students that there are no right or wrong answers. If

any student feels his or her responses are too confidential, that student need

not share them with the group.

Introducing the Instructional Phase.

The information which follows is the content to be covered in this module, This

-762:1
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mformation can be conveyed effectively to students in discussions by using
leading questions to prompt the students' participation. As each step in the
evaluation process is discussed, have the students apply that step immediately
tw the fictional situation described in Worksheet V-3.

In the model process for evaluation, as in other model processes used in these
modules, our terms may vary somewhat from thus' used by others. However, the
concepts are generally accepted and the process ought to be useful in a wide
variety of situations.

Worksheet V-3.' 80111211h! Eiffel Tower.

This worksheet is a story about a group of students trying to accomplish a
specific task. Distribute -this worksheet to the students and make sure that
everyone has read it before you proceed further. Inform the students that
they will need to refer to this while doing the activities in Worksheets V-4
through V-8.

Worksheet V-4. The First Step in Evaluation.

:;ecide vhat zhould'have happened a situation. Before the group can evaluate
what happened in a situation, it must form a mental picture of what should have
happened had the situation been ideal. This "ideal"-picture will heliirformu-
lating criteria by which to judge what really did happen. The group should
define its ideal situation with respects to two main goals: (I,) accomplishing
the task, and (2) maintaining group cohesion or unity.

When constructing its ideal picture of what should have happened, the group should'
ask itself the following questions:

1. What job was the group trying to do? How should it have been done?
2. What were the group's goals? What was the purpose of the particular

job it was trying_ to de__
3.- ---iitrat AM- briiian did the group have?

4. Hew should the group have worked together to achieve its goals?
5. What should each member of the group have done to help the group

finish its job and achie've ifs goals?

Students may discover that they have trouble agreeing on an ideal picture because
their values differ. Tasks vary in importance to different individuals, and
different people also rave different ideas about the "right" or "best" way to
accomplish a given task. Ways of achieving group coheSiveness and cooperation,
and the value of achieving such cooperation, are also subjects about which people
often disagree.

If such differences in approaches and values appear during the discussion of
this first step, talk about the differences also. Then bring out the idea that
although such differences are both common and legitimate. the group must come
to an agreement or values and criteria before it evaluate a situRT&I suc-
cessfully. If tic group has used INTERACTION Module III, Resolvihi_cpriflicts,
discuss the ways conflicts might have been resolved in order to arrive at group
values and a group "ideal picture' of what should have happened in this fictional
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uation.

Worksheet V-5. The Second Step in Evaluation

acL vhat l Ut5i.cn :.71 the situati:m. To do this step in evaluation effec-

tively, the group must have good powers of observation. It must be able to use

eyes and ears to determine accurately what went on as it or another group per-

formed a task. It should observe what happens both-with regard to performance
of the task and with regard to maintenance of group cohesion.

When trying to determine what did happen in a situation, the group should ask

itself the following questions:

1. Was the job finished?
2. Was the job finished on time?
3. Was the job finished properly, or were there mistakes in it? If

there were mistakes, what were they? Now important were they to

the success of the group's work?
4. Did everyone do (or try to do) the part of the job thlt he or she had

been given? If not, who failed to do his or her par...

'5. How did the group feel about its work? Was each person happy with

his or her own work and with the work of the others? If not, who

was unhappy, and about what?
6. Do the group's reactions to each other on this job suggest that they

hill want to work together again in tne future? If not, what do their

feelings suggest?

Mote that not all the questions may apply to any given task or situation. For

in,.4nce, time of finishing may not be important to a particular job, or 0
time limit may have been unrealistic In the first place. Note also that many

of these questions call for opinion (what is "properly"?). They cannot be

answered by the group unless the group has agreed on the preceding step, "What

should have happened?"

-Deciding what happened in terms of group Cohesion may be harder than deciding

what happened in terms of the job. I" requires a sensitivity to emotio,.al

nuances which may have to be developed with practice.

Students may notice that the two goals (that of_tompleeing the job successfully

and that of working together as a group) sometimes conflict. Efforts to make

the group (or individuals within it) hapov or satilfied may hinder the accomplish-

ment of the task itself, and vice versa. Refer back to the role-plays in dis-

cussing this point.

If the students have used INTERACTION Module I, Communication remind them of the

instructions they received in that module abodt receiving an interpreting in-

formation.

You may also wish to point out, or a student may point out, that the fir:t two

steps in the evaluation process are interchangeable. Either step could occur

before the other. Often evaluation will begin spontaneously because the group,

or a member of it, observes "what is happening" and then goes on to compare this

with "what should be happening."
_
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;xi? Ind ::*on traz Lth shou!_al have happ-ene what di; havren. Now the
group should compare the two "mental -ictures" it created in the previous twp
steps. This is the judgment step in the evaluation process. By the time the
group has finished noticing similarities and differences between what should
have happened and what did happen, it will have judged how close the group being
evaluated came to achieving its goals.

When determining similarities and differences between what happened and what
should have happened, the group should ask itself the following questions:

1. What th ngs about the work itself happened as they should have
happened?

2. What things about the way the group worked together happened as they
should have happened?

3. -What things about the job did not happen as they. should have happened?
Did the group finish its job, but in a way diffe -ent from the way .

it had planned? Did the job itself create problems that the group
had not expected? Were there things' in the situation or the environ-
ment that made problems which the group had not expected? What were
the unexpected problems that came up?

1

4. Did the members of the group have problems in working together that
should not have happened? If so, which members had problems and
what were they?

Emphasize that the group can learn from both the differences and the similarities
that it discovers.

Worksheet V-7. The fourth Step in Evaluation:

Figure out .eaaona for theee likenesses and differences. Before the group- can
decide on how to improve its ;-_:rformance in the future, it must determine not
only what occurred in the present situation, but ilia each thing occurred.

When trying to determine reasons for similarities and differences between the
real and the ideal, the group should ask itself the following questions:

1. Some things about the job happened as they should have happened.
What was the reason for each of these things? What did these
things show about skills and strengths the group had in doing its

job? What talents and resources did the group use well? What
was good about the plan that the group made?

Some things about the way the group worked together happened as

they should have happened. What was the reason for each of these
things? What did these things show about the strengths the group
had in working together? In what cases did the group work out
its conflicts well? In what cases did the group use good communica-
tion to work together or solve its problems?

Some things about the job did not happen as they shoula have happened.
What was the reason for each of these things? What weaknesses in

-79- 7f.=



the group's skills did these things snow?

some things about the way the group worked together did not happen

as they should have happened What was the reason for each of

these things? What private needs, values and goals of members of

the group might have caused these problems? )10w did those needs,

values and goals differ from those Of the group?

Tee group should also take this opportunity to evaluate the staueards it set

up, ep 1. Were the group's expectations reasonable` -or do they now seem to

have e too high? The group should not often lower its standards or give up
too easily, but en the other hand it should not make such strict reqUirements
of itself that it never achieves them and thus becomes discouraged.

Worksheet V-8. The fifth Ste in Evaluation.

Pecide what to .14, to make thfnge better in the enure. This is the final step

in the evaluation process, and also the main reason for the process taking

place. If evaluation-does not lead to improvement, it is virtually useless.

Improvement involves continuing to do what is done well (similarities between

what happened and what should have happened) and changing what is done badly

(differences between what happened and what should have happened). In trying

to determine that it should do to improve in the future, the group should ask

itself the following questions:

1. What things about the way the group does its job should the group

keep the Arne in the future?

What things about the way the group works together should the group

keep the same in the future?

What things-about the job should the group make different in the

future? How should the group change these things? How could the

group plan better? How could it use its resources and equipment

better?

4. What things about the way At works together should the group make

different in the future? How should the group change these things?

How could the grOup communicate better? What group conflicts r-ed

Oo be worked out? What individual needs and goals should be put

aside so 'hat the group can work together? What individual needs

shouT4 be Oven more attention?

The group should con. improvements both with regard to similar situations

that may come up in the tuture (for instance, the activity in this worksheet

gives students a chpnce to make suggestions about the ways the fictional group

might complete the task) and with regard to omit situation which may come up.

For instance, how .J plan better or how to communicate better.

Once plans for improvement have been made, these plans must be put into action,

The group cannot, of course, take action to improve the fictional situation,

although it can suggest what might be done. But you should emphasize that in
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real-life situations ite evaluation prtcoss shoo
but with action Action is not a part of the evaiu
is the goal towerd whYrh that process 'strives_
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You should conclude the discussions of tP evaluation process .)y
the difference between "formel" evaluation and "continuous° evahmtion,
fOrm,:l evaluation, a group gets together after it has Tiniened 0 task, at

any agreed-upon time, and goeS through the evaluation process systemati y,
step by step. Continuous evaluation, on the other hand, is the process of
asking oneself the evaluation queetions continually during the performance of
a task. Usually the first and key question in this case is 'What is happenin
Continuous evaluation should allow one to improve as needed clItana a given to
If it seems necessary, a group member may call for a formal evaluation 'during
Or after the task. However, if ell members of the group are evaluating conti-
nuOu0y, a separate formal evaluation often should not be necesf.ary.

Thus the distinctions between formal ancfcoetineousevaluaeton are they i,
first is done by the group, the second ,by the individuals in the eroaee the
first takes place at a given time, the second is continuous,-end eceeOlne: te
first is aimed at the future, the second at the present. Both proce'c eft are

necessary to effective group performance.

As further practice ifeevaluating, the students Cal now apply the steps
evaluation process to their owm grouo evaluation of the fictional eiteet
You may need to guide them through then- process and remind them of Peet
Clarify any understandings about the evaluation process that shf* eV
this time.

V,-2-0CeS

ksheet -9. You Learns

Before beginning the Application Phase, distribute this structionaE test_
The results of this test will tell you whether a review of ional Phase

is necessary before going on to the Application Phase= he sure to eiscuss the

instructional test after you have scored it,

APPLICATION PHASE

Petoose

The Application Phase will give students an opportunity to pr=actice their new
skills of evaluation of group performance by requiring thereto apply these skills

to a problem related to the context of the course. This ,will help students see

the utility and relevance of evaluation skills in their daily activities. It

will also give you an opportunity to observe the students and comeare their
Perormance with their performance during the Problem Exposure Phase.
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(

Before tht itu askeo their skills in evaivatIoe of up

Pe.rfoomarce, lead for 35k ;student to lead) ah evaluation diso.w,i(1 ,-;,(

-hey've learned during the !hstructional Phase, Sore quest!oni ,._ ii,e 11!---

=on- might be

what happened?
- What did we do?

:hat skills dic we learn and practice?

are these skills applicatle?
What about your daily activities outside
What about n the context of the class'
wnat about on the jot?

Following this discussion, the group will be challenged to app

evaluating to a problem related to the context of the course.
students know how much time they have for doing the activity an

tt skill in

sure the
for es,'aluat

the nature of the problems to which the students apply their skill r. 1 iepend

the context of the class and the needs and interests of the group and

students, The Students can be consulted when you are deciding what prchlear

to present to them. The specific problem must excite the ima4inatlon r" the

students in some way It might be wise to choose a task which is related to

something they will dolater. Spch a problem will give the students real moti-

vation to do their best during the Application Phase,

wh9e the students are evaluating= observe their behav or Use another co

of the Group Observation corm to help you do this, and keep yOur own notes

as well if feasible, use cassette recorders to tape each group's discussion

In the Application Phase activity to supplement your written observations_ Yoe

would also coach Me students by asking questions that will help ,em examine

theme ves and their uSe of Ski iii in evaluating group OerfornenCe

Worksheet V-10., How did S\

When the group has completed the aPplicati041 PrOblemw

evaluation form and )sk students to complete it, Afterwards, ehL--

tc discuss their .=trenths and weaknesses

wdrksheet V-I' H

The students should discuss
on the following questio ns;

e Gr

Whit happened and *flY?
- What was the problem?

- How did people react'

- How did you go about evaluatint your cei'formance

What areas of Improvement did fro Ident fy as a res of your

evaluation?

on t
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VIN,rd have mAt
- How ShoN People have reacted to tile

What is eVtatiatiOhl
-qtvw ShOuld yOb 4we goneieVut !vaivat!r+,g ,our

SySteMatiCally'
Old arty Of yOu evaluate in iCtur .)4r7 'n1h0 is y- OrIXee4t- -1,h

tho j001
COu:d you hate fr4de tttr use ot the evaliAtiofl proces

'What can yOu be CiOnSCIouS Of ir t tuture i- Order 90.) evalu3te

trT qriiup better

iihat iC yOu think you VnOw Or aOnt kr _ut 4f-v40

perforManCe?

. distribute lorksheet W-10. First. students should use the fOrm tO eAluJte

tne gro-,0 indjviduallf_ men distribute an extra copy O 4orkSheet V-10 to

each group.' A.s the grOu.i, to use this or to evaluate itself Afterwards.

discuss these evaluations claSs
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Ob_12cOve

eesuit of pcar't`-- cipating in this module. he oup w).t recognize leader-
qualities in all members of the group ano think about how power is used

e group. More spec,ftcally, the grolo

' seek leaders wto help the group sta: together and get i!.r, job done;

seek leaders who have valid bases of power; sod
seek leaders who share leadership rather than manipulate people,

TEACKR SunaSTIORS

IndivId4lijkilentgtlec.ive

In order to exompiiVi tne group objective-.. each 5
follow4ng attitudes, knowledge, any. skills,

11 develop th

Attiude_ v4or studrat will
value hjs or her own h ilities to lead,
respect others' abilities to d;

value the qualities of leadership awl of shared leadershi

and

le the proper use of power and influence_

Knowledae, I,aU student will know;
tne qualities If leadership;
iis or her of leadership abilities;
the leader -Alp apOities of other group Ctrs; and
tte proper and ;groper bases and oes of tirmer_

Eaa student
participate in toe leader.nip process
use power mid in t he OroPer.y anti

share leadershiP with other group i!*.tirS_
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OokecARATION PHASE

Lea

TEACHER SUGGESTIGNS
SHARING LEADEWSHie

The 9e.4teal purpose of this module if. to help sg. dents learn some qualities of

leadership and sti.dy some effects of the use and the misuse of power_ Studwits

will also study some bases of power and well be introdcced to the concept of
shared leadership_

Remember to istribete 'he first worksneet drs =,Jr trot: days be

DO n tne Probiem Exposure Phase in cias

ROBLEM EXP,OSURE DHASE
.orwakaao J

The purpose of this phase is to give studepts the opportunity to try to
recogeize leadership skills and to help them see the difficulties of choosing

a good leader When students have-tried to apply their skills to the
leadership problem presented, they will participate in a further discussion
which should help motivate them to want more_sitili in recognizing and using

leadership abilities

(J- using the Problem Exposure Phase, you will be abie to record observations as

in previous modules, Your observations will Aelp you revise the Instructloeal

Phase so that it its the unique needs and interests of your ;tedents. Your

observations also serve as mother -Nee of r etestt If pos:,eole, the Problem

fxposere activity should be recorded oe cosset.e midi() tapes (or video tape)

In order_!0 help in the eveluatien f vr.toLp leadership skills

Leader

Distr1b9 ies of woree t Vie?, Allow tire for student: t read the

wo ksh ?t. and ask any quesliflons they mo have, If they want to _ow what is

meant by a good leader" 4 "leadership," tell tner to use the terms as they

underssiand tham nce Rolled them that they will have 20 minutes tc choose a

leeder.frum among the fivA- fictional people described on the wore-eleete

There is no one right arrsr to this leadership problem, since each of the five
people lisplays some ea p skills. Se ,.sire to bring out this_fil

discussion that foI;ows, Ho wever, yo ray wish to note the fotlowing tn e4

111111111111MMIImloilMeAkIIIIIMIMi 1/0/MMitiiallii1/001/111M10/11
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TtACHER SUGGESTIONS
SHARING LEADERSHIP

n you di9tu53 t idter wIth tne studentsi

bert,

Leadership Ski organizing, cvaludong
false Advantages - family position, nigh education

coul4 contribute to experto)e)
-advantages - people in comoan: don't like nom

Inda

Leadership t bility, l;stening skills, seeing
alternatives possibly cohflict resolution, practicality

False disadvantac - unpleasant appearance due to Marred face

Manurl

leadership Skills - communication aiding, conflict resoutIon
other group maintenance skills

False Disadvantages lack of education, ethnic bockgrouqd

4,0Aueline

Leadership Skills - conflict resolotion,
Possible .1)svadvantage - victim of gossp

er.

ea ills - summarizing, selfstarling, or
Pi ssible isadvantaje excessive aggression

After the g, 4O has Cho4en Or attempted to choose) a leader from among the
members of the fictional group, lead a group discussion. in this discussion,
get the students to concentrate on leadel_lip qualities, not on the personal-
,ties of the,JnO vidual fictional characters. Kelp them focus on what they
themselves=saidand did durin:; their attempts to choose a leader and how
effecttve their actions were. Following are suggested questions willzh
yi.,4 can use during tiff discussion. Ask only tti questions which seem
4i-JP to fir your cirwi. Use some oi your ions aS well=

happened,
What did you do H s viol you go about choosing leader? who
-nfluenced whom in makin9 t ne crio t ce i a7,4 ?*,?

Wrtat piotlemis came up as you tried to ch0 a leader?
How well did you dO your job (the Jot was choosing a leader
from among the five fictional characters)?
Why did you make the choice you did? What qualities did your
group think a leader ought to have? Did everyone agree on the
gualitieS? Did some qualities seem more important than others?

- What were some of the things about the fictional characters
that seemed desirable in a leader? What were some things that
seemed very undesirable? Do you think the qualities sour group
reacted to (either or neiptively) really had much
to do with leadership, or were theyNainly related tb your
prejlidiCeS

What should have happenet
- P -4 should you hi. Lnt..en 4 leader? On what qualities spiold

-89-
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your choice have been based'
- What kind of process snould-you have used in choosing a leader?
Who in the group should have made or contributed to making the
decision?

what __,,fferences tin there between what did happen and what should

'laye-happened?

Why do you ink these differences care about?

-!OW cari you improve your skill in ch g a leader in tne future?
What do you need to learn aty_ t choosing a leader?

- How could you improve the ways in which you choose a leader?

Conc1 de the Problem Exposure Phase by summarizing the major points made, or
ask a student to do this. Inform students that later in the module they will

learn five kinds of leadership qualities and dice) ri leadership can be shared
within a group. Remind.studehts to be prepared '%lo discuss Worksheet VI-1 at
the nay, rlass session,

114STRTICtifit. PHASE

The Instructional Phase of the module on L. iership and Power will give

students a chance to participate in an activity which iiiustrates the effects

of the use and misuse 9f power. Students will then study discuss five kinds IN
of leadership qualities and will consider the re- levaiice of these qualities to

= pectc, of a fictional situation. They should also explore the implications
of these qualities as they apply to their own voup. Final s*Aents will
he introduced to the concept and value Of shared leadership within a group.

Review o re Phase

Involve student Cuaston to review tte Problem Exposure Phase.
isle student may be asked ari experiences of the group. Then rune

f the foil= nq questions can be used tr, ge,i-rate discussion:

Wnat did you
- What y know

W' -t lo yO, still need t1 learn?

Hu, Jo you or_!) about 'e,eloping :cur :kill

leadership qi.;ities and in using power wisely'
Do you fePl these are important to learn?

ly7

ties,

ognlzing and
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3. what importance do you think leadership qualities and the use of power
have for your group?

- How do these skills and qualities apply to your jobs and
acthities?

The main purpose of this discussion is to encourage the students to think
about leadership skills and about the use of power and the relation of
these tnings to their group. This will prepare them for the content of
this module.

Review of Wo,ksheeO V1-1

Ask the students to-refer to their responses on Worksheet V1-1 during this
activity. Ask them to share their responses with one another. Have them
focus on what they thought power and manipulation were, what kinds of leaders
they have known, and what effects these leaden have had.on groups, how the
leaders were chosen, and how they used their power. Go through the
questions in Worksheet VI-1 and discuss each one after the students have
shared their responses with the group. It is important to assure students that
there aremo right dr wrong answers. If any student feels his Or her responses
are too confidential, that student need not share them with the group.

Worksheet VI-3. Mural Mu al'On The Wall

This is a sieulation activity in which students work together in a group to
review artwork samples arm hire an artist to paint a mural on the school wall.
The purpose of the activity is to introduce students to the use and misuse of
power in a task-oriented group situation. As such, the activity has three rounds.
In each round, the element of power has a dif.orent type of distribution. In the
first round, for example, the poweio is in the hands of one person- -THE PRESIDENT.
In the second round, the power is in the hands of two peopleTHE EXPERTS. In the
third round. the power is distributed equally among group members. Leaders
will probably emerge and assume power by the end of the round.

To begin, distribute page 1 of Worksheet IV-3, Mural Mural On The Wall. When
students have had time to read the general introduction to the a-ivity, distribute
page 2. This gives the directions for Round 1 of the activity. Each group member
should also receive a set of Secr- Instructions which toil ,e;; Lim or her who
to be and how to act during the round.

Find out which member of the group has L,:come THE PRESIDENT and give or her .

four copies of the Artwork Tiles marked A,13,r, ar,7! f;. These should be given
in such a way that the others in ttie group cannot see the artwork. Then ask the
students to begin.

After 15 minutes, distribute pages 3 and 4 + tne workseet. This gives the
directions for Round 2, Also distribute a new ,et of Secret Instructions to
each group memoer. In this round, the copies r-f tf,e artwork shod he given
to the two group members who are the EXPERT'.,

After 15 minutes, distribute page 5. This he directions fs_e Round 3.
The artwork samples can De distributed at random ,w1c,ng group members.

01100..1



Workshee VI-4. What Happened?

TEACHER SUGGESTIONS
SHARING LEADi SHIP

When the class has completed the motel activity, distribute 14o ksheet VI-4. Give

the groups time to review and discuss their answers to tne questions on this page.
Then meet as a class and review the diffeeent group answers to the questions about
what hopened during the three rounds of the mural activity. During this eeus-

sion, you may want to ask questions of your own or give students a chance to bring
up additional points or questions that they find interesting. vou might also dis-

cuss political/social/economic situations which are paralleled by this activity
or aspects of it.

Afterwards, discuss the activity as a whole. Students' reactions to it can tell

a lot about their reactions to the use and misuse of power in real life. Some of

the things the activity can show a person about him or herself are not pleasant,
but est be faced. On the other hand, you should see that the students bear in
mind that the activity is not calculated to bring out their best side.

In concluding, you should make sure that the students understand that the eoral
activity is only an exercise and that it was calculates to bring out some of the
worst aspects of misusing power. Try to see that the students do not carry
resentments against other students, engendered by the game, into their daily
lives.

Worksheet VI-5. Poweidtpianiulation

After students have finished discussing the mural activity, distribute copies
of Worksheet VI-5. Discuss the concepts described to the first part of the

Worksheet and rake sure the students understand them. In the discussion you

will probably want to refer both to the mural activity-and to the earlier
problem of choosing a leader and the kind of group interaction which appeared,
during the attempted solution of that problem.

Especially after the mural activity, students may have concluded that power is
always bad or always misused, and that it is usually held by a small number of
people. Point out that neither of these things is true. Each person has and

exercises some power at some time, and each person may decide whether to use
that power to injure others or to accomplish sone better aim. Power is simply

the ability to get somebody to do someth:ng or to behave in a certain way. The

ose of power, which is in itself neither good nor bad, should be distinguished

from manipulation, which is the misuse of power, i.e., the illegitimate or
dishonest use of power to control others, often without their knowledge or
consent, for one's own goals and profit and usually to the detriment of the

other's well-beirg.

Power may be legitimate or illegitimate depen( ig on its base, that is, on

how it is gained. Power which is neld strictly by ability to reward or to
punish would probably be considered illegitimate--but it can eertainly be an
iiportant factor to reckon with. Power held by virtue of a position of

authority may De legitimate or not, depending on whether the person got his or
her authority by consent of the group. Power based on persona' influence
especially if the admIred quallties are really worthy ones--not just matters

o 'popular or appearene-1 are power based on expertise (again if it is
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geniune) would probably be considered legitimate in most situations.

The effectiveness of the power of an indivi,;aal or individuals in a group
depends not only on the amount of power but also on the amount of resistance
by other group members. There will be least resistance if the members perceive
the power as being used for group goals or for'goals compatible with their
own. There will be most resistance if the members perceive the,power being
used for goals as incompatible with their own or with group goals, or if
members feel they are being manipulated or that the power has been illegitimately
gained.

Following are the group questions for the first activity, some suggested enswers
and some points you might wish tc bring out , connection with the questions
if you take part in the discussion.

1. In what situations is it good to use power? In =ray sil:uations 4(3 it

bad to use power?
Answers will vary. It might be considered good to use power when that
use will benefit the group and achieve its goals, and bad when the
power will harm or hold back the group or individual members of it.
There need not be anything wrong with using power to achieve personal
goals either, provided that this is not done to the detriment of
other people. At any rate, bring out the idea that power is not always
bad.

2. Rank the bases of power in over of their legitimacy,
Answers will vary somewhat. Presumably personal influenNa and
expertise will be at the top (in either ordir), position in the middle,
and reward and punlshment at the bottom (least legitimate).

3. Do you think power in a group is core effective if all the peer is
in the haril.s of one person or a small part of the oroup, or if the
power is fairly evenly distributed in the group? Explain your xlswer.
Power is likely to be more effective, because of encountering less
resistance, and also is less apt to be misused (at least within the
group) if it is in the hands of the whole group rather thareone person
or a small part of the group. Unless the person or small group of
people are very highly respected, unequal power can be damasing to
group function. The mural activity, or political examples, or both,
may come up in this discussion.

4. :an you think of any situation in which -unipultion would
If so, describe the situatfon card explain why manipularl.on woo

good in that situation. For whom would it he good?
Possibly one could say that if a person or people are too stupid or
narrow-minded to be persuaded to do something -good by legitimate means,
that they might be manipulated into it But this is the "end justifies
the means" argument, and there's always the question of decteing
who should determine what's "good."

The second activity allows students to examine, individually, their owe penchant
for manipulating (which, you should emphasize, almost everyone has to some
extent), their feelings aoOut being manipulated, and their use of power in a

ti
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group. You may or may not wish to have a class discussion on these points.

The most important thing here is tc encourage students to be honest with
themselves when answering the questions. This activity should also be a further
antidote to the idea that people who gain power are necessarily more selfish
or manipulative than others.

Worksheet quality of Leadershtp

A jood 'Leda= r he e group's 4,,-,rk by starting. giving direction to, setting
standards for, and organizing the group's action_

In this and the following tour worksheets, students will have a chance to study
and discuss some qualities of leadership. By identifying fictional characters
with these oualities and placing them in leadership roles at different stages
of a fictional situation, students should come to see two main points: 1) these
leadership qualities are embodied in different 0 le; and, 2) different
qualities are important at different times. ese points lead to the idea of
shared leadership: that-IT:each member of the group has some leadership
characteristics, and each member should be a leader at one time or another,
depending on the requirements of the situation. No one person has a monopoly
on leadership characteristics and no one person should be the leader all the
time.

For each worksheet, students should study and discuss the given leadership
qualities in general--what they are, when they are most useful, etc. Then they
should read the descriptions of the five fictional characters and decide
which one exemplifies the group of qualities described in the worksheet (one
character goes with each worksheet),and would make the best leader in that
stage of the fictional situat ;on.

The qualities described in this first worksheet are likely to be most useful
at the start of a task or project. They involve getting new ideas, motivating
the group to begin a task, helping to set goals for the task, planning ways of
carrying out the task, and encouraging the group to continue. Among the five
fictional characters, this group of qualities is best exemplified by-Monica.
She would therefore be the best leader during the initial stages of the group
project.

Worksheet VI-6. The First Quality ()I Leadership

A good leader helps the group ,-.ommuni:ate by encouraging others to take part
in discussion, by listening carefully, by explaining group members' points of
view to one another, and by seeking and giving information and opinions.

The "good listener" type might sound like the ideal follower, but thert are
many situations in which it is more important for the lender to be able to
listen than to be able to talk. This quality is particularly necessary for
keeping all the group interested in a'o participating in a project. A leader
with this quality not only listens, but actively draws out other members'
opinions and ideas. He or she also gives informal* when needed and helps
group meribers understand each other by "translating- opposing or unclear points
of view.
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Among the fictional characters, the group 0 qualities described In this
wovksheet is hest exemplified by Carlos. He, therefore, would be the bki
leader at the stage in 'he project where the 9 oup has hit 4 block
dISCuSSiOh.

Worksheet VI -t3. The Third 1.ial t,eidershj

E,1.4or, , pus; =: 2C by relieving tens l .ding

trust, working out disagreements between group members, blending together the
work of different members, and finding eo-:promises between opposing points of .

view.

There are times when the best leader for a group is the peacemaker. These
times come when the group has hit an impasse or deadlock between two opposing,
strongly-held points of view. The person 1,kely to emerge as the leader during
this stage is the one who can somehow reconcile the two opposing camps, both
in terms of ideas and in terms of emotions. This involves having the trust
of both sides, so that the leader can lead them to trust one another. It also
involves skill at relieving tension and cooling tempers and the imaginativ
ability to see possible plans which encompass elements of both "opposing" views.

Among the fictional characters, the group of qualities described in this worksheet
is best exemplified by Fay. She, therefore, would be the best leader at the
stage in the project where a seemingly irreconcilable conflict has emerged.

worksheet VI-9. The Fourth Quality of

A it ,d -4:;,cier help° tqw. reaulto the .ou-i= zJorx. bj watching ,

studying, and explaining the actions, ideas, ahe deci

Sometimes the best leader Is the one who has the most complete and precise
knowledge of what is happening and what has been happeningand who can clearly
express that knowledge. This quality is in most useful in the later stages
of a prc,.,ect, either when a report or_summary must be given to some outside
party (teacher, class, board of directors) or when the group itself wants to
know what and how it is doing, It might be especially valuable if the group
has been working mainly as individuals or as smell subgroups on different
parts of a project. Note that tne "summary_and review"' function may include

_ describing not only the progress of the work itself but also the emotional,
group-interaction side of whet has been going on. Uelike the eveuation, the
summarizer usually does not make judgments about the events described.

i,flP fictional characters, the group of qualities described in te's wo

sheet is best exemplified by Alex, .He, therefore, would be the hest leaner
during this later stage in the project when a sureary and review is necessary
both for the class report and for the group's further progress,

ns of the group.

Worksheet VI-

der

The Fifth Quality , f leadership
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,.olutions pron

it, deci%ions ry

The evaluator i-.. 111,ely to Paticolarlv porteht one .1t the enl

a pro)eCt Or at the end of vrie definite Stage it m project, but it mey

!_)e-omie irlt,rt4nt at any time, Whenever It doe!. The Per On with rood evaluati_;n

is likely to OecOme the leader of the growl. is qoaliti of leadership

involves not only knowing what is happening (the eva may twild tne

of the '%-uinserIZr) but what shojd be happening, 3r th )w,t critirism is

invOlved. however. 4 good evaluator also suggesta 'late methods 'Or aPpr-ALn4-_,

to replace the flawed ones. he err she sees_

n9 the fictional characters, the group Of gualtties des(rIbeil In this work-,

be'st exemplified by Warren. He, therefore, would be the best leader during
this "wrap-up' and evaluation stage of tfre prQiect He mould be most likely to

able to help the group )rrect oroblems and find ways to apply it$ plans

to a different setting,

Worksheet - Leadersnl

If students have Successfully completed the previous five worksheets. they
should have noticed that different characters emerged as leaders at different
times in the fictional situation, The present worksheet emphasizes that

this happens in real life, too, and that, therefore, leadership is something
that should be shared 4ithin the group. in a particular situation, the choice

Of a leader shou'd be determined by the personalities of the group members,
the kind of job to be done, and the needs of the group,

In the activity for this worksheet, students are asked to Identify leadership
qualities In then1sel.ves and in other members 0/ their grasp, a=id to imoOirn

stuations in which each group member might emerge as a leader

worksheet What Did You Le'

Before ) n time Application Phase, distribute this instructional test,
The results tit this test will tell you whether a review of the !hstriictional

Phase is neLesS before going on to tne Application Phase. Re sore to Oiscus%

t ke on it test after you have Scored it- 4

APPI !CATION PHASE

students t1ete
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',,HARING LEADERS P

g leaders nd using per wisely by requiring the te apply
oblems relatee to the context of the course. Thee will help

he utility and relevance of leadership qualities in their daily
11 also ()lye yOu an opportunity to observe the students and
vettq trod performance during the Proe'em Exposure Phase,

or ask a student to feat eve Ion discussion o what they learned

!eau.
Ore are i ttielr SkillS to 9

Juriml t Instructional Phase. ascuss both the use and misuse of power and
I.the qua of leadersh ip !ore in the discusson might be-

1 4hat happened?
- What did we do?

- What skills did we learn and practice?
- How did people react? what are your feelings about tnese s1/4tlis

How are these skills applicable?
- What ibout your early activities outside of class and scnool?
- What about in the context of the class?
- What about on the job?

Following this discussion, the group will be challenged oply its ski)
choosing leaders to problems related to the context of the course. YOU SN&IJ/d
use etcher several situations or one situation ()Ike the fictional i., e in
Worksheets V1-6 through VI-10) that can be broken down into several stages, so
that several different leadership choices must be made, You may wish to specify
that no person in the group should be chosen as leader more than once= Be
sure the students know how mete tirr they will Move for their wore,

The nature of the problems to which the students aPP1) :heir WI) will
on the context of the class anj the needs and interes of thf group and
students. The itudeets-can be consulted when you are deciding what problems
to present to them. The problems shoul Involve choosing leaders from among
the group members" each of whom exempli4ies the leadership qualities most
useful in A parti:ular situation or stale of a situetion.

The specifi problems must excite the =ie inat #on of the students. It Might
be wise to choose stteations which relate to something they have done already,
and enjoyed, or which tliey expect to do IA the future, Such problems will
give, the students real mOtivat to do their best during the Application Phase=

while te,de students are workee iAether, observe their behavior. Use aootnoe
copy of the Group Obsereatioe term to help yOJ do teis, and keep your own
notes as well. If feasible, tee cassette recordeers to tape each group's
discussion ift-ttm Applifati Phase activity to supplement your written
Observations. You should also coach the students by asking questions that wi'l
help then examine themselves and their use of power and leadership skills,
Focus not only on the lzlers they choose aed the criteria by rich these
leaden are chosen. but else on how members use power within the group to
influence decisions abort the leaders,
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vioriikeeet VI- i3_ no% L'id

When the group has coepleted the WEICe100 pr-ON ilit.rtZhite this
evaluatiOn rind ask them to Af'Prw,trs encouraqe theen t,-
discuss their strengths and Weaknesses.

hiow O 4 d the tiro Do?

The %tudenis discuss their eval'.iati,
on the following queWons-

wh.at happened and why?
- What was the problem?
Ater did people react?
How did you go about choosing leaders?

- Now 014 iodividual grOup_members use power to influence the
group's choice of leaders?

should have happened?
NOw should imople have reacted to the P

- sow should leaders have been chosen? What leaders
were important in each of the problem situations' E1id t
leader's chosen have those qualities?

- sow should power have been used within the group during the
process of choosing le4ers?

;:at car you be conscious of in the f:rsrT n order to choose leaders
and use powlir more wisely?

-iihat do you think you know or d t know about
the w se use o4 power?

Uistribute VI-Id. First. students should
individually. Then distribute one txt4r4
Ask the group to use this form to evaluate Itsel_
evaluations_

form to e!a
wortsheet t

Afterwards discuss

and about
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Content of group 4ISCL6S101 !

net cnoose a leader *KJ

n cnoose leader wiry snares

rs.

y choose a leader who

0000 a leader who

onoose a leader wno helps

SP a leader who helps to resolve

S of Dower?

p with other group

0 S leader who nelas bring toigethar t40 result of
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a =eater no nelps to tvalutte group

-Group process
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GROUP OBSERVATION
SHARING LEADERSHIP

) lication 'hose

List each student and, for each, briefly describe what you observed to

De is/per strengtns and weaknesses in working in the group, especially in

relation to the following attitudes, knowledge and skills; recognizing

leadership qualities in themselves and in others, valuing their own ability

and tne ability of others to lead, valuing snared leadership, recognizing

tnat different people m4 be effective lt3ders in different situations,

recognizing and valuing legitimate cases of power, avoiding manipulation,

participating in the leadership process, using power and influence properly,

and snaring leadersn

back of this sheet.

th otner grouR,members. Write your comments on the



TEACHER SUGGESTIONS

VII. MAKING DECISIONS

GLOLEJ Objectives

As a result of participating in this module, the group will practice decision-

making in a number of different ways and learn th6 uses of each way. More

specifically, the group will:

1. understand and use seven ways of making a decision;

2. understand advantages and disadvantages of, each way of making a

decision;

3. recognize situations in which each of the seven ways will or will

not work;
4. recognize and consider factors in a situation which make a particu-

lar way of decision-making most appropriate for that situation;

5. choose the way of decision-making which is most appropriate for a

particular situation; and

6. evaluate the effectiveness of a decision and the choice of a way

of decision-making.

Individual Student Objectives

In order to accomplish the group objectixts, each student will develop-the

following attitudes, knowledge and skills.'

Attitudes. Each student will:

- understand the importance of choosing a dray of making a

decision which is appropriate to the situation;

- value participation by the whole group in deciding which

way of decision-making is best in a particular situation;

and
- value decision-making by the whole group over decision-

making by a single person or by a small part of the group

in most situations.

Knowledge. Each student will know:

- seven ways in which a decision can be made in a group;

- the advantages and disadvantages of each of these ways;
the kinds of situations in which each way will or will

not work; and
- the factors 1,, a situation which help to determine which

way of decision-making fits that situation.

Skills. Each student will:
take part in any of the seven ways of decision-making;

- determine which way of decision-making is most appropriate

in a particular situation;
evaluate the effectiveness of a decision and the choice of

decision-making method which led to it.
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TEACHER'S NOTE. Th Introduction of this manual containsa general de-

8c-ription of INTERACTION modules and how to use them. Please review the

ntroduction as :sell as the specific Teacher Suggestions given here before

-u begin using this module in your classroom.

PREPARATION PHASE

Worksheet VII-1. Making Decisions.

The general purpose of this module is to help students learn some different

ways in which decisions can be made in a group. The way of decision-making

(in particular, the person or people chosen to make the decision) must be

appropriate to the decision and the situation if an effective decision is to

be made. In addition to studying seven ways of decision-making and the advan-

tages and disadvantages of each, students learn to identify factors in a

situation which can help them choose an appropriate way of decision-making

and to evaluate decisions they have made in terms of effectiveness.

Remember to distribute this first worksheet one or two days before you plan:

to begin the Problem Exposure Phase in class.

PROBLEM EXPOSURE PHASE 1

Purpose

The purpose of this Phase is to give students the opportunity to use their

skills in group decision-making and to help them see the problems that may

arise when groups try to make a complex decision. When the students have

tried to apply their skills in decision-making to the problem presented, they

will participate in a further disc.ussion which shoUld help motivate them to

want more skill in decision-making:

During the Problem Exposure Phase, you will be able to record observations as

in the previous modules. Your observations will help you revise the Instruc-

tional Phase so that it meets the unique needs awl interests of your stclents.

Your observations also serve as another form of pretest. If feasible, the

Problem Exposure activity should be recorded on cassette audio tapes or video

tape) in order to help it-, the evaluation of the group decision-making process.
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Worksheet VII-2. The Trip.

Distribute copies of Worksheet VII-2. When everyone has -ead-it, allow the

group 20 minutes to discuss and-try to agree on a destination for the fictional

field trip. Note that they must agree on categories as well as on amounts to

be spent, and that a series of decisions rather than one decision
la
must be pro-

duced.

After the group has made a decision, or attempted to make a decision, con-

cerning the fictional field trip, lead a group discussion. In this discussion,

get the students to concentrate on the decision-making process and their con-

tributions to it, not on the field trip itself. .4lelp them focus on what they

said and did during their attempts to reach a group decision and how effective

their actions were. If vdecisiom was made, focus on the question of who made

the decision and how that person or those people gained the power to make the

decision. Following are some suggested questions which you can use during

the discussion. Ask only the questions which seem appropriate for your class.

Use some of your own questions as well.

1. What happened?
- What did you do; how did you reach (or try to reach) a 'lcision?

- Who finally made the decision?
- What problems'came up as you tried to reach a decision?

- How well did you do your job (the job was 'to make decisions about

the field trip)?

- How well did your group cooperate in trying to do the job?

2. What should have happened? HOW should your group have reached

a decision about the field trip?

3. What differences are there between what did happen and what should

hap happened?

4. Why do you think these differences came about?

5. How can you imrrovi your decision-miking in the future?
- What do you need to learn about making decisions in a group?

- How could you improve the ways in which your group makes decisions?

Conclude the Problem Exposure Phase by summarizing the major points made,

or ask a student to do this. Inform students that later in the module they

will learn seven different ways of group decision-making and how to choose

the way that best fits a particular situation. Remind students to be prepared

to discuss Worksheet VII-1 at the next class session.
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INSTRUCTIONAL PHASE

Purpose

TEACHER SUGGESTIONS
MAKING DECISIONS

The Instructional Phase will give students seven modes or ways of decision-

'making in a group and describe the advantages and disadvantages of each. They

should explore the implications of each mode for their group activities.

Students should engage in discussion about each mode and should apply that mode,

as it is discussed, to the field trip which they worked on before. Students

will also have a chance to evaluate the appropriateness of each mode tn a

series of briefly-described fictional situations. Near the end of the Instruc-

tional Phase they will be given a list of factors in a situation which can help

them to determine which mode of decision-making is most appropriate to that

situation, and they will be asked to determine the most fitting mode for the

field trip situation and for some of the other fictional-Otuations. They

will also be given guidelines for evaluating'a decision's effectiveness and

then will be asked to evaluate a decision their group has made in the past.

Review of the Problem Exposure Phase

Involve students in a short discu ssion to review the ProblemrtiPosure Phase.

One student may bp asked to summarize the experiences of the group. Then

some of the following questions can be used to generate discussion:

1.
a
What did yoU learn?

- What do you already know about group decision-making?

- What dc, you still need to learn?

2. How do you feel about developing yoUr skill in group decision-

making?
- Do you feel it is an important skill to learn?

- Why?

3. What importance do you think decison-making has for your group?

- How does it apply 'to your jobs and activities?

The main purpose of this discussion is to encourage the students to think about

decision-making and its relation to'their group. This will prepare them for

the content of this module.

4 Review of Worksheet VII-1

Ask the students to refer to their responses on Worksheet VII-I during this

activity. Ask them to share their responses with one another. Have them focus

on what they thought decision-making was, how they thought decisions should be

made in a group, how decisions usually have been made in groups they have known,

and how they have reacted to decisions made in this way or ways. Go through
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questions in Worksheet VII-1 and discuss each one after the students have shared

their responses with the group. It is important ,,k) assure students that there

are no right or wrong answers. If any student feels his or her responses are

too confidential, that student need not share them with the group.

Introducing the Instructional Phase

The information which follows is the content to be covered in this module.
This information can be conveyed effectively to students by using leading

questions to prompt the students' participation. As each mode of decision-
making is discussed, have the students apply that mode to the field trip

problem and then talk about the results.' Also have them rank, and discuss

their ranking of, the four fictional situations in each worksheet with respect
to the apprdpriateness of the given mode of decision-making to each situation.

Note that this module focuses more on the question of whom a decision is

made than on how it is made. The actual process of decision-making involves

many of the same steps involved in the -planning process as described4n INTER-

ACTION Module IV, Planning. At some point, probably either just before or just
after the discussi5717irie seven modes of decision-making, you might want to

review the 'steps in the process described in Module IV. Point out that the

group must decide who will make the decision before the decision itself can be

made, and emphasize that the correctness of this initial choice will have a

strong ef?ct on the value of the decision that is finally made.

In the* cription of the modes of decision-making, as in other descriptions and
models in these modules, our terms may vary somewhat from those used by others.

However, t concepts are generally accepted and modes should be recognizable

in and applicable to a wide variety of situations.

Worksheet VII-3. One Way to Make a Decision

The leader makes the decision without talking to group members. This is the

most "dictatorial" way of making decisions in a group. It is likely to be least

popular with group members. However, even this mode is appropriate in some

situations.,

Advantages Disadvantages

Allows a decision to be made quickly. Gains ,very little group support.

Keeps routine-matters from wasting May cause much group resentment.

time of group. Uses ideas and resources of only
person (not necessarily the most
qualified).

This mode should be.useld when the decision must be made quickly or is very

routine. TriEuld not be used when the decision is complex; when it is very
important to the group and affects all group members; or when it will require

considerable group support. to carry out.

10 y
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In the first activity of this worksheet, students will apply this mode to

the field trip situation (using a leader chosen by drawing lots) and will

discuss their reactions to the decision made by the leader. You might ask if

they would have had more respect for the leader's decision if the, leader had

been chosen-Ey the criteria discussed in INTERACTION Module VI, Sharing Leader-

ship, instead of by chance.

In the second activity, students will be asked to rank four fictional situations

with regard to the appropriateness of this mode of decision-making in each

situation. Opinions about the ranking may differ somewhat, but suggested

ranking and reasons for it are as follows:

lst. situation:

2nd. situation:

3rd. situation:

4th. situation:

RANK

3

1

2

REASONS

Decision will affect whole group and-require
some group effort to carry out, but, probably

will not arouse strong feelings..
Decision is of very great importance to a
very large number of people, and would
require a very great group support to carry

out. Time is not a factor. Point out that,

although the President of the United States
has the power to declare war without con-
sulting anyone, it would be a very unwise
President who did so except in the gravest
emergency. If a President did make this
decision without consulting anyone, and the
decision Was unpopular, he probably could

not get the support from Congress, the
military, or the people of the country
which would be essential in carrying on a

war.

Decision is important but not complex, and
must be made_immediately; there is no time

for group diScussto*.-

Decision is relatively routine; groin) could

talk about it but this probably is not- _

necessary.

Worksheet VII-4. A Second Way to Make a Decision.

The leader makes the deciew,on after talking to group members. This mode does

allow group participation, and thus is fairer to the group than the previous

10
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mode. However, the power still remains in the hands of one person, the leader.

The personality of the-leaderwill determine whether this mode is or is not

more representative than the previous

Advantufs

Permits some group participation.
Guarantees that decision will not
be prevented by group conflict.

Disadvantages

Leaves power in hands of one person.

May not have much group support.
Members may compete to impress
leader or say what he or she wants
to hear, rather than expressing

true opinions.

This mode should be used when the leader is sympathetic to group views and

listens carefully to discussion, or when an equally-divided group needs a 'unify-

ing force, It should not be used when the leader does not heed group wishes;

when the decision is important to all of the group; or when the decision will

require much group effort and support to carry out.

In the first activity of this worksheet, students_will apply this mode to

the field trip situazion and will discuss their reactions to the decision made

by the leader after group discussion. In the second activity, they will be

asked to rank four fictional situations with regard to the appropriateness

of this mode of decision-making in each situation. Opinions about the ranking

may vary somewhat, but suggested ranking and reasons for it are as follows:

RANK REASONS

1st situation: 1 Decision is important and complex; the group
is qualified to give good opinions; the
leader is respectful of group ideas.

2nd situation: 4 Decision is important and will affect many
people; leader does not listen to group

opinion at all.

3rd situation: 3 Decision will require group effort and

support to,carry out; leader sometimes

listens to group opinion, but is influenced

by factors other than merit of ideas.

4th situation: 2 decision seems to affect only one person
but may affect whole group; leader is sympa-

thetic to group opinion.
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Worksheet VII-5. A Third Water Make a Decision

The most expert member'in the group makes the decision. This tthod will work

Only if the group can agree on who the expert member is and if the group is

willing to abide by and support the expert's decision.

4

Advantages

Person most qualified to make decision

makes it.
Simplifies and speeds up decision pro-

cess.

Disadvantages

If expert is not obvious, person

may be allowed to make decision for

reasons other than expertise (e.g.,

popularity).
If group disagrees about or dislikes

expert, expert's decision may not

have group support.
Power remains in hands of one per-

son.

Thii mode should be used when it is clear who the expert is and when the

group is willing to support that person's decisions. It should not be used

when the expert is nit easily identifiable or whe- the group wIlTEi unwilling

to carry out the expert's decision. It probably should not be used when much

9rOup effort will be needed to carry out the decision, since even if group

members respect the expert, they will not feel very involved in his or her

decision.

In the first activity of this worksheet, students will first choose an expert

and then will apply this mode to the field trip situation. They will discuss

their reactions to the decision made by the expert. In the second activity, they

will be asked to rank four fictional situations with regard to the appropriate-

ness/of this mode of decision-making in each situation. Opinions about the

ranking may vary somewhat, but suggested ranking and reasons for it are as

follows:

1st situation:

2nd situation:

3rd situation:

REASONS

There is no expert; all three people are equally

qualified.

There is an expert, but that person is so

disliked that her decisions probably would

not be carried out by the group.

The expert does not really know much more

than the others, but the ornup will support hisj



RANK

3rd situation (can't):

4th situation:

iiACHER SUGGESTIONS
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REASONS

opinions and no one seems better qualified

than he.

There is an expert whom the group can agree
on, and She is well-liked so that the group
is willing to carry out her dec. sions.

Worksheet VII-6. A Fourth Wa to Make a Decision.

Group members give opinione, one by one, and the most popular op.nion is

followed. This differs from majority rule in that there are more than two
alternatives; thus the "most popular opinion" may actually represent only a

small part of the group. Everyone in the group gets a chance to contribute,

but since there is no discussion, conflicts remain unresolved and msentment
may be considerable.

Advantages

EveryOne contributes opiaion.
Decision can be made quickly.
Decision can be made'without all
group members being in same place.

Disadvantages

No group discussion.
Conflicts not resolved.
Final choice may represent only
small part of group.

This mode of decision-making should be used if it is hard for group members to

meet together; if a decision must be made fairly quickly; if all group meminrs

are about equally qualified to give opinions; if the decision is fairly routine

and does not involve strong feelings; or if the decision will not require

much group support to carry out. It should not be used if the decision is

important or will rowse,strong feelings; if one part (especially a rather

small part) of the group is more qualified to decide than the rest of the

group; or if strong group support will be needed to carry eut the decision.

In the first activity of this worksheet, students will apply this mode to the

field trip situation and will discuss their reactions. In the second activity,

students will be asked to rank four fictional situations with regard to the

appropriateness of this mode of djsion-making in each situation. Opinions

about the ranking may vary somewhat, but-suggested ranking and.reasOns for it

are as follows:
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1st situation:

2nd situation:

3rd situation:

4th situation:

RANK

1

2

REASONS

Members live far apart; decision is routine;
strong feelings are not involved.

Group is fairly large; decision will affect

who 9roup, but strong feelings are not

involved.

4 Decision is important and will affect whole

group; strong conflicts are-involved, and

members will not support a decision that
goes against them.

3 Small part of groUpls more qualified to de-

cide than the rest, and their opinions
probably, will be lost; however, strong

feelings are not involved and group will
probably support any decision.

Worksheet VII-7. A Fifth Wa to makt,kgtElusE

A minority of the group makes the idecieion. Note that this situation may

arise either legitimately--when the leader or the g-roup appoints a minority

(usually a committee) to make the decision--or illegitimately--when a strong-

minded minority "appoints" itself and pushes (railroads) its opinions through

without allowinfo the group time to muster its thoughts or state its objections.

The decisions of an appointed minority may or may not have group support;

those of a "railroading" minority usually have support only of those in the

minority group.

Be sure students understand, by the way, that in this context the word minority

has no racial implications. It should not be confused with the term "minority

group," often used to refer to members of non -white races in America. In

the present context, min2nitt simply means "less than half." If the matter

comes up, discuss the reTatiOnship between the two terms, but emphasize

that the minority in a given group may be of any race or races whatsoever.

Advantajes

May let decision be made by people

most qualified to make it.
May speed up or simplify decision-
making.

Disadvantage

Does not use contributions of mpst
of group.
Does not resolve. conflicts.
Produces limited group support.
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This method should be used when the group can choose the minority and agree
to support its decisions; when the group is very large, so that it is hard for

everyone to get together er confusing to have everyone discuss the issues; '

when the decisions are rputtie and do not arouse strong feelings; when the
decisions affect only a small part of the group; when a small part of the

group is more qualified to make a decision than the rest; when the decision
does not require great group support. The mode should not-be-used when

railroading is likely to take place; when the decision is important and
affects the whole group; or when thg decision will require great group

support to carry out.

X
In the first activity of this works students will apply, this mode to the

field trip situation and will discuss their reactions. In the second activity,

they will be asked to rank four fictional situations with regard to the
appropriateness of this mode of decision-making in each situation. Opinions

about the ranking m_y vary somewhat, but suggested ranking and reasons for it

are as follows:

K REASONS

1st situation: 3 Minority is more qualified than rest of the
group,. but their decision will require group
support and may not be able to gain it.

2nd situation:
I

4 "Railroading" has led to a decision which most
of the group does not support and may have cause

1rd situation:

4th situation.

to regret.

2 Minority may or may not have extra ability,
but they'have enough group support for their
rather routine decisions.

1 Minority iS appointed by group both for their
ability and for their popularity. Decisions

made by the minority require group support and
are likely to get it.

Worksheet VII-8. A Sixth Wary a Decision.

A majority of the group nausea the decision. Make sure the students understand

that "majority" means more than half." It may not be very much more than half.

Majority decisions usually involve only two alternatives (or "yes" or "n"
on one alternative); thus the group may not consIder a very wide range of ideas.

Decision by "majority rule" is so common in America that many students may not

know there is any other way of making group decisions. Althougn majority

decision-making is a practical and relatively fair way of handling many

group decisiods, it can leave important conflicts unresolved and result in

the minority feeling abused and trampled-on.
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Disadvantages_

Many group members may not support

decision.
Conflicts are not resolved.

This mode should be used when decision are relatively routs e, sa that extended

discussion is not necessary; when decisions must. be made rather quickly, so

that extended discussion is not practical; or when great group support is not

necessary. It should not be used when the decision requires Strong support from

4veryone in the group; when feelings are strong an;! the minority is likely to

feel abused and resentful; or when a certain minority in the group is more

Qualified to decide than the others,

in the first activity of this worksheet. students will apply this mode to the

field trip situation by voting yes or no on suggested alttrnotives until 19i

or more of the group votes yes on a particular alternative. Then they will

discuss their reactions. In the second activity students will be asked to

rank four fictional situations with regard to the appropriateness of this

mode of decision-making in each situation. Opinions about the ranking may

vary somewhat, but suggested ranking and reasons for it are as follows

cltuation

situation:

non

4th SituAt

Works

4

EUertiOnc

A Seventh way

thc

REASONS

Derision requires group support. but only a

minority - - -in this case, the parents---are

fully qualified to make the decision.

Majority decision would leave large, vesentful

minority which would not helpn carrying out

group projects.

Decision requires some group support to carry ou

and there is some unresol"ed conflict, but de

sion is relatively routine and does not require

a lot of group effort_

Decision is routine and ;does net involve S

feelirqs; group desires to make decision qu

-114-
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a consensus decision. Be sure students understand that a consensus decision
IS not necessarily a unanimous decision where everyone in the group agrees on

every point. A unanimous decision is often impossible to achieve. A consensus

decision has occurred wnen La everyone in the group understands the decision
(can restate it in his or her own words); (b) everyone feels that he or she has
had a chance to present views and influence the decision; and (c) everyone is
willing to support and carry out the decision at least on an interim, "give
it a try" basis.

Advantages

Allows contributions from everyone
in group.

Gains support of everyone in group.
eesolves most conflicts.
Uses resources of everyone in orouo.
Mosi.likely to represent group's
real heeds and goals.

Disadvantages.

Takes a lot of time
Takes good grew) interaction skills.

This mode of oecisiohlaking should be used when the decision is important and
will affect everyone in'the group; when the decision is complex, so that a lot
of inputs improve the,chance of reaching a good decision; when there are
strong but not unresolvable conflicts within a group; when the decision will

require a lot of group support to carry out; or when a group's interaction skills

are well- developed. this mode should no be used when a decision must be made

quickly, when the decision is routine, so that it is a waste of time to talk
about it; when the decision does not arouse strong feelings or does not need to
involve a large part of t g group; or when,a group's interaction skills are too
poor to permit it to reach`, decision by this method in a reasonable length

of time.

In the first activity.of this worksheet, students will apply this mode to the

field trip situation and will dtscuss their reactions. In the second activity,

they will be asked tb rank four fictional situations with regard to the appro-
priateness of this mode of decision-making in each situation. Opinions about

the ranking may vary somewhat, but suggested ranking and reasons for it are as

follows:

The decision is important., omplex. (-d will

require considerable effort from the whole group

to be carried out. Unresolved conflicts could

prevent achievement of the goal_ Time is not

a factor.



3rd situation:

!4th situation:

RANK

4
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REASONS

-The decision is not very important, and it must

be made immediately. Disossion is (muter-

productive.

Thy decision will affect the whole group, but

is not too likely lo arouse strong feelings.

Time is somewhat important. The group's

interaction skills are very poor and it would

probably be difficult or imposs;ble fOr it to

reach a consensus decision on anything.

Group discussion is desirable but not absolutely

necessary. Full discussion m'ght permit all the

members to "bloom' and discover their own

wo6,th, rather than letting the experts do

everything. However, group members will pro
bably support a -inorIty or majority decision.

Worksheet V:1 Which Wa' Is Best:

Make sure the group understands why decisions involving all or a large part of

the group are usually better than
decisions involving one person or a small part

of the group. The larger the part of the group taking part in the, decisions the

more inputs will ire available and the more intelligent ideas are likely to be

generated. Also. the larger the part of the group involved in the decision-

making process, the greater the group support
for the decision is likely to be

d the more likely the decisio; is tr:.'be carried out successfully.

liekwevar, emphasize

Is best for all
of decision - making is

that no one mode of decision-making, not even consensus,

ns. Factors in the situation will determine which mode

for that situation. In order to make a good'choice

of mode for making a deCIS,On, students reed to be aware of and to consider

these factors.

When trying to determine rehIch rode c

situation, the croup should ask itsei

What kind of decis

How moor ,n

How much

akIng is best In a oarticular

ing questions:

needs to be made"' HOw complIcated is

t affect'

we have In which make the decis

What information and resources do we have that could -help in making

this decision? Do the information and/br resources r-elon- to

only one or a few people in the group?

what kind n- kinds of decision-mak
our
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group in the past?

5. Who will have to carry out this decision once it is made? Will the

work be done by one person, by a small part of the group, or by

all of the group?

6. How important is it that this decision have the support of all the

of the group?

In the first activity in this worksheet, students will apply these questions

to the field trip situation in order to determine which of the seven modes is

most appropriate, In all probability, they will agree that consensus is the

best, since the decision is complex and important and will affect everyone in

the group. Sticking to the decision would be difficult unless it had gained

considerable group support and a lack of such support could make considerable

problems for the group during the trip.

In the second activity, students are asked to review certain of the fictional

situations which they studied in previous /orkitheets and to-determine which

mode of decision-making is most appropriate for each situation. Opinions

about the appropriate mode may vary somewhat, but suggested answers and reasons

for them are given below.

MODE

I st situation: 7 (consensus)

.2nd situation:

3rd si a n:

4th situation:

(leader
alone)

nority)

REASONS

Decision is fairly important and all members

are equally qualified to make it. Dominance

- of any one member probably would result
in hard feelings. Using resources and ideas

from all three of these highly trained people

is important, too.

This decision is not very important (since
both routes are about equally good) and must
be made very quickly (since the car is
approaching the critical exit). The driver

of the car should simply make one choice or
the other and be done with it.

Provided that the minority consist:. u-f the
technically-qualified people, a minority

decision would be good here. The decision

is not likely to arouse strong feelings, nor
does it require much group support to carry

out. A wrong decision, such as would pro-
bably be made by the majority or by taking
the most popular opinion, could have a bad

effect on the group's ability to ao its
job (i.e., make a film).

(leader with The President must still make the ormal de

discussion) cision, but he would o well to <3 all the

advice he can.



5th situation

MODE

6 (majority)
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RiASONS

A straight majority vote would allow the
"railroaders" to be overruled, even if they

could not be talked down. A consensus
might-be hard to achieve w4th such a
dominant minority and timid majority as

exists here.

Worksheet VII-11. Did We Make a Good Decision?

A proper choice of the mode of decision-making to fit I particular situation

should result in an effective decision. An evaluation of the decision, es-

pecially if the evaluation proves to be negative, should lead to an evaluation

of the mode of decision-making that was used. In this worksheet, students are

asked to evaluate a decision their group made in the past (not the field trip

decision, since it is not possible to make any action on that matter which

could indicate the decision's effectiveness) and to consider whether the

proper mode of deciSion-making was chosen for that decision.

In trying to determine whether a decision was effective, the group should ask

itself the following questions:

1. Did the decision help us do our job and achieve our goals?

2, Did the decision make good use of all our resources?

3. Did the 'cision gain the support of most or all of the group?

4. Was the decision one which the group could and would carry out?

If the answer to one or more of the above questions was no, the decision in

question can be considered to be not as effective as it might have been. If

the group agrees that the decision it is evaluating was somewhat ineffective,

it should consider whether'the mode of decision-making was the correct one for

that situation, and, if not, what mode might have suited the situation better.

Worksheet VII-12. What Did You Learn?

Before beginning the Application Phase, distribute this instructional test.

The results of the test will tell you whether a review of the Instructional-

Phase is necessary before going on to the Application Phase. Be sure to dis-

cuss the instructional test after you have scored it.

-118-
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Purpose_

APPLICATION PHASE 1

(
The Application Phase will give students on opportunity to practice their new

skills in group decision-making by requiring them to apply these skills to

a problem related to the context of the course. This will help students see

the utility and relevance of the proper choice of modes of decisten-making

for their daily activities. It will also give-yetLaveppertunity to observe

the students and compare their performance now with their performance during

the Problem Exposure Phase. 9-

TEACHER SUGGESTIONS
MAKING DECISIONS

Procedure

Before the students are,asked to apply their skills in decision-making, lead

(or ask a student to lead) an evaluation discussion of what they've learned

during the Instructional Phase. Some questions in the discussion might be:

1. What happened?
- What did we do?

- What; skills did we learn and practice?

- How-. did people react?,;' What are your feelings about these skills?

2. How are these skills applicable?
- What about your daily activities outside of class and school?

- What about in the context of the class?

- What about on the job?

Following this discussion, the group will be challenged to apply its skill in

decision-making to a problem related to the context of the course. Be sure

that the students know how much time they have for their work.

The nature of the problem to which the students apply their skill will depend

on the context of the class and the needs and interests of the group and students.

The students can be consulted when you are deciding what problem to present to

the. The specific problem must-excite the imagination of the students. It

might be wise to choose a task which is related to something they have done

already and enjoyed, or to a project they are planning to continue. Such a

problem will give the students real, motivation to do their best during the

Application Phase.

While the students are working together, observe their behavior. Use another

copy of the Group Observation Form to help you do this, and keep your own,

notes as well. If feasible, use cassette recorders to tape each group's

discussion in the Application Phase activity to supplement your written observa-

tions. You should also coach the students by asking questions which will help

them examine themselves and their-use of skills in decision-making.

11
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Worksheet VII-13. How Did You Do? -

When the group has completed the application problem, distribute this self-

evaluation form and ask students to complete it. Afterwards, encourage them

to discuss their strengths and weaknesses.

Worksheet VII-14. How Did The Group Do?

The students should discusi their evaluation of themselves. They should focus

on the following questions:

1. What happened and why?
- What was the prpblem?

- How did people react?

- How did you go about making a decision? Who finally made the

decision?

2. What should have happened?

- How should people have reacted to the problem?

- Which way of decision-making was best for this situation? Why?

- How should you have made a decision systematically?

- How could your group have made a more effective decision than it

did?

3. What can you be conscious of in the future in order to make better

group decisions?

4. What do you think you know or don't know about group decision-

making?

Distribute Worksheet VII-14. First, each student should use this form to

evaluate the group individually. Then distribute an extra copy of Worksheet

VII-14 to each group. Ask the group to use this form to evaluate itself.

Afterwards discuss these evaluations in class.

1 J
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GROUP OBSERVATION FORM

Instructions

To be used twice: once during the Problem Exposure Phase and once during the

Application Phase.

A. Content of group discussion

1. Do they consider what person or persons in the group should make

the decision?

2. Do they consider advantages and disadvantages of'various ways of

decision-making

3. Do they consider factors in the situation which will determine what

kind of decision-making is appropriate?

4. ,Do they choose a method of decision-making which is appropriate to

the situation?

5. Is everyone allowed to participate in deiermining how the decision

will be made?

6. -Does only one person in the group make the final decision? If so,

why was that particular person chosen? Does that person listen to

other group members before reaching a decision?

7. Do several members of the group make the decision? If so, what part

of the group do these members represent? What are the reactions of

members of the group who are left out?

1 16
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8. Does the group make a decision which is effective in that it helps

the group to do its job and achieve its goals, has the support of

the group, and can be implemented by the group? If the decision

is not effective, why is it not?

9. Does the group evaluate the effectiveness of its decision and its

choice of a way of making a decision?

B. Group process

1. Did one or two members- of the group dominate? If so, why?

2. Do you feel that every group member attempted td contribute to the

decision-making and to determining who should make the decision?

If not, who did not contribute?

3. Noww would you rate the group on getting along together? (Circle one)

a. got along smoothly and focused on the task

b. some friction, but 4-voted most of time and energy to task

c. competitiveness and/or friction interfered somewhat with accom-
I

plishment of the task

d. great competitiveness and/or friction occupied most6of energy

and time of group

1. ;
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4. HMI well do you think the group worked together in

decision-making? (Circle one)

very well adequately inadequately very poorly

5. "- Answer only in Application Phase - How much did you have to prompt

the group to keep,it operating well, concentrating on the task,

and making decisions?

a great deal somewhat very little not at all

C. IndiVidual members

1) Exposure Phase

For each student, make a brief note of what you think are his/her primary

strengths and weaknesses in working in the group according to what you

have observed. (Although you haven't had much time to observe, hopefully

these brief notes will be useful to you in comparing students' behavior

in group now with what it will be in the Application Phase).

1 i,)
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2) Application Phase

list each student and, for each, briefly describe what you observed

.to be his/her strengths and weaknesses in working in the group, especially

in relation to the following attitudes, knowledge and skills: valuing

group participation in decision-making, understanding the seven ways of

decision-making, understanding the advantages and disadvantages of each,

considering factors in the given situation whiL Help to determine

which way of decision-making is appropriate in that situation, choking

a way of decision-Making which is appropriate for a given situation,

making an effective decision, and evaluating the decision's effectiveness

and the appropriatenes's of the way in which the decision was made.
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VIII. COOPERATING

Group Objectives

As a result of participating in this module, the group will practice coopera-
tive effort during the performance of a tapc. More specifically, the group
will:

1. harmonize the activities of various members and subgroups;
2. observe group action to determine its effectiveness;
3. determine why the group has trouble working effectively when pro-

blems arise;
4., express group standards and goals;
5. stimulate all group members to do better work; and
6. seta good example by each member's own work.

Individual Student Objectives

In order to accomplish the group objectives, tiach student will devtlop the
following attitudes, knowledge, and skills.

Attitudes. Each student will:
- accept the responsibility for developing cooperative

effort.in a group;
- vale e cooperative effort ova:, competition;

- value the sharing of responsibility for developing

cooperative effort;

Knowledge. Each student will understand:
- the interrelatedness of all cooperative interaction
skills and their relation to cooperative effort;

- six ways to .cooperate; and

- the need for each of these six ways.

Skills, Each student will:
- carry out the six ways of cooperating;
- identify which ways are not being used in situations
where cooperative effort is not occurring; and

- determine ways. to improve cooperative eftprt in a group

TEACHER'S AOTE.
saription of
Introduction as

begin using

Introduction of this manual cantatno a gene

INTERACTION modules and has to use them. Please review the

well as the specific Teacher Sulgeotions given here before

thin module in your alasarcom.
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PREPARATION

The general purpose of this module is to help students learn some ways of

working cooperatively within a group. A group can maintain a high level of

cohesiveness and efficiency only if alq its members help in the cooperative

effort. Since this is a summary module, students also are shown ways in

which all the group interaction skills they have studied in. the CGIS curricu-

lum are useful and necessary for helping cooperative effort in a group.

to distribute the first worksheet one or two days before you plan

to begin the Problem Exposure Phase in class.

PROBLEM EXPOSURE. PHASE I

Purpose

The purpose of this phase is to give students the opportunity to use their

skills in working cooperatively and to help them see the necessity of cooperative

effort in completing agroup task. When the students h,ve tried to apply their

skills in cooperative effort to the problem presented; they will participate

in a further discussion which should help motivate them to\develop more skills

in cooperative effort.

%,-YEt!LcItILLEL21Lialtrtelltly

Distribute copies of Worksheet VIldt. When everyone has read it, divide .

randomly among the members of each group twenty-two 3 x 5" index cards, each

of which contains one of the following pieces of information:

- When he was found dead, Mr. Thompson had a bullet wound in his leg_

and a knife wound in his back.
- Mr. Barton shot someone who might have been a burglar in his apartment

building at midnight. .

- Mr. Thompson had nearly wiped out Mr, Sartonmcs business by stealing

his customers.
- Mr. Scott, the elevator man, told police that he saw Mr. Thomvon at

12:15 a.m.
- The bullet taken from Mr. fhompson's leg matcRid Mr. Barton's ?yn.

- Only one bullet had teen fired from Mr.-Bart,on's gun.

- The elevator man said Mr. Thompson was hurt, but not badly.

- A knife found in the parking garage had 'wen wiped clean of fingerprints.

1
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- Mrs. Scott waited in the lobby for her husband to get off work.

- The elevator man went off duty at 12:30 a.m., half an hour after m -

night
- Mr. Thompson's body was found in the park.
- Mr. Thompson's body was found at 1:20 a.m.

- Mr. Thompson had been dead for about an hour when his body was found.

- Mrs. Scott did not see Mr. Thompson leave throug'i the lobby while she

was waiting.
- Bloodstains that matched Mr. Thom; -on's blood type were found in the

basement parking garage.
- Police could not.find Mr. Barton after the muder.
Bloodtains that matched Mr. Thompson's blood type were found on the

carpet outside Mr. Barton's apartmept.
There were bloodstains in the elevator.

- Mrs. ScOtt--bad been a good friend of Mr. Thompson and had often visited

his apartment.
- Mrs. Scott's husband had been jealous of the friendship.

- Mrs. Scott's husband did not appear in the lobby at 12:30 a.m.,

the end of his normal working hours. She walked home alone. He came V

home later.
= At 12:45 a.m. Mrs: Scott co441d not find her husband or the family car

in the basement parking lot of the apartment building where he worked.

Allow the students 30 minutes to siilve the murder mystery. Remind them that

they may share their-information orally, but they should not show their

cards to one another.

The solution to the mystery is as follows: After receiving a slight gunshot

wound from Mr. Barton,. Mr. Thompson stepped into the flievGi.or and was killed

by Mr. Scott, the elevator man,,with a knife at 12:30 a.m. because Mr. Scott

was jealous of Thompson.'s relationship with Mrs. Scott.

After the group-has solved' (or attempted to solve) the murder MystE4-y, lead a

group discussion about what happened. In this discUssion, get the students0.0

concentrate on their cooperative efforts, not" on the mystery story or its

solution. Help them focus on what they said and did during their attempts to

Wye the problem and how/effective they were working together. Following are

some suggested questions which -your can use during the discussion. Ask only

the questions which seem appropriate for your class. Use some of your own -ques-

tions as well.

1. what happened? 4-

What did you do? How did you cooperate?
- What problems came up as you Vied to cooperate?

- How well did you do your job (the job was to solve the myster

- How well did your,group cooperate in trying to d the job?

What should have naooened? How should you have *orked show

greatest cooperative effort?

What differences are there hat did rapper, and what should

have happened?
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Review of the Problem-Exposure_Phase.
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both fee! hrt s and ideas? Do we listen as well as talk?

Does everyone in the group have a share in leadino the group?

4 Are .we making plans and decisions which everyone, or nearly everyone,

agrees on? Are everyone's feelings and ideas being taken into account

when we make these plans and decisions? Are we making the kind of plans

and decisions that help us to do our job and achieve our goals?

S. Does every member in the group get a chance to explain his or her

ideas and use his or her skills and resources? Is each person allowed

to be "beet at" QC 'ir charge of" something?

6. Do we encourage expression of conflicting opinions, without letting the

conflicts tear our group apart? Do we try to work out conflicts instead

of ignoring or suppressing them? Do we try to listen to and use ideas

from people on both sides of a conflict? L,

Are the members of our group happy to be.wort'ing together? Do most

or all of them like each other and like the group? Do the members

feel comfortable in the group? .Do they feel free to talk about their

ideas?

Do we try to deal with problems as they come up, without letting

ourselves get bogged down by them? Have we worked out good methods

fOr dealing with problems quickly and effectively?

Do all the members of the group try to find ways to improve the.group?

Are all the members' ideas and suggestions taken into account when we

talk about ways to improve? Does our group welcome change and improvement?

If the group agrees that the answer to one or more of the above ouestions is "no,

the students should write down-the explanation of that answer, i.e., what the

robiem in that area is.

Worksheet V!!:--tl. The Third St,. /21:2n924L._g)2Ettion

..00 Of the problems'whocn tnev tably arise during

group work on a task, some can be solved easily while others are "hard case

which defy solution. Although this method of cooperation can apply to any

problems, it is particularly useful in dealing with more difficult problems

They are the ones which require careful analysis to find out ',loth why they

and why they are so difficult to solve.

If the suggested nt is being followed. ,ork on this worksheet wil=

mmedic:tely after' cork un Worksheet VIII -4 h5s been completed The

evaluative work done for that worksheetshool provide stuaentc with a read-

made list of probles. The procedure outline ifs th,s worksheet car 5e an

to one for more) of these problems.

Wnen tr
solve,

to discover why
roue- should ask

blem has come up and w
f the following questions-
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I. Do we not really understand what the problem is?

2. Do we hay too little information about the problem and about the way

it relates to our work and our goals?

3. Is our problem caused by poor communication?

4,, Are we trying to choose a solution to the problem before we have

'thought about enough different possibilities?

5. Are we causing the problem by trying too hard to criticize each other

or compete with each other?

6. Are we causing the problem (or del wing its solution) by tpsisting that

everyone in the group think alike

7. Do we, have a'problem because we need more training in how to solve

problems er in other group interaction skills?

8. Do we not really want to solve this problem?

0
If the group agrees that the answer to any of these questions is "yes," it

should invettigate that area further. Hopefully, once all the questions have

been answered and the problem areas explored, students will understand enough

about the reasons for the original problem and for their trouble in solving it

that they will now De able to find a solAion to the problem.

Worksheet VIII-6. The Fourth Step in Groin Cooperation

Talk about grout.' standards and goals. Group goals have been discussed before

(especially in Module IV); group standards have not. Goals are the ultimate

purposes which the group is trying to achieve with respect to a particular task

or with respect to the group's entire operation. Standards are norms or rules

for behavior (either in regard to work on the task or In regard to group

interaction) which the group agrees to follow. Standards may be stated either

as "do's" or as "don't's." Both goals and standards should be formulated and

discussed by the entire group.

If students have used Module IV, Planning, have them review the group go

they formulated at the end of ModOTTV. Point out the three reasons for

a review:

1. To help the group keep its ultimate aims in mind;

To help in judging the progress that has been made toward Its goals; end

3. To renew the group's desire to achieve its goals.

In reviewing or discussing the group goals, te grow# should asp tself the

following Questions:

1 What are our Qeneral nroup

132-

are our god for this project
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2. What ways of working or behavirg do we agree that the grouvmembers

should not follow?

3. In what ways are these standards related to our group goals?

4. What things do group members need to do to come closer to following

the standards we have agreed on?

With its goals and standards now firmly in mind, the gr p can proceed with its

work. If the suggested placement is bqing followed, work on this worksheet

will take place after the second period of work on the group project.

Worksheet VIII -1. The Fifth Step in Group Cooperation,

He ?r other group members to do better work. One way in which individual members

of a group can cooperate is to help one another do better work. They can

do this most effectively in a group atmosphere of openness and trust. Heft

are some ways in which the members of a group can create and maintain such

atmosphere:

1. Be open and,honest in talking about feelings and ideas.

7
2. Share ideaS; skills and resources with Others.

3. Accept other/people's work and ideas.

4. Encourage other people and help them believe that they can do good work.

5. Believe, and help others to believe, that the group can and will work

together cooperatively in a situation.

Point out that this positive atmosphere should not prevent the expression of

negative ideas or feelings. One can accept (respect) an idea without agreeing

with it, and one can encourage another person while still making suggestions

for improvement.

Once an atmosphere of trust has been established within a group, there are

several ways in which a group member can help other members with their work:

1. -Help the other members see reasons for what they are doing; make them

want to do their work (i.e., motivate them).

2. HOP other members do their work by sharing skills and resources.

Praise other members when they do a good job.

4. Give friendly suggestions for change when other members have a

problem or do something wrong. 411

suggested placement is being followe work on this worksheet will

immediately the work on Worksheet
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Worksheet VIII-8. The Sixth Step in Group Cooperation

.;7t a good example by your of work. Another way in which individual members

can help the group is to_Aset a good example by their own work. Setting an

example may sound "goody-goody" or "holier-than-thou" to the students, but point

out that a conceited attitude Is not--or should not be--involved in the process.

A student need not consciously try to "set an example" in the sense of showing

off. If the.student is doing good work and performing all the group interaction

:kills, he or she is automatically setting -a good example. Remind the students that

their actions in a group always set a good or bad example for others, whetner

tney mean trim to or not.

There are several ways in which a group member can sPt a good example for other

members to follow:

1. Follow instructions.

2. Try as hard as possible to d6 the job well.

3. Do work when it needs to be done.

4. Act grown-up.

5. Know the- group's job and one's own part in it.

6. Make sure that one's attitudes are helpful to the group.

Each member of the group should evaluate his or her own behavior and attitudes

from time to time to see what Kind of an example he or she is setting for-the

.group. Students might also want to consider which other members of the group

-they have been (consciously or unconsciously) following as examples. Are those

the best people to model oneself after?

If the suggested placement is being followed, work on this worksheet will follow

immediately the work on Worksheet VIII-7.

You may have the students complete the work on their project at this time,

instructing them to use all the ways of group cooperation as they finish

their task. Alternatively, you may delay this completion until the Application

Phase. 4

Worksheet VIII-9. What Did You Learn?

Before beginning the Application Phase, distribute the instructional test.

The results of the test will tell you whether a review of the Instructional

Phase is necessary before going on to the Application Phase. Be sure to discuss

the instructional test after you have scored it.

1.
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APPLICATION PHASE

Purpose,

The Application Phase will give students an opportunity tc practice their new
skills in group cooperation by requiring them to apply these skills to a
problem related to the context of the course. This will help students see 'the

utility and relevance of cooperative effort in their daily activities. It will

also give you an opportunity to observe the students and compare their performance
with their performance during the Problem Exposure Phase.

Procedure

Before the students are asked to apply their skills in group cooperation,
lead (or ask-a student to lead) an evaluation discussion' of what they've
-learned during the Instructional Phase. Some questions in the discussion

might be:

1. What happened?
- What did we do?
- What skills did we learn and practice?

- How did people react? What are your feelings about these skills?

2. How are these skills applicable?
- What about your daily activities outside of class and school?

- What about in the context of the class?

- What about on the job? ,-

Following this discussion, the group will be challenged to apply its skills in-
cooperation to a problem related to the context of the course. Be sure the

students know how much time they have for their work.

The nature of the problems to which the studehts apply their skills will depend

on the context of the class and the needs and interests of the group and students.

The students can be consulted when you are deciding what problem to presentlo

them. If the large project they worked on during the Instructional Phase has

not been completed, its completion would work well in the Application Phase.

The specific problem must excite the imagination of the students. It might be

wise to choose a task which is related to something they have done already and

enjoyed. Such a problem will give the students real motivation to do their bett

during the Application Phase.

While the students are working together, observe their behsvlor. Use another

copy of the Group Observation Form to help you do this, and keep' your own notes

as well. If feasible, use cassette recorders to tape each group's discussion

in the App1' ation Phase activit7 to supplement your written observations.

You should alto coach the students by asking questions that will help them

examine themselves and their use of skills in helping cooperative effort.
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Worksheet VIII-10. How Did You Do?

When the group has completed the application problem, distribute this self-

evaluation form and ask the students to complete it. Afterwards, encourage

them to discuss their strengths and weaknesses.
2 .

Worksheet VIII-11: HOW Did the Group Do?

The students should discuss their evaluation of themselves. They should focus

on the following questions:

1. What happened and why?
- What was the problem?

- How did people react?
-'How did you go about cooperating?

2. What should have happened?
- How should people have reacted to the problem?

- What is cooperative effort?

- Whose responsibility is cooperative effort?

- When should cooperative effort be employed?

- How should you-have cooperated systematically?'

- How could your lroup have cooperated better than it did?

3. What can you be conscious of in the future in order to cooperate better?

4

4. What do you think you know or dOn't know about cooperating?

Distrilbute Worksheet VIII-11.
Students should use this form to evaluate their

group individually. Then distribute one copy of Worksheet VIII-11 to each

group. The group should use the Caret() evaluate itself. Afterwards, discuss

the evaluations.

131s
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Instructions

a
COOPERATING

To be used twice: once during observation of groups in the Problem Exposure

Phase, and once during observation of groups in the Application Phase.

A. Content of group discassion

1. Do they attempt to harmonize the activities of various members and

subgroups?

2. Do they otServe the group's action to determine its-effectiveness?

3. Do they attempt to determinely the group has difficulty in

working effectively when probTems arise?

4. Do they ex, ess group standards and goals?

5. Do they stimulate each other to produce better work?

6. Do they set a good example-for each other?

B. Group process

1. Did one or two members of the group dominate? If so, who?

2. Do you feel that every group member Attempted to contribute to the

cooperative effort involved in completing the taskI If not, who

dtd not contribute?

. How would you rate the group on getting along together. C role one)

a. got along smoothly and focused on the task

b. some friction, but devoted most of time and energy to task

13
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c. competitiveness_and/or friction interfered somewhat with

accomplishment of the task

d. great competitiveness and/or friction occupied most of energy

and time of group

How welt do you think the group worked in a coope6iive effort? (Circle one)

very well adequately inadequately very poorly

5. - Answer only in Application Phase 7 How much did -ydu have to prompt

the group to keep it operating well, concentrat4ng on the task, and

-working cooperatively?

a great.deal somewhat

Individual iembers

1. Ex osura-e Phase

a-

very lfttle not at all

0

For each student, glAke a brief n6te of what you think are his/her

primary strengths and weaknesses in working in the group acarding to

what you. have observed. (Although you haven't.had much time to observe,

hopefully these brief notes will be useful to you in comparing students

behavior in group now with what it will be in the Application Phase.)

You may- continue your answer on the next page.

3'
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2.,44pplication Phase

list each student and, for each, briefly deicribe what you observed

to be his/her strengths and weaknesses in working in the group

especially in relatioi to the following attitudes, knowledge, and

skills: understaneyg the Meaning of cooperative effort as it is

related to the other cooperative-interaction skills, being elling-and

able to help the group in cooperative effort, and valuing his/her own

contributions and those of others to group cooperative effort. Write

your comments below-and. if necessary. on the back of this sheet.

I
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O SAID wHAT HOW'

-st COIUMn, tell WHO communicated with you during the day- -for ex-
eachef. man on the street, mother,. friend, bus driver in the secono

column, tell HOW that person communercated with you- -for example, spoken words,
-en words, hand movementS, a smile. an angry stare, a drawing, a poem.
N, third c arin, tell WHAT message you received. When you have completed
form, keg it in your noteboo for another activity

WHO HOW
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Activity

R1.7member tnese tnref2 situations'

COMMUNICATING

You are a group of movie critics who have just been asked to
name the Ten Greatest Films ever made_ Which films should you
choose? What makes thdose-films great? Work together to write
your list. For each film, write at least one reason the group
has chosen it as one of the Ten Greatest, No film mat, be put
on the list unless a majority of the group members agree that
it belongs there_

Your school is having a music festival. Mr. Dollars, a rich
friend of the school, has donated $10,000 so that you can in-
vite some big name performers to appear. The only catch is
that Mr. Dollars has to approve of whatever choices you make.
Whom shr.ld you 'invite? How much should you offer to pay
each performer? How can you convince Mr. Dollars that his
money would be well pent? Discuss and list the answers to
these questions.

You are a television news team. You are planning to put to-
gether a big news special on the three most importantievents
of the past twelve months. Which three events shouldiyou
choose? What mikes those events important? Discuss and
weite down the events you will cover. For each event, list

least three reasons it is important.

Now tame ire same situation yOu cnoSe before and brainstorm

iJ

YOJ
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'or bra)nStOrMln is much as Dossi-

brainstorming ws*,lon

11 tt, they(iur hrAInst
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As you do tnis,
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COMMUNICATING

LISTENING

In the brainstorming session, your group made a long list of ideas. Now it

is time to decide whjch of those ideas are he best. As you work together on

this, try to listen very carefully to everyone's opinion. Often, people are

so concerned with what they want to say that they "tune out" what others have

to say. This is especially true when others do not agree with theM. Being a

active listener is not easy.

V

TEN RULES FOR ACTIVE LISTENING

STOP TALKING. You cannot listen if you are talking.

11_ PUT THE SPEAKER AT EASE-. Help the speaker feel free to express his or
her ideas. Go easy on arguments and criticism. Such reactions may
make the speaker "clam up" or get angry.

III. SHOW THE SPEAKER THAT YOU WANT TO LISTEN, Look and act interested.
Don't read your mail while someone is talking to you. Pay attention

to what the-speaker is saying and doing.

IV. REMOVE DISTRACTIONS. Don't doodle, tap, or shuffle papers. Would it

be quieter if you shut the door?

V. PUT YOURSELF IN THE SPEAKER'S SHOES. This wiil ielp you see the point

of view that is being expressed. Listen to understand. Don't listen

to fight back.

BE FIENT, People need time to express their ideas, Do not interrupt

the speaker. Don't start for the door or walk away,

VII, HOLD 'YOUR TEMPER. An angry person n easily get the wrong mee=ing
from woods. Keep cool.

ASK QUESTIONS. This encourages the speaker and shows that you are

istening. It helps to develop ideas.

DON'T GET OFF THE SUBJECT. Does that story you want to tell really
have anything to do with what the speaker has just said?

STOP TALKING, This rule is first and laSt because it is the most

important All the other rules depend on it. You simply cannot

listen if you are talking,
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An Activity

The Four Stage Rocket

While following the ten rules for active listening, work with your group

to decide which brainstorming ideas seem best. The Four Stage Rocket will help

you do this. To make the Four Stage Rocket work, follow the directions for

each stage carefully. Before you begin, pick one person to act as a timekeeper/

observer.

Count Down

Discuss the list of brainstorming ideas for five minutes. The observer/time-
keeper will see how well the group follows the rules for active listening.
Decide which ideas seem best.

Stage I

Continue the discussion for five minutes. However, no one in the group may
speak.for more than fifteen seconds at a time.

S..ntAr2.

Continue discussion for five minutes. Once again, no one may speak for more

than fifteen seconds at a time. In addition to this, a person may not speak
until three seconds after the last person has spoken.

Stage

Continue the discussion for five minutes. Once again, no one may speak for
more than- fifteen seconds at a time, and no one may begin speaking until three
seconds after the last person. in addition, no person may give an opinion

until he or she has summed up what the last person said. The last person

should nod his or her head if the summing up was correct. If the summing up

was not corrects the speaker must try again.

1EPstein, Charlotte. Affective Subjects the Classroom- New York:

Inter Educational PublishiTs7T-971
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Stage 4

Continue the discussion for five Minutes. No one may speak for more than

fifteen secdhds. No one may speak until three'seconds after the last speaker

No one may speak until ,Pie or she has summed Up what the last speaker has said
And, in addition to all thisno one may speak a second time until everyone

in the group has spoken once.

In Orbit

Continue the discussion for five minutes. This there are no lithits. Again

the observer/timekeeper will see how well the grou follows the rules for active

listening.

Discussion

When the group has finished the Four Stage Rocket, discuss what hapPened.. The :

observer/timekeeper should begin by telling everyone what he or she saw and

heard. Your teacher might also have comments to make. Some questions to
consider are:

(1) What problems did you have?

(2) Was it difficult to sum/up what the person before you said?

(3) Were there any long, silent periods? Why or why not?

Active listening is not easy. You must practice it often to do it well. Keep

This worksheet in your notebook and try the Four Stage Rocket when your group

lking about other subjects. Always try to follow the ten rules for

active listening.
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RECEIVING INFORMATION

COMMUNICATING

You receive information through all five of your senses. In the last activity,

you were asked to work on active listening. This was a way of receiving infor-

motion through your sense of 4laring. Listening to spoke), words fr, one of the

most common ways that people receive Tessages.

Reading written words is another common way that people communicate., To read

&message, you use your sense of sight. Your sense of sight is also Useful

for receiving other kinds of information. For example, fin9ra schoolbook

and look throUgh it for a moment. Do you see any messages in the book that are

not In written words? Most school books have pictures, charts, or *apt's to

tkfixPlain tdeas and facts. Through youf sense of sight,you can-receive informa-

ton in many different kinds of ways.

Hearing and seeing are the senses that people use most to receive information.

However, the other three senses- -smelling, tasting, and touching---are always

at work, too. Your sense of smell helps you receive many important messages.

It can tell you, for example, when there is a dangerous gas leak nearby. It can

warn you when something is burning. Itcan give you information about many

things---from air 4lution to tonight's dinner.

The sense of taste tells you what you like or don't like about food, orink, and

medicine. Taste can warn you when food is no longer good.

Touching -is not limited to your hands. Your wMole body can tell you that it's

a hot day or that Frye water in a swimming pool is cold,

11
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Remember that, althoUgh mEkusually depend upon seeing and hearing receive

information, we are always receiving messagesfrom our other senses as well

An Activity

Look at the Who Said What How form which you were asked to fill in for one day.

How many different ways did you receive information that day? Did you record

any messages that were not written or spoken? What were they?
41.

.
As a group, brainstorm some other ways that we receive infbrmation besides

hearing and reading words. You have 10 minutes to write as long,a list as

possible. When time is up, share your group list with the rest of the class.

Have you been using all of your senses t receive information? What messag

have you received through,seeing? He ring? Smelling? Tasting? Touching?

its
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GIVING INFORMATION

COMMUNICATING

when yOu want to give information to someone, you usually try to conmpuicate

ar way that is tiallai:212 and EFEEierjg -Sometimes this means

writing a letter. Sometimes it means making aAtlephone call. Sometimes it

greens talking face to face to someone. What if you were sick? How would you

give this information to a doctor?'

An Activity

Though it is easy and quick, just talking to someone is not always the best

way to give information. Pick two people in your group to be the "givers° of

informatiTand two people to be the "recefvers°. The rest of you should

watch how the °givers and 'receivers" work together in the two situations

described beloir. To begin, the giver receives a diagram from your teacher.

In both situations, the giver has the job of describing the diagram to the

receiver. The receiver has the job of drawIng the diagram which is described.

In neither situation may the giver ever show the diagrme to the receiver.

SITUATION ONE The giver and the receiver face opposite directions,

he giver describes the dipgrem, The receiver tries to draw The

receiver may not ask any questions or say anything. Time: S minutes,

SITUATION TWO, The giver and the receivee face each other. The

giver describes the diagram. The receiver tries to dew it The

receiver may ask whatever questions seen necessary. Time: 5 minutes,
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After you have tried both

OP

tuations. work together as a grout` to in5we

following questions_

Intich situation did the gi
to Cher? Why?

and the recel-ter work best

d seeing the giver help the receiver?

3. Did asking questions help the receiver? Why?

4= What are some situations in your life where you receive inforration

from someone you can't see?

What are some situations in four life where yo receive information
froi someone without having the opportunity to ask questions'

Giving in On is hard work_ Try to keep the follawIrl

when you are trying to communicate with other people,

GIVING INFORMATION

Speak clearly_ Can the listener hear you?

) Use language that the listener_ understands.

Use -hand movements, facial expressions, pictures, charts
whatever is necessary to show the listener what you meap_

Look at the listener while you toik_

Encourage the =nstener to ask questions

6 sum up any long statements you have made_

As a group, discuss

If fOu didn't

Why IS e

-1 low any of these rules? What a

keep to mind A"efl you are

what i-LOiJid N4

,ither tningS

torratiOti -nt=f- frost

are see things to keep in mind when you are tp'-e fflfl1M4t10-i'

either can't see you or cant reply

gnat
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oaragraoh a

I iste

TIC*

'ree Students out

tne first one return,,

of Interpretat iofi_

2rwar4s. to retell the story in MS or her OW wOrtiS

C

-Int

when the sec student returns, te teacher will re

This time. however, the teacher will stop after every sentence or two and ask

the Student tO "1.1144t whAt has happeree

when the third stu4ent returns, the t will tOry 4

ThiS time tht Student will be told, to take notes- Afterwards. when the story

Nis eert read, the student can use these mot=es to retell tt story_

fOu t ti wi i ,.tell the =

WV TO 00

page, teere is a cheCkliSt y04.1 C4in 414-t0 ShOu hOw well eAct

is retold the story. On tr left, yOu win-find a list of
ry_ For example, the first its is,commenication
Cei the right, yOu will find three °loins of
t w only listened to the Ste one for the stu

s asked to parts of F6775irigraph, ant one for khe student

To begin, listen carefully as the firit ,t exit revel 1$ the story Ch k ,ii

1 each idea that he or she has reiimbered For e,a _e if the student re-

; membered that communication enema iyino information out a check in the firsi

Colt ir next to t_ t _ . -en the first student Fies finished( add up the

1 number of ideas that you were able to check off *rite the iuiP 4t tti* butt

I of the fir-St Lt luar_

t this again :or the second and third studwi, 1=T-,e

up the ideas which ealth student reentered. )00,1 -iii 101

to retell the starry best. REMEMBER that the 'AudeihtS wi31 D 8$1

_ tNe Story le their Olen SONS_ This MAAS that they wiil iii' always to us " n,-;

the same 1.174iITiTT;717017ter on the checklist what i-,, ina:IrtAn., here is

the number of ideas they give Are tney the amlie ideas that were i: 'he

peregreohl
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Don't try to w-r:te (Worn ail that the s

meet up. Get the milln ideas Fill in only es much detail es you Can withOut

losing otat the speaker is saying- The speaker will usual you Off Oy

annOUnCing maw ideas 'There are three rein reasons why, etc_. etc_. etc

he first IS OWL hesitate to ask speaker to repent.
g

Jones. Affl

COMMUNICATING

tQ kirtP fay Mdnit

Naw take r;otes that

1104 will not be et ie

rkOt sure i coaught the lest point 'would you please state It aga$n7
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iCertair, prJolems p when people try to comMunicate with one an-

other group iOu have been studying some of these problems and waya

to overcome tie Wow try to anS+wer the CJIlowing questions- Write your

44wers in the space below and on the back of this sheet. Use extra paper

if yo4 need it

Why-' cummuhicItun7

What 4 brainitormin9? Can it hell., ylu commOcate better

up? Explain your answer_

mOSt practice actlioe listening to do what are

that will help you be an active listenerl

List fl-te 104Y% people reCeiwe information Give an

g infOrm4tion is hard work_ Whet are some rules to keep in mihil

you are trying to COMMUhiCate With other people?

e inerpret the Ideas they give and receives How can thit. cause

ems ir, commuhicattom? Write a paragraph tc explain your answer

some examples of the Problem of interpretation

AO* Can yQj r Member ihrPrMetiOn you have rrCeive-d7
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ROUP DCP

Answer eaCh guestion carefully For q4estiohs tTie space tel

and on the back of this sheet

iQk4 well did the people In the group c.ompliuni:.ate with ohe another'

some eXaMPleS tO explain your answers

what were the major problems the group had working together'

4 For each member of the group. list his
the chart-below to show what you th)nk

1

-=-4,-;id these PrObletr6 be solved?

I.

srvINT NAN

iJur f:ontritJtiOnr.,- USe

'ZfiNTRIeUT:ON

.4



STUDENT WORKSHEETS

WOOLF II. USING RESOURCES

Using Resources

11-2 Try It You'll Like It.

-3 1 Pem, Resource

11-4 Who's ,Who

11-5 Do We Have Everything We Need?

11-6 Who Shoyld Be Whet?

7 What Did You Learn?

11-8 How Did You Do?

11-9 How Did the Group Do?
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USING RESOURCES

Every group has certain resources which it can use to get things done. Such

esources include the group members themselves as well as people, places, and

hings outside the group. In what different ways can you be a resoucefor

our group? What do the other group members have to offer? What people,

places, and things outside,your group can help you accomplish things? HOW

can you best use the re'sources you have?

In this module, you will be studying ways to recognize and use the resources

of your group. Begin by answering the questions below. As you do this, keep

in mind that they have no right or wrong ahsw s. Write your answers in the

space biiiw and on the back of this sheet, Use extra paper if you need it.

In your own words, tell what the term resources means.

2. Give some examples of different kinds of resources For each example,

write one sentence telling how that resource might be useful.

What is one job that you will have to do soon outside of School? What

resources will you need to get that job done? Do you have all of the

resources you need? If not, what will you do?-

4 What do you need to learn about the resources of your group?
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TRY IT. LIKE IT.

USING 'RESOURCES

Part One

Imagine that a university has Set up an experiment which your group les agreed

to try. The purpose of the experiment is to see how well a group can take

care of itself.

In one year, your group will be flown to ml area where there are no other

people. You will be Asked to live in this area- - -fway from the rest of the

world -- -for three years. What skills will you need to keep yourselves alive?

As a group, decide what job each member should learn. During the next year, Jr
/.-

the university will teach you whatever jobs you name.

When it comes time to go, each group member will be allowed to take five

things that will be needed for his or her job. In this case, 25 pounds or

25 gallons of something can serve as one thing. For example, if "yoy go as

a baker, you might take 25 poupds of flour as one thing and 25 gallons of

molasses as another thing, and so on.

The group now has 15 minutes to decide the answers to these two questions:

1. What job should each member learn?

2. What five things should each member take?
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11-2

Part Two

Now it s a year later. The university has taught you the jobs that yov wanted

to learn. You each have the five things you brought to do your jobs_

A plane nas juit dropped you off in a faraway' mountain valley_ You are 6,000

feet above sea level The summers here are hot and dry_ The winters are

cold and snowy. In the valley, there are a- iv of small bushes and shrubs

and a fresh stream wOich will give you allIthe water you need. About 15 miles

away there is a forest of pine trees.

today is the first day of June_ It will begin snowing around the beginning

of November= When the snow comes, yOu wilt be trapped here'for at least five ,

months. What Should you do between now and November 1 to survive the winter?

A6e/4 group you now have 15 minutes, to do these t, things:

1. Decide What your resources are.

Discuss bow you will use these
resources to .get ready fo-' winter

Oi.



11-3 I AN A RESOURCE .

or each I

SHIN 1 2 3

CANOE 1 2 3

SAIL 1 2 3

SURF 1 2 3

ORAMA 1 2 3

SOLDER 1 2 3

SCUBA 1 2 3

OEtAii 1, 2 3

SAFI 1 2 3

HUNT 1 2 3

kir ; 2 3

ETCH 1 2 3

1 2 3

2 3

2 3

3

1

COOK

below, Orde 1, ;moo do), 2. (con teach), 3, (want tiorn)

WRITE .(ESSAYS, POETRY)

DRIVE MOTORCYCLE

PUBLIC SPEAKING

PHOTOGRAPHY.

BACK-PACK

AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIP.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

TEAM SPORTS

INDIVIDUAL SPORTS

BICYCLE

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

PAINT

WOOD TOOLS

DRIVE C':4 N

COMPOSE MUS I C

HAM RADIO

OTHER (SPECIF)

-REPAIR MACHINERY

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 31

1 2, 3

1 2 3 WHICH?

1 2 3 NOMICH?

3 *ICH?

1 2 3

1 2 3 WHICH?.

2 3

1 2 3

3

3

2 3 WHICH?
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Write a word or phrase to answer each of the fOliowinq questions

What is your favorite form of entertai

G RF U

How do you prefer to earn money

ou get extra physical exercise each day? 40w.

What Is the farthestddistance you have vlefic inhere 414 IQv

...I. 1a

space below, list any additional informs

yourself-or another person,

40110 mfqht be a rtv)urce



Below iS a chart which you can use to show how the resources of your group
are divided= On the right. there Is a list of phrases describing different
resources which your group might 'need to Stay together aad do its wort wet;
Think about each resource carefully- Decide Which ember of the group is
the best person to provide that resource- Write his or her rime in the
blank space at the left_ When you have finished the chart, you should have

tten every group Mote "S name--including your oun--at 'east once_

Resoyrce

t eenc _

has a great 1 inetion.

a bit etoou

a It of auSCle power.
I

is silent but deadl

reall de tends how others feel

1110112talk

19._xPrAnterested

.give run easily

how to handle sonly_
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U BE wiwAt7

POSitiOhi do:-.-cribied below and

W-J4rtt%

at least. une pos

Posit

uSly i RE M. S

9rou P Amber hes the W

When rou finish, everyOneAn the 9rnuy she .4 ha

F =

Se reedy t explain the rieeso:-.I for each of yOwf chokes

DIT00-1M-CMIEF. WilT be Fro charge of the newspaper, will write t

froot Page stories_ Must be-very responsibte. Must be ewer* of
1 what's hmening at °,chool and ift the community. Oust b able to

Organlic4 lord taery out ideas- Kist know how to deal with
lot of people.
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_

[very 4voub =efiain reSOurCes whiCh it,Cun :ot to 9t hings dc,hc- !t

!hit, rip00e, yo,J rove ben stadytnq oy tO retOZeand uSe the re',00CVS
of your grn-lp %Om try tO Jr1Smer the f011aWITI9 Write your in-

-,mofrS e# .yleet eltra oar if yrj need

Atilt

1- it lorportant to know now t-c; oecoinite and t6t! th.e r-0:Orte

grou;:7 Esplain your answer

'mina! three reso.trces ht every gruOti hould have?

youF

Think about the Pesources your grout: wOuld need if t mY5 rj

4/011h 4 U0411 magazine of stOries, poems and draw What 4re five

retA0urCeS your group aiready hAS '0 do this job? What Or* five reSOurCeS

yovr group will need, it doe!,n't have now? Kft Can you let each o*

tiose resources?

There are many ilfferent ways you can kjur 4r0A.p. Think

1100vt tnt special talentS and services which fOu Nivre c Offer N4Me at

least five ways yOu group
It

7hink about the ways that the OtP*rS lh yOur grOuP can t)e resource ;'or

eaCr; Per'4n it the group, mare tç rsoorces c;f- offpr

t gmup Show x;Iiiir ahsve s , the crart below
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STuDENFT wORKSHEETS

meUtia 1:!_ ;1A1NG CONFilus

Resolving Confilk:ts

!!!-2 Whot 'S the obleat'

Ll1-1 What Caused the Problem./

11-4 Special Delivery

!;!_,5 your Values and Mine

111-6 The Triple-A.Way. Awarene16,

Analysis, Action

/11-7 Resolving Group Conflicts
the Triple-A Way

What Did You Lear/1'

ill-9 How Did YiAi Do?

::=10 HOIK DIV. the Group C)



trsinks Yo4 think it"'l stupid lora he say t the

iS to !-,4(;_ YQtf too short_ They want to begin at twit)

ock Y want to be. y one-thirty. Whenevei people wor).ttr

er in groupS conflictS" ely to come up

vincg contlits isn't easy, but it's a necessary part of working well

with others_ !n this module, you will be studying- different ways to resolve

nflicts that cone00 in your grOup. Begin by answering the questions be-

you do keep In mind that they have no right or wrong answers

ate your answers in the space below and on the back of this sheet. use

a paper if you need it

N(

:o your owt words. tell what ue term conflict means_

Z Think about situations Outside school where you must work with others to

get something done. List three such situations.

Pick one of the situations you just named - what kinds ofitoeflictS might

come up while the group is trying to work together? ist at /east three

kinds_

Pick one of the conflicts you just nameG. What might cause such a con-

flict? Name at least three steps you would take to try to resolve that

conflict

r



RESOLVING CONFLICTS

WHAT S T4E PROBLEMi

As 4 gmup, osc one of the following si tuations.

You are members of a dance committee. You have the job of plan.
ntng a winter dance in the school gym. What should the theme
of tin dance be? What kinds of decorations should you use?
What kind of music should there be? How can your interest other
students in coming?

Littering has become a big problem in and around your school.
Another group tried to solve the problem by putting."Keep
Our School Clean4 and *Don't Be A Litterbug" potters in dif-
ferent places around the school. But the Mt.. mg problem
Just got worse. Your group has been asked to plan an 10149-
inative campaign to inspire students to stop littering.
What should you do?

The football team has lost every game so far this/season.
Ifardly anyone; goes to the genes any more. .The football coach
has asked your group to do somethinganything-Owlet studs
interested in the teen again. What should you do?

a

You will have 20 minutes to discuss what you, as a group, should

situation you have chosen. Before you begin, however, your teache give

each member of the group a set of Secrek instructions. The Secret I tons

you receive will describe a character that yOu should be during this

U3 NOT TELL anyone what part you have received. Just act it out and see w

hapPens.



ME S. air

H0 CARES You cooldn't
to handle it seems lust_
alone, You've gut end
try Co get_ you in_Ilve

the !r own buSine

. ........... p

RESOLVING CONFLICTS

...
F'CRtl` INSTRUCTIONS

care less about this situation One way

as as another. You want to be lent

problems of your Own. If the ofhers

in the conversation, tell them to mind

SECRET INSTRUCTIONS

DO IT MY HAY. You know 2xactly how to solve the situation. You're

not really interested in what anyone else has to say Try to-con-

vince everyone that mn way is the only4way to handle the situa-

tion. You know that getting angry will just r--eke it harder for

People to agree with you. Be very nice to everyone, but keep in-

sisting that they'd it your way. Oen't give

...M.......... ....... 4.90 ........
SECRET INSTRUCTIONS

LET'S TRY HARDER_ You believe that everyone should nave a chance

to be heard, You realize that some people need more encourage-

ment than others. Ortivt let anybody sit back and keep uninvolved_

DO everything you can tdo get every member of the group to contribute

something. Don't let anyone monopolize the conversation.

99 ..... loo ........ 3."14- .......... .....
SECRET INSTRUCTIONS

WHATEVER YOU SAY You don't like'to argue sO you agree with any,

thong that anybo,y saxs, Sometimes you may find yourself agree-

ing with both sides of an argument,-but don't let that worry you.

Just keep telling whoever is talking that you agree

SECRET INSTRUCTIONS

LISTEN TO ME. You xnow eiactly hoW to solve the problem. You

wish everyone else would be quiet long enough to listen to what

you have to say. You have great ideas. If anyone says other -

wise or tries to interrupt you, get angry. Tell them to be

quiet and listen to what you have to say,

99-

SECRET INSTRUCTIONS

GO AHEAU, I'M LISTENING, Pay close attention to everything th4t

`everyone says. Look at people while they are talking. Act in-

terested Encourage them to express their ideas openly Think

.carefully about the situation the. group is discussing= Make sure

your suggestions are heard, too.
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WHAT CAUSED THE PROBLEM,

WMn peopie work together In groups, they

RESOLVING CONFLICTS

hemselyes working against

certai ids of problems. Such problems Mmy be caused by: I) the job that

the group ms trying to do-, 0 the ways that people the group -get along

with one an-ther 3) the way the group has been set up, 4) the piisonal pro-

blems of people in the grou

of group problems are explained below.

,iety. These five causes

The job which the group is trying to do can some-

mes cause many pro The people in the group may not agree on what the
job should be or how it uld be done. Or, the people in the group may find
that the job is too hard or _them. They may find that they don't have the
time or money or materials the need to do the job well.

All kinds of problems can come up when dif

erentpeop e try to wor c osely together on the same job. People in the

group may have different interests, beliefs, and needs. They may come from
different kinds of living situations. The ways that people in the group get
along with one another - -the ways their personalities fit together --can cause

many group-problems.

es are rulesj The way the group has been set up is another

po s e cause of probers. Some groups have too many rules, Others don't

have enough. The group should be set up so that its members are able to
work together well.

Any member s personal problems can affect the
e group wo vtogether. The way each person in the gre thinks,

feels, and acts is very important, Members who miss a lot of meetings or
who are grouchl at meetings can keep the whole group from doing its job,
Members who arc always depressed or afraid don't help either.

CRELIELYPo so ud ce Our society itself has a lot to do with how well
the group wor her aim how long the group stays together. Racial,

religious,sexl,a political and many of er prejudices Indy cause group pro-

blems.
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Ihree Thin9_

RESOLVING CONFLICTS

Think about each proolem listed below. On our Own, decide what most often

causes that problem in a group. Write thetnum r of the problem in the

appropriate column on the chart. For example, if you decfde that ysp,ing

and scream±!-1; is most often caused by the Ways people get along, write 1 in

the _Second coluro Keep in mind that there a'r. no right or wrong ,answers

nere,

SCuSS your ansJers with the others in the group. You will probably find

out that they hale classified the-problems In' other ways. As a rou , de-

cide the best way to classify each problem. Show the group S dec s_ons

on the bottom half of the chart,

Pick one problem under each column on the chart. Brainstorm a solution to

it: Although you have no detai s` _about the problem, do your best to come

up with'some. kind of general so lation One person should record the group's

ideas. Be ready to discuss the ideas later with your teacher.

screaming and yel'ing

hurt feelinds
nelplessn.?ss

boredom
being be!.:,nd schedule

6_ gi-Ong up
7, last minute panic
d, racial tension
9, fault finding

10_ bad attitudes

11_ the cold shoulder
12: inefficiency

13 constant complaints
14. poor working conditions

15-4.0611n9 trapped



SPECIAL UrcilVfgv

what if iou reelvek, 4 letter Hire th1s?

%ittinday

Dear Group,

RESOLVING CONFLICTS

a

Congratulations on the fine job you've been doin
I cant tell you how many wonderful things I've
been hearing about you. If everyone worked togeth-

er as well as you do and accomplishe-das many
marvelous things as you have, the world would
certainly be a much better place.

To show qy appreciation for your efforts and to
encourage others in our community to follow your
example, I have decided to donate one thousand
dollars ($1,000.00) to your group. I am sure

you will have no trouble putting this money to
good use.

Good luck to each one of you

Sincerely,

1\:illes_ey00,114:e4111CIAIlitt

The groo will fia4e ?U Minut Os to decide *ha w-ith the unexpected money_

Before you begin this acttvit;, however, eacit member me gmup will receive

mother i3et Setret lw.troCti0h$ The Secret inStructions you receive Ati1

deseribt aget of values which you should use during the JiScuWoh Oon't tei)

anyone what your values ire_ Show the others what yOur valu:care b the way

you act and the things yeo say during the discussion=

7.)



AOLICTS

--

ACRCT INsIguct

'1)4 if dOing things a,; an

t,, will never Oe able t_Q. rea!,1' delfm tt!at io

uierohc ndoO-y i4hv not divide The mOne'y
eguai P i hd' pprvcv

ne if7 Tnat r the Onii way tn Out fhe .-415ier 'V 400

stCRET

A T'S CAN ALL USE TOu value doing 4 zlroup kith,

thousand do .-the group could buy a used Car and fix it uP. Then yOu

COuld all tow the car TX travel places together, You might even use it to

%tart 4 delivery service of Wove kind and make yourselves a little money- Point

*ut that, with the whole group involved. the expenses and responsibilitiec, of

:awning the car would always. be Shared our idea is a great way to have fun.

Take money, and the group stay together fora long time_

WRFC INSTRUCTIONS

LIT- s (KSONEwhERE_ You vair having fun_ The group nas worked hard and deserves

a 'vacation- Ail work and play isn't healthy_ Besides, a grOUP woja7

be a good oPPortunity for people to get to know one another better The group

,,hould lisp the money to go PlaceS where everyone can relax and ma we a good time_

SECRET INSTRUCTIONS

FOR A RAINY DAY. You value security The group doesn't really

need the money right flow. But there will probably .any times in the future

when having a thousand dollars will be very useful_ After all ou never know

ping to nappen_ The best thing to do with the money is to .;ot it in, 4

ilroup sa4;rig account where it will be safe and sound

INSTRuCT lO WN-

tT" GEC RICH 11( YOu value making money with a thousand dollars and the

rAgnt investmen stock market. you could all be rolling in dough before

yr5u know it some people who invest in the Stack market double tt'eir money

overnight_ The ArrOuP ShOuld be willing to take a chance After all, the money

wasn't your, to begin with. so you shouldn't get too worrid about losing it.

Encourage the others to Think Big and take a chance_ This _Quid N. the up-

aortunitv of a 1 it time_

:Ii0-41 IN

P SAXBODY e helpiel9 others 7t-k gr,-Jup do42-.n-t

the nOney_ But other L*ople do With a thousand d011aN._.. you could u a

special f!knd fOr needy fami1ies in your mmunity then people who r,

clothing, 4 d0C1,0-.% help, and other services
would Nave a place to turn to_

;.elfish thinking shooldn' get in the way here_ The hest use of that thouf,ane

dollars tc Eci Spend it on people who really need it_ Be firm,
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Writ at 411

,xte nmtwir 0 the gru P

i_oak ohtil PeoP

RES0tVING

valuL Ji

Think a 0-Out yu4r w4lueS_ 00 fOU tare intereit end oeilefs tha

Sdaie 45 the peo to around sou?

the

when WOrkin9 Otherl in a group, yO.i ihOuld try to find out Oat values

YOU save in conrowL At the same time you shoul-d become aware qf Now your

values are different,, To resolve group onflici you need to know the

iiMilaritieS and J fferehces among the People in Y*ar 9r00

three TnirAgkILL)k

Think back to the last aitivtty wtore each group member acted accArdln9
to a set of Secret Instructions_ As a group. answer the following tivs-

tions about the activity

A, what did each person in the group seem to value the most?

B what two group seq4ers wet to have the most different va)oeS? (They

dere the ones who :couldn't agree 801°14 anythilo) Nnw were their

values differed'

What twG group members see-ed to have values were nearly the

same? (They were toe ones Who wert :tile to agree on thin

HOu are their values the samk

0_ Were some values so different that it became Impossible or almost
itIPOSSAble far tee grl)up to do its job? If so. what were those val

40w wen did the group snake con:07cti that came up becatise

ditferenCes? Give some exampIes to support your answer



4

S-Gm fi'nt ,trOtprut rJur v4lue, tvery di) 1-Qu -.nake

illtertes Ind b.eilews :f tnece values overt diwpayS.

:07 would t!If very eds., meke You, leo-J-1d knoo evac

wirt t-er At AlaAy 1..1*ianging Socerimes

suol a way *hat-you suddenly find yourself beitevn9

tr,Invis dt tnesame time. This is whem detisions 04Kooe

maiKe_ 440w we!1 do you understand your own values f,-00

Qw11., answer the following twe ovestiOns as best you c,ffi,

YOur anSwerS with the other S in your group

nS ur

tnt s_ssine, le-

mhat OJ

thev (-twge 'n
twv

very hard to
AVrting on fOur

e rear*y to

A A ;=00:11ar %tying states Today Is tne first day 0t the re zt

,Ovr lkfe- Think tOJ4y- Think mule what do you value most in

,our life at this very tint in time' Write down the thin101101

you wd/uf miOSL highly,

rio* dO yOU 40 about netting what you want ? write ac,Wri an action

Jou Nive fdien rece*%.ly related to e601 think; you 1JSt listed

Your teacher will now lead y1)(.4 in a 20 minute dicuSSIOn abut your

second set of anSwers_ The PurPOSr of this dicsussion is :tot to put

others dOwrt but to learn more about L'"1 and NO* yOa alltit ',sot

During the discussion, try to empress fourlelf as honestly and freely

as You can, Eneturage others to epress theMSelv2S the same way Keep

In mind that individual values should not be Judged as right

''weong Your values are right for you Other peoples wal,fies are

tzr the qemember, t00, that you will be oryng as a group member_

Therefore. you SbOuld try to'decie what is !MPOrtant fr tne **note

grANJP-

thc to s-,

' *Ou 4!; ftve

fOur 44jueS different'?

Vr YOti.r (Darr0 v4IveC nel th qruo_ork

what of zit {
4-1-?rercea.'

-at Vilferent *s oiunt is 9r04-;'
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Pi.PKNING

PLAN WITH ititsE FACTS lt4 MIND

You work after schoo IN 4 store at 10th $ Broadway_ You finish

wOrk at S DO_ You don't nave a car, You have heard thA The

rArrOt fArm S rea)ly 900d You ivOul rather not see J monSef

movIe tau l_ive at 66th 4 8roa dva You have toe hOme by

10 30 Yuur (ash On hand S4 00

lavOrlte :i-t

Yii and Me three ti s and can't watt to see it again You

to be hOme by 8.30, Ynulive at 40th & Broadway You don't

have a car Your Cash Or hand: S6 00_

PLAN IITh THESE FACTS !N KIND

ylvi& Stuart, You've

PtAtii KITH THESE FACTS IN MIND

vOu have a sports car. It will seat one person besides your

you have to be home by IOAD 'Nu live near school, You have

already seem jim and would rather not see it again

Vor ca%n On hand 75(

4,3333-333 334 44 3 sk 4 -I 43

PLAN wITH THE FACTS IN MIND

YOu irk after school in a drugstore at 55th and Broadway, You

finish work at 4,45, You don't have a car= You like all kinds

of movies, Out you can't stand Little Shirley Lee- You have tv
be home by 10;00, You live near school, Your cash on nand: $200

a 34c76344c04-7E3.343-3

PLAN WI Tit THESE FACTS IN MIND

YOJ have a car Belt there are two OrOblean, First,

haS bOrrOvoed it and won't have it back tc school unti

Second. the car is almost out_of gas_ There is a gas station at,

17th S Elroaeway- In addition to the time it will take you to get

there, allow 5 minutes for filling up the tank, You speak FrenCh,

You have to be herme by 9:30= You live-at 10th A Broadway, TOui

cash on hand= (after deducting gas money) $3.50.

PL, A w1TH TsEg FACTS IN MIND

You love monster MOyleS. YOu also love miSteries- Your sister saw

The Carrot Farm and said it was awful. Your brother saw You and Mr

iiaTirdriWi one of the worst movies he had ever seen_57iive
tc be home by 10;00, You live near school Your cash On hand $7-00

191
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RESOI.VING CONFLICTS
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RESOLVING CONFLICTS

wr GR3VP CONFLICTS THE TRIPU.A WAY

Think back to the group conflict that came up while you were trying to decide

what to do with that unexpected thousand dollars_ put yourselves back into

that situation_ Review what each person did and said before_ Then use the

Triple -A way to resolve the conflict and reach a decision that will please

everyone. As you do this, answer the following sets of questions on another
sheet o page,

AwARENtSS

what IS the main conflict?

Oat different kindS of values are involved?

member of group willing to ''own" the conflict?

r

each group.member able to explain his Or her interest=

iefs In this matter?

ANALYSIS

What caused the conflict? The job that, the group is trying to do? How

People's personalities fit togethe-, The way the group is set Iv? Per-

sonal proble -., of group members? iondtilons in iociety? Something else?

Explain whatever answer or answers you give.

what are three different ways the conflict sight be resolved? For each

One, tell what might happen in the future lE you choose to res ive the

conflict that way now,

What resources do you he e the confl

Lige', the group need a, resources that it doesn't already hove? If SO,

what a,e they-i HOw mipt tNe 9r-oup get Such resOurces?

ACT

What K

Off c t IQ

ea0i grfil,p member du?

Whht Idfas or Oans had



WhAf,,Gtia YOU LEARN?

RESOLVING C.41.1CTS

Whenever people work together in groups, conflicts are likely to cone uP

this module, you have been studying such conflicts and ways to resolve them,

Now try to answer the following questions_ Write your answers in the space

below apd on the back of this sheet. Use extra paper if you need it,

List kinds of conflicts that ig come up in a group.

Pi'k one of the conflicts you listed. Write a paragraph describing some

of the different things which could have caused it.

Pick another one of the conflicts you listed. Give an example of how

could keep a group from staying together and getting its work done.

4, Pick another -one of the conflicts you listed, Giv!, an example of

someone's values might have to be explained betorp that conflict could

be resolved.

in three sentences, detcribe the triple-A Way of resolving conflicts.

6 Pick another- one of the conflicts you listed. Give an example of how

you could use the Triple-A Way to resolve it.
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RESOLVING CONFLICTS_

HOW Ulu YOU 001

each question c.arefully. For questions 3-5, use the space on paelP2-

wow well can you help resolve conflicts that come up in a group? Below
are seven skills that people need to settle their differences and get
thkir work.done_ Circle the phrase that best describes how well you can

do each one=

Knowing the different kinds of conflicts and causes of conflict

among group members.

very well well poor very poorly

Knosving your own strengths and weaknesses when its time to resolve a
group conflict.

very well well poor very poorly

Knowing the strengths and weaknesses of the 'other group mmobers when
it's time to resolve a conflict_

very well well poor very poorly

Explaining wiht you believe or what others believe in order to resolve
greuR conflicts

very well well Porx very poorly

Expressing yourself honestly and openly *tile dealing with group con-
flicts.

very well well poor -ery poorly

a Figuring out the best way to resolve conflicts among group member--

very well well pOO vet pm

iiow well did you work in the group? (Circle one

very well poor potirly



RESOLVING CONFLICTS

111-9

What were you best at In resolving conflicts?

What did you haiee the most trouble with?

5. Think of a conflict that you have had recently either in your group or

outside your group. What kind of conflict was it? What caused it?

What did you do to try and resolve it? Was the conflict ever resolved?

Why or why not? What would you do if the conflict came up again?
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HOW 010 THE Gi UP

,,.,..,...--...----.--,=---,-...-.. __

RESOLVING CONFLICTS

Answer each question carefully. For questions 3 and 4, use the space on the

back of this sheet_

On the chart below are semen skills which people need to resolve group con-
flicts. On the left si46 of the chart, write the name of each member of

your group, including yourself. 7nen tell how well he or she is able to

resolve group conflicts. Under each skill, write Kerxe11, well, EsElt,

or very poorly,.
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How well did the group work together? (Circle one)

very well wrol poorly very poor:y

Describe three conflicts that came up while the grout. 4As working together

How well did the group resolve each of those conflicts? Explain your

ansoers.

How can tne group %ye the way it revolves conflicts?



MODULE R. PLAHHING

IV-1 Planning

STOMP WORKSHEETS

IV-2 Let's Go To A MOvie

IV-3 The First Step in Good Planning

1V-4 The Second Step in Good Planning

1V-5 The Third Step Planning

1V-6 The Fourth S in Good Plan 9

$-7 The fifth Step in Good

IV-8 The Sixth Step In Good Planning

IV -9 The Seventh and Eighth Steps in
Good Planning

0 What Did Yeti team^

IV-11 Ho Did You Do?

IV-12 How Did The Group Do?

0



PLANNING

To plan 15 to figure Out exactly what you will have,lo do ta get the things

you pan* in this module, you will be studying planning and the ways it

an help you and your group- Begin by answering the questions below: As you

do this, keep in mind that they have no right or wrong anSwers Write your

answers in the space below and on the back of this sheet Use extra paper

if you need it.

1. What are three things you do that call for some kind of planning.

Pick one of the things you Just listed. Sow do you go Aout plAnning

that? What do you do first? What do you do next? Then what)

3 Wnat are three things your family has planned together?

Pick one of the three things you Jt listed. Her did ybm.d family lo

about planning that?

5, Are you a good planner? Explainjour answer

What are some things People should do when planning anything?
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LET'S GO TO A MOVIE

Starrtv icAu NI14f. Slavt.a Stu-
art, and La t :.0 Shirtwy L04. Alma :It
8 4 8 8 :0 86t1h 3 - !..!' "
Ellit41 OU gmakosa

., ft Stiverimq Mail

Umiaki mild giolvia SEwart , Shave at
1:aa, 4, $ 30, 7, 830, W. ISM 4
-. .,

icilL he .fttint s

*man and !Altruism usttis PrtsotIlts
?Pompom and hunk Aasts.upd. Shows at
$ ;45 7: r $:4$< L 4 _ -1.4. z,

1.1 Promo:re Ato se. A a
i The Carrot Fero, Seaming

Newry Pim and 4tttia Airlift Las.
. at 8 8 IC. JOth 4 ._,___

LI litill " Mir rye et Le
Mode Donsuve and 'coque. St.

.1409Nos. SNO' atnetit4es, Pow at
4:40 1;10 8:60. filth A :, -2,._.

LILA er o puree
7

4 p. A harping whodimmit uith Moe
malreaw, Abrade Morria; °Ad Cuomo
ibmditriamit Sham at 440 6, 840,

he or

facts

grOui

PUMAS

eddy to plan a trip to the saver.

Asa grOuP. you wili have totes to

Out 4 plan tat will suit every-

Some questions you should try to

answer are Which movie should we see?

What resources do we needt

hare the resources we have;

we each get to the theater?

hp each get home?

Before you begin this activity, each

l'group member toil l receive a special set

3f facts that will affect the way that

she must contribute to the plan. You will have S e nutes to review the

that you receive. Do not show your fact sheet to anyone else In the,

40

TO CON

'four school is located at Oak and Broadway, 1st Aver
2nd Avenue is 2 blocks away. 3rd Avenue is 3 blocks

now 12:00 noon. The grout well be In school until AO,

ot, go by car, allow 1Q minutet for f
minute for each bloc you Must travel

go by bust allow Vaminutes for
ute for each bloc you oust travel

block ahoy,

o on, It

a parking place, Ade

69 at the bus stol
s fare one way is

If you weak, allow utes for each block you must travel,

The prim of admission at the Oliou is $1 no At the 'Woe, it is S
At the other four theaters, It is $2.00,
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PLAN WITH THESE FACTS IN- MIND

you work after school-1n a store at 10th $ Broadway_ YOu finish

S00_ You don't nave a car_ You have heard th The

Carrot Farm is really good You moul t! rather not see a monster

movie You live it 66th & Broaduak You have tolme home by

10 30 v(-pdr r=4V1 On hand S4 00

PLAN i 11- THESE FACT_

Ivia Swart.
S and can't wait to see

at 40th & Brod
S6 00have a Cdr

seen Lam' movie
gain. You have

You don't

PLAN wITH THESE FACTS IN MIND

vou have 4 sports car. It will seat one person besides yourse

YOu hive to be home by 10;30- You live near school. You have

already seen and would rather not see it again

Vur ca hand_ 75c;

PLAN wl iii SHESE FACTS IN NINO

You work after whool in a drugstore at 55th and Broadway- You

finish work at 4_45. You don't have a tar, You like all kinds

Of mOvleS, but you can't stand Little Shirley Lee- You have ta

be home by 10;00; You live near school. Your cast on hand: SLOO

PLAN WITH THESE FACTS IN NIN0

vou have a car But there are two problems, First, your t

has borrowed it and won't have it back tc school until 515=

Second. the car is almost out of gas, There Is a as station at

17th & Broaeway- In addition to the time it 1011 take you to get

there, allow 5 Onlites for (Ming up the tank. You speak French_

You have to be home by 930- You live-at 70th A Broadway= Your

cash on hand= (after deducting gas money) S3.5(L

v PLAN WTH HtS FACTS

YOu love monster movies= You also love misteries- Your sister saw

The Carrot Farm and said it was awful; Your brother Saw You and Me

iariilinnriwi one of the worst movies he had ever seen 1VWFiave

to be be by le:00, You live near school Your cash On hand S7 =00
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n

the job that must be done-

First, you-should tey to underS'Aind

nSwerIng T417.11'- %telt 1OnS aS_

Figrj is the job?

shOuld we do it? Is there any special rea
Or doing the job that will tffect our plannIng?

VVRt invotv m group?! wane outside the g?
should do t" job? Some of as? All f us.

[419should the J0 be oone? Is there a spectt

time imit?

should the Jo

On the group understands the Job,

wha

I

hould decide whether Or not

'if wants to do If everyone agrees that the job 0001d be

lorry, you Are re40, to movl ahead to the next step in the pranging process

if everyoqie Oae-

me more Shculo we zhege the Jot

9 but the jc,b? snould we tr

ShOuld . do tne fob even t ,9n One or t* 91'00

7 9Vul

Id rather do some

thing else pen everyone-in the gro up wnder5t.o424 thA job an Pla 't=uned

an agr!!ement 10000n, MOW ahead to the next sty;



j) An Activity

PLANNING

Pick a job that the group will enjoy planning. It might be something that you

will actually try to do later. Or, it-might be something that you only imagine

yourselves doing someday. Make sure the job you pick interests everyone in the

group because you will be using this same job for the next few planning activ-

ities.

\N

As a group, you might choose to make something, build something, startsome-
,

thing, end something, go somewhere, leave somewhere, or anything else--as tong

as it calls for some kind of group planning. A brainstorming session might

help you come up with some good ideas. rien you have finally picked a job, talk

it over. Make sure that everyone understands what has to be done. On a sepa-

rate sheet of paper, write down the group's answers to the following five ques-

tions:

1. What is the job?

'2. Why should it be done?

3: Who will do it?

4. When should it be done?
1

5.. Where should ft be done?

Do not move ahead to the next step in good planning until everyone in the group

has understood and agreed upon the job. You may have to change the job or

change the way you are thinking about it before everyone is happy with the way

the group has answered the five questions-above.
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THE SECOND STEP IN GOOD PLANNING

1. Understand the job that has to be done.

2. KNOW WHAT RESOURCES YOU WILL 1W ABLE TO USE.

PLANNING

Once you'understand the job that has to be done, you shbuld begin thinking

about the resources you will be able to use. What skills, experiences, equip-

ment, supplies, money, and time can the group use to do the job it is planning?

The group will know its resources when it has found the answers to questions

like these:

1. What are the special I SKILLS of group members that
will help get the job done? Remember that every
member of the group is a resource of some kind.
Think about the ways in which the different skills
of the members can be used and combined to do the
job yod ire planning.

. What are the L#i4 i C4*11 of group members that
will help get t o. e? Has anyone in the
group ever done this kind of a job before? Build-
ing on past experiences is an important resource
for group tasks.

. What I ESL D can the group
use? These are important t ings to think about.
Groups are often limited by the number of materials
they have available.

How much' TIME 'does the,group have to do its job?
Time is one of the most important resources. Can
the job be done in the time you have been given?

An Activity

Think about the job your group has chosen to plan. On a separate sheet of paper,

write dour the group's mowers to the four questions above. Then move ahead to

the next step in good planning.
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THE THIRD STEP IN GOOD PLANNING

1. Understand the job that has to be -done.

2. Know what resources you will be able to use.

3. THINK ABUT THE PROBLEMS THAT LIE AHEAD.

PLANNING

The third step in good planning is to think about the problems that lie ahead.

If you think about such problems ahead of time, you will have a better chance.

of solving them when they come up. In answering questions like the ones below,

the group should decide how possible problems might affect the job that is, to

be done. You should also discuss some ways of solving such problems.

. Is there anything about the
make it hard for us to do?

JOB I itself that will

. Is there anything about the 1OUP Ithat will make
it hard for us to work together?

. Is there anything about the whole SITUATION that

will make the job hard to do? For example, do we
have to do the job in a hurry? Do we have to do it
in a work-space thPt is too small for us?

. What F1ffenn5KOMNERSimight come up?

An Activity

A Think about the job your group has chosen to plan. On a separate sheet of

paper, write dori>the group's answers to the four questions above. Then move

ahead to the next step in good planning.
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THE FOURTH STEP IN GOOD PLANNING

1. Understand thejob that has to be done.

2. Know what resources you will be able to use.

3. Think about the problems that lie ahead.'

4. THINK ABOUT DIFFERENT WAYS TO DD THE JOB.

PLANNING

During the first three steps in good planning, your-group wrote down information

about the job it is going to do. Now it is time to think up some different

ways to use that information. How might the job be done? Here are two steps

which might help you get ideas:

. Get suggestions from [ALL 'group members. Do got
judge any idea as "good or "bad" now.

. Try brainstorming ideas. Have someone write all
the ideas down so you tan use them later.

An Activity
Or

Think about the job your group has chosen to plan. Brainstorm ideas four dif-

ferent ways to do the job. Get suggestions from all group members. On a

separate sheet of paper, write down the group's ideas. .Do not judge these

ideas as "good" or "bad" now. Move ahead to the next step in good planning.
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THE FIFTH STEP Iii GOOD PLANNING.

Z. Understand the job that has to be done.

2. Xnow what resources you will be able to use.

3. Think about the. problems that lie ahead.

4. Think about different was to do the job.

5. STUDY THESE DIFFERENT WAYS.

Now it is time to think back to the decisions you have made so far.

PLANNING

Remember

what you have decided about the job itself, the resources you might use, and

the problems that might get in your way. Use these decisions to heli you

study and judge the ideas from Your brainstorming session. Find the answers

to such questions as:

. Which ideas best match the. kit14.0f Job We have to dolt

Which ideas best match the situation, tittle; -6a*plage
in which we must do this sob?

. Which ideas make the best use of our resources?
Which ideas use our resources most efficiently and
with least waste?

Which ideasavoid the most problems?

An Activity

Think about the job your group has chosen to do. On a separate sheet of paper,
)

write down the group's answers to the questions .above. Then move ahead to the

next step in good planning.
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THE SIXTHSTEP IN GOOD PLANNING

1. Understand the job that has to be done.

2. Know what resources you will be able to use:

3. Think about the problems that lie ahead.

4. Think about different ways to pla the job.

5. Study these different ways.

6. CHOdSE THE BEST PLAN OF ACTION.

PLANNING

w

In the last step, you studied different ways to do the job and picked the ideas

t

i

t seemedlood. Now it is time to decide which one of those ideas seems best

frr the kind of job you are planning, the resources you have, and the problems
float might Come up. If none of the ideas. you have named so far looks as though

it will work well, you might went to try one of three things:

1. Combine two or more wayi of doing the job.

2. Brainstorm new ways to do the Sob.

3. Go back to the first step and think again about the
job -itself.

An Activity

Think about the job your group has chosen to plan. Work together to choose

the best plan of action. Ofiq separate sheet of paper, write a paragraph de-
4

scribing this plan. Write another paragraph telling why it seems to be the best

way to do the job. Then move *head to the next step.
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THE SEVENTH AND EIGHTH STEPS IN-GOOD PLANNING

1. Understand the job that has to be done.

2. Know what resources you will be able to use.

3. Think about the problems that lie ahead.

ti
\4. Think about different ways to do the job.

Study these different ways.

Choose the best plan of action.

7A WORK OUT THE DETAILS OF YOUR PLAN

\

82\ STOP AND THINK ABOUT HOW WELL YOU HAVE DONE

\THE FIRST SEVEN STEPS.

PLANNING

Having chosen the t plan of action, your group must now agree on the details

and the exact steps

tions as:

will follow. As a group, you need to answer such ques-

\,

1. What exactishould be done?

2. Who will do wMit? How will each group member_help?

3. Where and when w il the work be done?

4. How will it be done? What steps will be followedQ

An Activity

Think about the job your group has chosen to plan. On a separate sheet of paper,

write down the group's answers to the four questions above. Then stop and dis-

cuss how well you have done the first seven steps in good planning. After the

discussion, each group member Should write a paragraph telling why the final

plan probably, will or probably won't work.
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WHAT DID YOU LEARN?

PLANNING

In this module, you have been studying planning and the ways it can help you
and your group get things done. Now try to answer the following questions.
Write your answers in the space below and on the back of this sheet. Use
extra paper if you need it.

. What does the term planning mean to you?

. A group that plans well works well. Tell why you agree or disagree with
this statement.

. What are some steps in good planning?

. What if none,,of the ideat or plans you have come up with seem to fit the
job you must do? What are three things you might try?

* 5. Think about a job that you or your family will'be planning soon. Using
what you have learned in this'module, describe how you would go about
planning that job.

6. Are you a better planner now then you were before you studied the module?
Explain your answer.
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PLANNING

.....

HOW DID YOU DO?

Answer each question carehlly. For questions 3-5, use the space on page

2

How well can you plan? Below are eight skills that people need to plan

the work they must do. Circle the phase that describes how well you can

.do each one,

Understanding the job that has to be done.

very well : well poorly very poorly

Knowing what resources you will be able to use.

very well well poorly very poorly

Thinking about the-problems that lie ahead:

very well well poorly very poorly

Thinking about different ways to do the job.

very well well PoPrlY very poorly

Studying these different ways.

very well well poorly very poorly

Choosing the best plan of action.

very well well poorly very poorly

Working oat the details of your plan.

very well well poorly very poorly

Stopping and thinking about Moiwell you have done the first seven steps.

very well well poorly very poorly

2. How well did you work in the group? (Circle one)

very well well poorly very poorly

201



3. What were you best at while the groo,was planning its job?

4. What did you have thOmftiiirouble with?

5. How can you become a'befter planner?

m

4

fLANNING /
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HOW DID THE GROUP DO?

PLANNING

Answer each question carefully. For question% 3-5, use the back of this

sheet.

On the chart below are eight skills which people need to plan well. On

the left side of the chart, write th name-0 each group member, including

yourself. Then tell how well he or she is able to plan. Under each skill,

write very well, well, poorll, or very poorly.
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2. How well did the group work together? (Ciicle one)

very well = well poorly

3. Did the group choose a good job to plan? ,Explain your answgr.

4. In what ways was the group able to plan its job well

very poorly

5. In what areas of planni-ng does the group need imOrovement? Why do

you say so?
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MODULE V. EVALUATING

V-1 Evaluating

STUDENT WORKSHEETS

O

V-2 The Job Interview

V -3' Building the Eiffel Tower

V-4 The First Step in Evaluation

.V -5 The Second Step in Evaluation

Y-6 The Third Step in Evaluati6

V-7 The Fourth Step in Evaluation--

V-8 The Fifth Step 10Evaluation

V-9 What Did You Learn?

V-10 How Did You Do?

V-II How Did the Group Do?
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EVALUATING

Thi idea is fantastic.. 'Mat idea is cr.k. The other ideas are awful. This

plan is perfect. That plan will have to be changed. The other plans will

never work. Any time you a-e deciding what vomething'is worth you are
evaluating it,

In this meddle, you will be studyinvemluation and the ways it can help you
and your, group., Begin by answering The- Ouestions-betow. As you do this,

keep in mind that they have no right or wrong answers. Write your answers

in the space below and on the bid( of *his sheet. Mie extra paper if you

need it.

1. You evalUate many things each day. list,three thingi you have evaluated- -

for example, a book, a television _show, something that someb"dy said, some-
thing that happened. For each thing you name, tell what you Jecided about
its value or worth. Write another sentence or two telling why you evalu-

ated it that way.

2. You evaluate yourself Many_times throughout'your 'life. List three things

that you do,well. List three areas in which you need improvement.

3. What can you learn from evaluating yourself?

4. Is it *important tor a group to evaluate itself and the work it has done?

Give a reason fdr your answer.
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THE INTERVIEW

HELP WANTED

SALES PEPSON. must be reliable, trust-
worthy, friendly, able to dial with all

kinds of people. Previous sales exp.

helpful, but not nec. fart-time wkday

aft. I Sat. Prefer student. 821-4621.

EVALUATING

A few bloCks from school, there is a

small dimestore where everything from

airplane models to stuffed zebras-are

sold. The owner has been looking for

someone to help run the store from

3:30 PM to 5:30 PM weekdays and from 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM Saturdays. The person
.

who gets the job will have the responsibility of watching the store, dealing

with customers, and working the cash register. Since shoplifting has been a

big problem in the store, the person who is hired must also share the respon-

sibility of preventing thefts.

Three Things To On

1i

1 Your teacher w.'11 give three people in your group Secret Instructions for

a role play. One person will play the part of the dimestore owner. Jhe

other two will play the parts of tat people who have applied for'the Job.

Those who receive parts should study their Secret Instructions carefully

and try to put themselves in the role of tank persons they will play. /hose

who do not receive parts will be the evaluators. They should watch care-

fully as the play takes place and make notes about what happened. The play

has a 15 minute time limit. At the end of the play, the evaluators will

be asked to evaluate what happened.

2 The people who were thesevaluatois will receive Secret Instructions for

another version of this role pTay. The people who were the players will

become the evaluators. The play again has a 15 minute time limit. At

the end of the play, the evaluators will be asked to evaluate what happened.

3. As a group, evaluate the two role plays. CoMpare and contrast what happened.

Who got the Job? Did that person most deserve the job? How did the owner

reach a decision about who to hire?

Ms.
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FOR THE FIRST VERSION OF THE ROLE PLAY

EVALUATING

SECRET INSTRUCTIONS

YOU ARE THE OWNER. Display a sign showing who you are. At the beginning of the
role plays explain that you have interviewed several people for this job. You
have narrowed your choice down to the two people in front of you now. You would
like one of them to begin working immediatelx- -tomorrow afternoon, if possible.
Tell them both that they seem like good candidates for the job. Ask No. 2
how his or her, parents are doing-.- They are your bett friends). Don't tell
the applicants that you have already decided to hire No. 2 as a favor ttf1i s
or her parents. -

During the interview, ask the applic .explain why each believes that he
Qr she is best suited for th Pretend tc listen openly to both: Ask what-
ever questions sg.em ary. Politely point out whatever faults you'can
find out in w . 1 says. Make whatever excuses you can for No.,2.f At the
end of play, tell them that you have decided to hire No. 2. Don't explain
your teal reason for doing this. Say only that No. 2 seems the best qualified
for the job.

SECRET INSTRUCTIONS

YOU ARE APPLICANT NO. 1. Display a sign showing who you are: You have worked
before as a sales person in a department store. Yo'u had the job last summer.
The man for whom you worked has given you an excellent rating. During that
job, you gained all the experience you need toTroXIT the dimestoee. YOU
have proven that you art reliable, trustworthy, friendly,'and able to deal with
all kinds of people. You also have cash register experience from a restaurant
job. You can begin, work immediately. Youhave no problem with the 3 :30'PM to
5:30 PM Weekday.hours. However, you have piano lessons on Saturday mornings
from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM. This *ens you wouldn't be able to begin work on
Saturdays until about 10:15 AM.

E

SECRET INSTRUCTIONS

YOU ARE APPLICANT NO. 2. Display a sign showing.who you are. You have never
had a job before. (You're-not all that sure that you want a job now.) Your
parents are good friends with tilt owner. Subtly reminding the owner of this
during the interview will work in your favor. You cannot begin work until a
week from tomorrow. You got in trouble at school and have to stay after for
at least an hour each afternoon this week. Otherwise, you have no problems
with the 3:30 PM to 5:30 PM weekday hours or the 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM Saturday
hours.

-2-
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FOR THE SECOND VERSION OF THE ROLE PLAY

EOALUATING

SECRET INSTRUCTIONS .

YOU ARE IHE OWNER. Display a sign showing who you are. At the beginning of
the role play, explain that you have interviewed Several people fqr the job
and haat' narrowed your. choice down to the two people in front of you now.
During the interview; try to find out which one seems best qualified for the
job. Ask whatever questions seem necessary. Don't worry about making your
final decision during the next 15 minutes. You have plenty of.time, to decide
later.

One of your main concerns is thii the new worker be trustworthy. He or she
will be handling a lot of merchandise as wall as wveking the cash register and
helping guard against thefts. While chetking'the job records of applicants,
You found out that No. 1 received only a fair rating from a department store
sales job last summer. You called theWstore and talked to the boss who ex-
plained that No. 1 was suspected of stealing merchailliise, although it was never
proven. Find out more about this.

Another concern is that the new worker be good with numbers. He or she will be
working the cash register, handling money, and making change. While checking
job records, you found out that No. 2 received only a fair rating from a job
last simmer working in a bank. You called the bank and to the boss who
explained that NO. 2 was terrible with numbers and was always making mistakes.
Find out more about this.,

0

. SECRET INSTRUCTIONS

YOU ARE APPLICANT NO. .1. Display a sign showing who you are. You worked last
summer as a sales person in a department store. At the time, there were a lot
of.thefts. The boss suspected someone on the staff and, since you were the
newest worker, hi mainly suspected you. You deserve much higher than the fair
rating he gave you. You were good at your job and others who worked with you
an back you up. During your sales job, you gained all the experience you need

t

1'
do the dimestore job. You have never work:d a cash register befOre, but are

v y good when it comes to-numbers. You have straight I's in math.
If ..

SECRET INSTRUCTIONS

YOU ARE APPLICANT NO. 2. Display a. sign showing who you are. You have nivek
worked as a sales person before. MOwever, you did work in a bank last summer
where you handled bonds and coupons worth thousands of dollars. That job showed
mlthat you are very trustworthy and dependable. However* you are terrible at
ath. You received only a fair rating from the job because you made so may

mistakes in addition and substract4on. You get low grades in math at schoel.

2Q
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BUILDING THE EIFFEL TOWER

O

EVALUATING

"Where is everybody?" asked Mary Lou, looking around at7the empty gym.

"I don't know;" said Henry, scratching his head. "Maybe they for

got."

"But they can't forget," said Mary Lou. "Tonight's the night."

Mary Lou and HenrY were in charge of the Eiffel Tower Committee.

They were supposed to meet the other four members Of the committee at

r.':00 AM Satcrday and begin building & fifteen foot high Eiffel Tower in

the middle of the schoolAgym. The Eiffel Tower Committee was part of

the Decorations 'Ccamittee. The Decorations Committee was part of the

Dance Committee. The theme of this year's dance was Paris In Springtime.

"What'll we do?" asked Mary Lou, helplessly.

"Let's have breakfast," said Henry, and he opened a box of dough-

nuts

At 9:30.AM, Winston walked into the gym. He found Mary Lou and

Henry sitting on the floor next -0 an empty doughnut box.

"Where have you been?" asked Mary Lou, excitedly.

that do you.mean?" said Winston angrily. "Where have you been?

We were supposed to Meet at the front door. Everyone else is waiting

there."

"I thought we were supposed to meet here," said Mary Lou.

"At least they didn't forget," said Henry,.

By 9:45 AM, Mary Lou and Henry Were standing in a circle with

Winston, Gloria, Jose, and Cecilia. They were arguing about where

they were supposed to have met. The argument might have lasied:forever

ifGloria hadn't suddenly reminded everyone of their reason for being
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EVALUATING

V-3

here. "If we don't get started pretty soon," she warned,, "theje won't

be an Eiffel Tower in Paris tonight."

At 10:00 AM, Winston, Gloria, Jose, and Cecilia left for iherail-

road yard to pick up the lumber that had been ordered for the tower..

Cecilia had a driver's license' and had borrowed her brother's truck to

carry the big pieces of lumber. Back in the gym, Mary ou and Henry-

were beginning to talk about how they would decorate the area around ..s

the bottoiof the tower

"How about some green grass and a couple of trees?" said Mary Lou.

"We don't have time to make trees," said Henry. °How about some

flowers?"

"But we have all that green paper;" said'Mary_Lou. "Remember?"

"How about some bushes?" said/penry. "Some sMall ones."

As they tried to figure out.4at they would 'do,'Mary Lou and Henry

walked to the school tool shed, unlocked the door, and picked up the

hamers, saws, nails, paiht; and other things they would be/needing

later. They made several trips batk and forth. By the time they were

through, there was a big pile of stuff on the floor in the middle of

the gym,

"Uh-oh," said Mary Lou. "We can't leave all this stuff here."

"Why not?" said Henry.

"Because this is where the tower is supposed to go. Remember?"

At 11:10 AM, Cecilia and the others returned with the lumber. They

parked the truck in the school parking lot, about 100 yards from the

gym. It,took two people to carry each big plank so Cecilia and Winston
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and Jose and Gloria teamed up. After a while, Henry came out to help.

He tried to carry one Of the pie es by himself, but found that the other

end was digging up the grass as he dragged it along the school lawn to

the gym. Gloria suggested that he wait and help when one of the others

was tired,

"Let me know when you need me," said Henry. Then he began to real-

ize that he was thirsty.and left to find a soft drink machine. He foUnd

one at a gas station about a block away. As he drank the soft drink, he

began to realize that he was hungry'and left to find a hamburger.

Back in the gyni, Mary Lou was making a tree. Winston and Jose were

sawing the planks that they would use to'build the tower. Cecilia was

studying the blueprint that showed how to assemble the pieces. 'Gloria

was rummaging through the pile of stuff on the floor trying to find the

tools they would need.

"Where are the nails?" she asked.

"They're in your hand," said Mary Lou, pointing to the jar that

Gloriafwas holding.

"These?" said Gloria, shaking the jar. "There's only about ten

nails in here," she cried. "We can't build the Eiffel Tower with ten

nails."

"There are some more in the tool shed," said Mary Lou.

When Gloria arrived at the tool shed, she disovered hat the door

was locked. Then she remembered that Mary Lou had the key. When she

arrived back at the gym, howeve, Mary Lou was gone:

"Where did she go?" asked Gloria.

"She went to pick up some blinking lights at the hardware store,"

said Jose.

-3-
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"Blinking lights?" said Gloria, oumbfoUnded.

"They're for the top of the tower," explained Cecilia.

"When will she be back?" asked Gloria.

EVALUATING:

,_"She didn't say," said Winston.

At 1:30 PM, Mary-Lou returned with 'a box of blinking lights and a

bag of hamburgers for, everyone. "I bet you're allrstarving," she said.

/"We just got through eating," they said.

"Where's Henry?"

No one. knew.
0

By 4:30 PM, the frame of the tower was up. It looked more like

the Leaning Tower of Pita than the Eiffel Tower of Paris, but the group

realized that they no longer had time to be fussy. They were more than

three hours behind schedule. -"A crooked::tower is-better than no tower,"

said Jose, and the others reluctantly agreed. "We have to do the best

with what we've got," said Gloria.

By 4:45 PM, Mary Lou's tree was down. It had fallen apart twice

and everyone agreed that it wasn't worth putting back together again.

Now Mary Lou had given up on trees and was trying to make some bushes- -

some small ones. Nearby Cecilia and Jose were building a fence around

the bottom of the tower. No one knew yet where Henry was. They were
\

all mad at him. "All he ever thinks aboo,t.is food," said Winston

angrilLy

Other members of the Decorations Committee had arrived and were

putting up other decorations around the gym.. Each time somegne'new

arrived, he or she looked at the tower and said: "Whiit is that thing?"

Such remarks were supposed to be funny, but no one on the Eiffel Tower

Committee laughed. 212
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At 6:30-PM, Wiyston nailed the lat criss-cross piece at the top

of the tower. "It's fini0ed," he announced. "But we'll,never have

time to paint it."

"We have to paint it.,;" said Gloria." "It looks ugly the way it is."

"It's all Henry's fault," said Mary Lou.

The group gathered together and brainstormed ideas about what to

do with the unpainted tower and the gallops of silver. paint they had

bought. SoMeone suggested that they use the silver paint on the fence.

Someone else suggested that they use balloons on the tower. "If we put

balloont all over,4t,"*.said Cecilia, "it will at least have some color.''

At 7:00 PM, one hour before.the dance was to begin, Cecilia hopped

in her brother's truck and drove off to find some balloons. Back in .

the gym, Winston was hanging the blinking lights around the top of the

tower. Gloria was painting the fence silver: Jose was helping Mary

Lou make bushes. The busy workers kept one eye on what they were doing

and one eye on the clock. This is awful'," saidJose. "I'll never ie

on another aecorations committee as long as said Mary Lou.

At 7:15 PM, Gloria splattered silver paint on Winston's new shoes.

Jose thought it was hilarious. Winston got mad and stormed out of the

gym for a while. Meanwhile, Henry walked in.

"Where have you been, Henry?" they asked angrily,

"I fell asleep in the park," he confessed.

When no one would talk to him, Henry took a Candy bar out of his

pocket and sat down and ate it and looked at the tower for a long time.

"It's crooked," he told the others, but they weren't listening.

"I thought we were going to paint it silver," he said, but they still

-5-
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weren't listening. Is there anything I can do to help?" he asked

sheepishly.

"You can start blowing up balloons," said Cecilia, who had just

run inwith a brown paper bag in her hand.

While Henry blew the balloons up, Cecilia scotch - taped them to the.

tower. "Faster, Henry," she cried. "I'm going as fast as I can," he

said, d4zily.. When the lights were up, Winston began helping with the

balloons. When the fence was painted, Gloria began helping, too: Bal-

Mon by balloon, the tower began to have a new s hape and new colors.

"It's not bad," said Jose, afterwards.

"It doesn't look like the Eiffel Tower," said Henry.

PSo what," said Mary Lou. "At least itts finished."

The group was just starting to clean up the mess they had made as

people began to arrive for the dance. "How embarrassing," said Mary Lou,

as she raced past a crowd of dressed-up onlookers with her arms full of

old newspapers and tools and paint cans. "This is.ridiculous," said

Jose, as he and Winston worked their way through the crowd with the

extra lumber they hadn't used "The dance will be over by the time I

,get home, have dinner, get cleaned up, and get back here,"'cried

as, she hung Wet Paint signs on the silver fence. "There must be better

way to do things like this," said Henry, as he watched ballOons dropping

I.

. here and these from the tower.

And, as the group left, the dance went on.

-6-
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EVALUATING

THE FIRST STEP IN EVALUATION

1. DECIDE WHAT SHOULD HAVE HAPPENED IN A SITUATION

There are five steps in evaluating a group and the work it has done. First,

decide what should have happened in the sit -tion you are studying. Form a

picture in your mind of what would have taken place if the group had done its

work well. Try.to answir such questions as:

1. What job, was the group trying to do?

2. What was the purpose of the job?

3. How should the job have been, done?

4. Did the group have a good plan for doing the job?'

5. Did the group members work well together?

6. Did each member of the group help get the job
done?

An Activity

Think back to the story about the building of the Eiffel Tower. What should

have happened in that situation? On a separate sheet of paper, write the group's

answers to the questions above. Thenve ahead to the next step in eialuation.
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EVALUATING

TlE SECOND STEP IN EVALUATION

1. becide what should have happe.ied in a situation.

2. DECIDE WHAT DID HAPPEN IN THE'SITUATION.

The second step in evaluation is to decide what did happen in the situation you

are studying. In order to do this step well, your group must be aware of every-

thing that happens when a group works together, pee your eyes and ears to

notice whaegoes on and how people react. Try to an.mr such atieStieliSILS:

li, Was the Job finished?

2. Was the Jobfinishee on time?

3. Was the Job finished properly, or wee there mis-
takes in it? If there were mistakib what were
they? How much did those mistakes affect the sir-
cess of the group's work?

4. Did everyone try to do the part
or she ljad been given ?. IT not,
his or her part?

5. How did .the group feel about its

person happy with his or her own
work of the others? If,not, who
about what?ii.

of the Job that he
who failed to do

work? Was each
work and with the

was unhappy, and

4.

6. Do the group's reactions to one another on,Ehis Jo
suggest that they will want tnwork together again
in the future? If not, whqt do their feelings sug-
gest?

An Activity

Think back to the story about the Eiffel Tower. What happened? On a separate

sheet of paper, write the group's answers to the questions above. then move

ahead to the next step im-.evaluation.
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EVALUATING

THE,1HIRD STEP IN EVALUATION

Duclde what sh,-_,uld have happened in a situation

2. Decide what did haven in the situation.

3. COMPARE AND CONTRAST WHAT SHOULD HAVE HAPPENED WITH
WHAT DID HAPPEN.

The third step in evaluation is to notice ways in which what should have happened

in a .situation is like or un'ike what aid happen. In this step, you are 610-

paring and contrasting the "mind pictures" you made in the first two steps.

When you are trying tc notice likenesses and differences between what did

happen and what should have happened, ask yourselves such questions as:

1. What things happened as the, should haVe happened?

2. Did the group work together the way it should have

What things about the job did not happen as they
should have happened? Did the group finish its
job, but in a way different from the way the group
had planned? Did the job itself create problems
that the group had nOt expecVed? Were there things
in the.situatiokor the environment that made
problems whichsthe group had not expected? What
were, the unexpetted problems that came up?

Did the members of the group hive unnecessary
problems working together? Ifsso; which members
had problems, and what were they?

An Activity

\'
Think back to the story about the EiffelTbwer. Compare and c6trast what

0

should have happened with what did happkn. On a separate eet of paper, write

the group's answers to the questions above. Ther move ahea _o the net step

in evaluation.
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THE FOURTH STEP IN VALUATION

. Decide what s. )uld have happened in a situation.

2. Decide what did happen in the situation.

3. Compare and contrast what should have happened with
what did happen.

4. FIGURE OUT REASONS FOR THESE LIKENESSES AND DIF-
FERENCES.

The fourth step-in evaluation is to figure out the reasons for the likenesses

and differences between what should hive happened and what did happen. Before

you can-decide how to solve problems and make your group work better 4n the

future, you must understand why the problems happened in the first plaCe. If

possible, the whole group should reach an agresWnt about why th6 probl

occurred.

When you are trying

between what should

.

questions as:

to figure out reasons

have happened and what

for the likenesses and differences

dfd.happen, ask yourselves such

1. Some things happened as they should have happened.
What did these {pings show about skills-and
strengths the group had in doing its job? In what
cases did the group lark out its conflicts well?
In what cases did the group use good communica-
tions? What talents and resources did the group
use. well? What was good about the plan that the

group made?
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EVALUAT INC

Some things did not happen as they should bane

happened. What weaknesses in the group did these

things show? What personal needs, values and
goals of group membets might have caused these
problems? How did those needs, values and goals
differ from those of the whole group? Op you
think your ideas about 'what should have hap-
pened" were reasonable

An Activily

Think back to the story about the Eiffel Tower. 'What are the reasons for the

likenesses and differences between what should have happened and what did

happen? On a separate sheet of paper, write the group's answers to the ques-

tions above. Then move ahead to the net step in evaluation.
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THE FIFTH STEP IN EVALUATION

Deride what should have happened in a situation.

Decide what did happen in the situation.

Compare and contrast what should have happened with
what did happen.

Pigum out reasons for these likenesses and dif-
ferenoes.

DECIDE WHAT TO DO TO HAKE THAGS BETTER IN THE
FUTURE.

The fifth and last step in evaluation is to decide what to do to make things

better-in the future. This is the'main reason for going through the evaluation

process. The purpose of .evaluating the group's work or your own is not to

"grade" yourselves or to criticize one another, but to recognize problems so

that you can solve them.

After the first four steps, you should know what things the group is not do

well. Youtshould have tried to find out the rPisonS for these things. Now

you need to figure out what the group should do to make its work better next

time. When you are trying to decide what to do to malse things better in the

future, ask you-selves such questions as:

What things about the way the group works together
should stay the same it the future?

What things about the way the group works together
should be changed? Now should the group change
these things.

220
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3. How can the group improve? How can the group com-

municate better? What group conflicts need ton;

be worked out? How can the group make better use

of its resources and equipment? How could the

group plan better? What individual needs and goals

should be put aside so that the group can work

together? What individual needs should be given

more attention?

An Activity

Think back to the story about the Eiffel Tower., What could that group do to

make things better in the future? On a separate sheet of paper, write the

group's answers to the questions above.
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EVALUATING

, WHAT DID YOU-LEARN?

In this module, you have been studying evaluation wind the)vays it can help
you and your group. Now try to answer the following questions. Write
your answers,in the trace below and on the back of this sheet. Use extra
paper if you need it.

1. What does the term evaluation mean to you?

2'. What is the main purpose of evaluation?

3. What are five steps in.evaluation? .

4. Describe a job that yoU did recently in a group, Use the five steps
in evaluation to judge the value or worth of the work you did.
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NOW DID YOU DO?

EVALUATING

.Evaluate yourself by answering each question carefully. For questions3-5,
use the back of this sheet.

1. How well can you evaluate? Below are five skills peOple need to evaluate

themselves and the work,they have done. Circle the phrase that describes

how well you do each one.

I Deciding what should have happened in a situation.

very well well . poorly N very poorly

Decidint what did hopped i a situation.

very well well poorly very poorly

Noticing ways in which what should have happened is like or unlike

a w:lat did happen.

very well well poorly very poorly

Figuring out reasons for these likenesses and differences.

very well well -poorly very poorly

Deciding. what to do to make things better an the future.

very well well poorly very poorly

How well did you work in the group? (Circle one)

very well , well poorly very poorly

3. What 'sire you best at in evaluating your group's work?

4. What did yOu have the most trouble with?

5. How can you become a better evaluator'?
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HOW DID THE GROUP DO?

Evaluate the group by answering each question carefully. For questions 3
and 4, use the back of this sheet.

1. On the chart below are five skills which people need to evaluate themselves
and the work they have done. On the left site of the chart the
name of each group member, including yourself, Then tell how well he or
she is able to evaluate. Under each skill, write very well, well, poorly,
or very poorly,
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How well/did the group work together? (Circle one)

very well- well poorl very poorly,

3. In what ways did the group work together well while evaluating its work?

4. In What areas of evaluation does the group need improvement? Why do you

say so? .
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STUDENT WORKSHEETS

MODULE VI. SHARING LEADERSHIP
-

VI-1. Sharing Leadership

VI-2 Choosing a Leader

.VI-3 Mural, Mural, On The Wall

VI-4 What Happened?

VI-5 Power and Manipulation

VI-6 The First Quality of Leadership

VI-7 The Second Quality of Leadership

VI-8 The Third Quality of litadership

VI-9 the Fourth Quality of Leadership

VI-10 The Fifth Quality of Leadership

VI-11 Shared Leadership

VI-12 What Old You Learn?

VI-13 How Did You Do?

VI-14 How Did the Group Do?
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SHARING LEADERSHIP

Any group, large or small, gives power to one or more of its members. Dif-

ferent people in the group may have power at different times and for dif-
ferent reasons. How power is given and used has a great deal to do with

how successful a group will be. To stay together and do its work well, a
group must work out ways to use the leadership skills of all its members
an to make sure that the right. members have power at the right times.

In this module, you will be studying the importance of recognizing leader-
ship qualities in others and of recognizing and using leadership qualities
in yourself. You will also be Studying how power, used well or badly, can
affect the members of a group. Begin by answering the.questions below.
As you do this, keep in mind that they have no right or wrong answers.
Write your answers in the space,below and on the back of thii sheet. Use

extra paper if you need it.

1. What does the term power mean to you?

2. Describe a group which you wee in recently. 'Who was the leader? What

qualities did the leader have? What'kind of person was he or she?

3. How did that person become the leader?

4. Was that person a good leader? Why do you say so?

5. Who should choose the leader of a group? Why do you say so?

6. Now should the leader of a group b& chosen?

7. Should leaders change from time to time? Give a reason for your answer.
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CHOOSING A LEADER

SHARING LEADERSHIP'

Your group is the Board-of Directors oft'a small company called Great Ideas:

Inc. The President ofthe company has just resigned and-you now have the job

of choosing someone to replace her. Ybu should select one of the five people

who are described next. Your decision is an important one, so think it over

carefully. Keep in mind that all five of the possible. choices are highly

qualified. All haVe been with the company about the same amount of time and

have aboyt the same basic work experience:- Any one of the five would make a

goo leader. But which one would make the best leader? You have 20 minutes

decide. Be ready to explain some reasons for your Choice.
c

ALBERT

He is very well educated and feels at home in the academic world. He has a

Ph.D. from a well-known Eastern college. His family is greatly respected

in Boston. He has a wife but no children. He is a member of the Episcopal
Church and, as a result,- has friendships with some of the community's most
influential' members--people who could open the right doors for Great Ideas,

Inc. He seems to be very good at organizing and has worked well in evalua-
ting projects that Great Ideas has done.

However, many of the people who work in the company don't like him. He al-

ways eats lunch alone and some feel he is too independent and snobbish.

But, even though he prefers working by 'himself and doesn't seem to want to
share duties with others, being President might bring out his'best qualities

and make him very 4ccessful.

LINDA

She haS a good education. She is open, honest, and easy to get along with.
She listens to others well and makes them feel that their ideas are valu-

able. She is Particularly good at suggesting different ways to get a job

done. She has probably become so adaptable because of the many adjustments
she has had to make in her own life. She was in a serious car crash When
she was a teenager and, as a result of the accident, her face is badly

scarred. Some people in the community believe that her physical appearance,
may have a bad effect on the way she repreSents the company in the com-

munity and business world.

I
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MANUEL

He has a good education. He was hired when the Equal Employment Opportunity

Act first put pressure. on the company to hire minority persons. He turned

out to be a veily-lialuable worker, however, especially in working with people

in the business world. In meetings, he knows when to compromise, improves

communication between people, gets ideas from others, maintains the group's

trust., uses his power in a practical way, and shows many other outstanding

leadership qualities.. He also has a strong sense of sharing'and cooperation

which probably stems from his experience in' the Latino community. He was

voted most popular employee last year. However, tertain,people in the com-

pany are worried thit, if he were President, his ethnic background would .

lower the company's influence among the more prominent members of thicom-

munity and business world.

a
iSHARING LEADERSHIP

JACQUELINE

She has a good education. She is unmarried and very attractive. She-is such

an outgoing person that the other* people in the company can't help liking

her, and she has been very good at helping re$olve Conflicts that have come

up among different groups in the company. However, she has been criticized

by many people in the company and in the:comiunity for her "flashy" way

of life. Though everyone likes her, many do not trust her. Some think she

Would be A bad risk'as President, but others believe that the is a victim

of gossip that will disappear when her skills in getting along with people

are given full play.

LUTHER;
1 .

He is very well edUcated. He came from poor family and worked his way up

the educational and career ladder. As a !result, he is very skilled and also

very-aggressive. He is much admired by Others in the company and is the best

observer, organizer, self-starter and exOlainer in the company._ He's also

the best talker and best-lookinb nomitfee. He has a certain "star" quality.

His only drawback is that theo ssiveness-which has helped him succeed

also shows up in his hot tempe . He hasihad several conflicts with other

resulted in a fist fight. However, he usually has

the support of onlookers in these arguments.
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MURAL, MURAL, ON THE WALL

Your group has been asked to hire an

outside walls of the school building.

Eacit one has left a *sample of hi or

_ To help keep thtigs-fair,:the artist'

SHARING LEADERSHIP

artist to paint a mural on one of the

Four artists have applied for the job.

her artwork for the group to evaluate.

s names have been left off their work.

The samples are labeled A, 0, C, and D.

As you review each sample, discuss the reasons you do or don't feel that the

artist would be-tight for the job. Questions you might raise during this

discussion include:

Is the artist good?

Is the artist imaginative?

Does the artist's style seem right

for a mural?

Has the artist shown that he or she can

successfully carry out an assignment?

.10

After the group has reviewed the available sample

made about which artist to hire.
A

This activity consists of three separate rounds.' In each round, the group will

approach the task to a different way. Each round has a 15 minute time limit.

Ow-

a final decision should ber
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MURAL, MURAL, ON THE WALL

ROUND .1

SHARING LEADERSHIP

One member of group will be appointed as the PRESIDENT.

At the beginning of the round, thn PRESIDENT will make a set: of rules for reviewing

the artwork samples. 'These rules can be changed by the PRESIDENT-at any time for

any reason.

During the round, the PRESIDENT has the power to Silence,anyone in the group.

who does not follow the rukes. To execute this power, the PRESIDENT points at

a group member and says, !Tiik PRESIDENT silences:you." Members who have been

Silenced may not speak
aiiin.orparticipate: in the activity in any war. for the

rest 'of the round. The PRESIDENT should use this poweevery carefully.

-At the end of the roundt4he,pRESIDENT will suliup whafthe group has said. ,

about the different sampfei.:. Then he or shel'AvillennounOe which artist gets

the job. The PRESIDENT'S final-decision should reflectthe thinking of the

group. Thii decision, however, may not be dtscussed bythe group members.

Before the round begins, you will each receive a set of Secret Instructions

about who to be and how.io act during the round. .Do not tell awyone what your

instructions say. -Just act them out and see what happens. At the-end of the

round, record the PRESIDENT'S final decision in the box below.

I.

ARTIST 0 gets the job.
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SECRET INSTRUSTIONS FOR ROUND'T

,

SVARIhG LEADERSHIP

You are THE PRESIDENT. This high position gives'you a lot of power over everyone else in

the group. Get ready to assert your power in different ways. At the beginning of the

round, announce that you have already decided to eliminate ARTISTS B and C from the run-

ning. Du not show-S'e or C's artwork to anyone in the group during the round. Show and

discuss only A's and D's samples.

The rules you make are up to -you. Possible rules: group man ere may not speak unti/ they

have raised their hands and have been Galled upon by THE PREgIDEAT; or, group menbeiv may

speak freely but must stop and listen to THE PEESIDENT whenever he or she raises a hand; or,

yroup nenhers may speak only when they are answering a question that THE PRESIDENT has asked.

During the round, assert your power by Silencing at leastru persons. At the end of the

round, don't worry about summing up what the group actually said. Sum up what you think

they should la$e said. Your final decision should.reflect the opposite of the group's ,

-the group members that they may not discuss your decision.

You are about to find out who TI RESIDENT is. Hi or she hasia lot of power which might

be used unfairly. During the roundl_stick up for the rights of the group. If THE PAISIDENT'S

rules seem unfair to you, say so. Insist that the group will be unable to doa good job of

reviewing the artwork samples unless the rules are fair to all. But be very careful when

you protest. Rmmembir that THE PRESIDENT has the power to Silence you.

You are about to find out who THE PRESIDENT is. He or she haia lot of power which might

be used unfairly. During the round, stick up for the rights of .the group. Make sure that

each group member has a chance to review atIfour artwork saiples. Wit sure that most of

the-group,members agree with THE PRESIDENT'S decision about which artist to hire. But bd

very carefu4 when you protest. Remember that THEMIESIPENT has the power to Silence you,

You are about
Silence you.
with whatever

You are ,about

Silence
with atatever

to find out .who

Play it safe by
he or she says.

to find out who
-Play it safe by

he or she says.

Mr

You,are about
Silence you.
with whatever

THE PRESIDENT is. Rsibmbet that he or

following whatever rules TIC PRESIDENT

Do not s9pport anyone who opposes THE

r
THE PRESICIENT is. Remehher that he or

following whatever rules THE PRESIDENT

Dwnot support anyone-who opposes THE

to find out who
Play it safe by
he or she says.

she has the per to
makes and by agreeing

PRESIDENT.

she has the power to
makes and by agreeing

PRESIDENT.

THE PRESIDENT is. Remember that he or

following whatever rules THt PRESIDENT

Do not support anyone who.opposes THE

she has the power to
makes and by agreeing
PRESIDENT.
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a

al

*

This is a mural that ARTIST A designed for the outside wall Native

American Center, The assignment was to portray a group of Native American

a traditional setting.
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SHARING LEADERSHIP

19...=.1,./.6

I" is a agural that ARTIST B designed for the inside wail of a travel

iagency- The J$signment was to illustrate different forms of transportation a

tat people u tO travel



SHARING LEADERSHIP

ThiS 16 a mural that ARTIST C designed for the outsde wall of an employ-

ment agenci. The asstqnment was to illustrate people doing different kindS

of work.
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SHARING LEADERSHIP

a mural that ARTIST D designed for a fence which facet. a small city

park . The assignment was to coney the idea that a community , made of

different kinds of people.
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SHARING LEADERSHIP

NL

MbRAL, MURAL, ON THE WALL

ROUND 2

Two members of the group will be appointed as mural EXPERTS. Using their special

knowledge and skills, the ebERTS will evaluate the grouras it reviews the

artwork samples. Then ine EXPERTS will determine which group member is best

-qualified to make the final decision abolut which artist to hire.

Before the round begins, the EXPERTS will each prepare a scoresheet that shows

the names. of each group member. iA'scoresheei form appears on the next page. -Since

the EXPERTS themselves will not be evaluated, their flames will not be included on

the scoresheet.

At the beginning of the round, the EXPE.IRTS will work together to make a set of

rules for reviewing the ,artwork samples. During the round, they will write down.

a score of 0, 1, 2, or 3 each time a group member says something. A score of b

means that, in the EXnER1'S opinion, a group member has contributed nothing use-

ful to the discussion. A score of 3 means that, in theEXPERT'S opinion, a group

member has waa, a very valuable contribution. Scores of 1-and'2 fall in between.

During tn. round, the EXPERTS may ask questions, make comments, or chaage the

rules as they see fit. ,,roup members should always be able to see the scores

whith the EXPERTS are giving them. However, no group member may ever discuss

his or her score with the EXPERTS or with, anyone else in the group.

At the end of the rochd, each EXPERT will add up the points that ,he or she 'gave

to each person. The totals of the two EXPERTS -will then be added together. The

group member who receives the 1'ghest grand total will be the person who makes

the final decision about which artist to hire,

-3-
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Before the round begins, you will each receive a set of Secret Instructions

about who to be and how to act during the round. As before, do not tell anyone

what your instructions say. Just act them out and see what happens. At the end

of the round, record the BEST QUALIFIED PERSON'S final decision in the box at the

bottom of this page.

' EXPERT'S SCORESNEET

NAPE OF GROUP
MEMBER

41

.
2.

. 4.

Points

.

.

.

. .

.

otal Points

her Experts
otal Points

rand Total .

ARTIST (=gets the job.
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SECRET INSTRUCTIONS FOR ROUND 2

You'are one of the mural EXPERTS. Don't tell anyone, but both ARTIST B and ARTIST

are very good friends of yours. Give a high-score (2 or 3 points) each ti s ne

says something goqd about B's or D's samples. Give' a low score (0 or Dint each

time someone say. s something bad about them. Rate comments about the other samples

any way you see fit, bet try to work, things so that either B or 0 gets the job.
During the round, group members may criticize the way yqu are rating them. Do not

explain the reason for your ratings to anyone. (You don't have to. You're an EXPERT.)

Punish trouble-makers by giving them low scores whenever they speak.

You are one of the mural.EXPERTS. Don't tell anyone, but you happen to know both

ARTIST A and ARTIST C and you don't like either.one of. them at all. Give a high

score (2 or 3 p4ints) each time soneone says something bad about A's or C's samples.

Give a low score-(0 or 1 point) each time someone says something good about them.

Rate comments about the other samples any may you.see fit, but try to work things so

that neither A nor C gets the job. During the round, group members may criticize

the wok you are rating them. Do not explain the reason for your ratings to anyone.

(You don't have to. You're an EXPERT.) Punish trouble-makers by giving them low

scores whenever they speak.

Because of their special knowledge and skills, the EXPERTS have a lot of power over

you and the others in the group. But are they using that power fairly? If you feel

that the EXPERTS are oot being fair in their ratings, ay so. Insist that the group

cannot do a gopd job of reviewing the artwork samples %f the ratings are working

against them. But keep an eye on how the EXPERTS are rating what you say. Remember

4-hat the person with the highest grand total gets to make the final decision about

which artist to hire.

Be yourself. But keep an eye on how the EXPERTS are rating what you say during the

round. Remember that the person with the highest grand total will get to make the

'4 final decision about whirk artist to hire.

Be yourself. But keep an eye on how the EXPERTS are ratingAihat you say during the

round. Remember that the person with the highest grand total will get to make the

final ,decision about which artist to hire.

Be yourself. But keep an'eye on how the EXPERTS are rating what you say during the

round. Remember that the person,with the highest grand total will get to make the
\.

final decision about which artist to hire:

238
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r.

As a group, review all four artwork samples. Do this any way you wish. When

ready, each group member should decide which artist he or she would hire.. These

individual choices should be recorded on the chart below.

Afte&ards, work together as a group and discuss the choices that each group

member made. In whatever way works best for you, reach a group decision about

Aich'artist to hire. Record the group's final decision in the box at the bottom

of this page.

NAME OF GROUP MEMBER HIS OR HER CHOICE

1.

2.

3.

4.

q

.

5.
_,

6.

ARTIST 1:D gets the job.

-5-
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Think back to-the three rounds of Mural, Mural, On The Wall. As a group,

discuss your answers to the following questions. Be prepared to discuss

your group answers with the teacher and the rest of the class-

ROUND 1

1. How uid you feel about having only one leader in the group? How would you

have changed the power that was given to THE PRESIDENT?

2. Were THE PRESIDENT'S rules fair? Why or why not? How would those rules

be different if they had been made by the whole group working together?

3. How did you feel about THE PRESIDENT'S power to Silence others? Did he or

she use that power fairly and honestly? Is that power similar to power

that people have in real life? Explain your answers.

4. Did you agree with the final
decision'about which artist to hire? Why or

why not? Who* were youi- general feelings during this round?

ROUND 2

1. How did you feel about having two leaders in the group? 'Did it seem better

or worse than having only one leader? How would you have changed 'the power

that was given to the EXPERTS?

2. Did the EXPERTS use their power fairly and honestly? Why do you'say so?

3. What are some situations in real life where people who have special knowledge

and skills have power, over othes?

4. Did you agree with the final decision
about which artist to hire? Why or

why not? What were your general feelings during this round? -

ROUND 3

1. How did you feel about beginning the round with no specific leaders?

2. Did the group work together more in this round than in other rounds? Why

or why not?

3. Did any leaders emerge in the group? If so, how d1d those leaders get their

power? How did they use it?

4. Did you agree with the final decision about which artist to hire? Why or

why not?
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POWER AND MANIPULATION

a
(

., SHARING WORSHIP
.

Power is the ability to get someone to do a certain thing or behave in a cer-

tain way. Everyone.has and uses power over,others to some degree. Each member

of a group ha's the power to influence or change the other group members in some-
,

way. Power in itself is not good or bad. Whether power will have good or bad

effects derrends upon how it is gained (what it is based on) and how it is used.

Ink

Power in group can come from one or more of several sources, or bases. Some

of these bases of power are more legitimate than others, Legitimate power bases

can help a person-gain a lot of group support without a lot of group resentment.

FIVE BASES OF POWER

A group member may have power-because he or she. can re-
ware other members---for instance, by giving them money, material
goods, or high positions within the group.

FTWITihment $ A group member may have power because he or she can
punish other members---for instance,_by throwing them out of the
group, taking away some special privilege,'or even physically

hurting then.

Os tion A group member may have power.because he or she has a
h g pos Lion in the group -- -for instance, the leader or presi-
dent.

riiiiid -----lrsorilience A g member may have power because he

or she has such a6 personality that'the other members
respect him or het and want to do what he or she says -x- -for in-

stance, if he or she is especially friendly, kind or-honest.

A group member may have power because he or she has
some spec al knowledge or skill which the group needs from com-

pleting a certain project. For instance, if the class is making
a film, any person or people who know a lot about cameras and
filmmaking will probably have power in that project.

Power in a group may be distributed in different ways. Most of it may be in the

hands of one person or of a small part of the group, or power may be shared
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more or less equally among all the members of the group. As you may have seen

in the previous activity, group members often teed to resist power when it is in

the hands of only one person or a small part of to group.

Power in a group64 also be used in different ways. If all the group members

are using their power to:Clwork for the same group goals, ',ilere will be little

conflict and little resistance to the use of power. On the, other hand, if

group members have conflicting goali and each member uses hiS or her own power

to achieve individeal goals at the expense of group goals, members may resist

one anOther's*Use of power to a very great degree. The unfair or dishonest'use

of power to control others for one's, own purpose and profit is called manipulation.

Once group members realize they are being manipulated, they usually become very

resentful of the manipulator

041:J02CLLY

On a separate sheet of paper, write the group's answers to the following questions.

1. In what situations is it good to use power?

bad to use power?

what situations is' it
_ _

2. Of the five bases of power, which do you think is most legitimate- -

that is, which kind of power would most likely help you receive group

support without resistance or resentment? Rank the bases of power

according to how legitimate you think they are. That is, write

number 1 by the kind of power you think is most legitimate. Write

number 3. by the kind you think is least legitimate. Fit the other

numbers in between.

Which bases of power did the PRESIDENT have in the previous activityV/

Was his or her power legitimate? Why or why not?

4. What bases of power did the EXPERTS have in the previous game? Was their

power legitimate? Why or why not? Was the power used honestly and fairly?

5. Do you think power in a group is more effective if all the power is in

the hands of one person or a small_part of the group, or if the power is

evenly distributed in the group? ,Explain your answer.

-2- 2 ,12
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6. Can you think of tat

situation in which manipulation would be good?

If so, describe the situation and explain why manipulation would be

good in that situation. For whpm would it be good?

Another Activity

On a separate sheet of paper, write your answers to the questions below. Dis-

cuss your answers afterwards with the group.

1. Almost everyone manipulates other people at one time or another. Can

you think of a situation in real life when you manipulated someone? If

so, tell what happened and how and why you manipulated that person. How

did you'feel about your action then? How do you feel about it now? Do

you think you manipulate other people often?

2. Can you think of a situation in real lifein which you feel that someone

manipulated you3 lf,so, tell what happened and how you felt., Do you

think people manipulate you often?

3. Do you like to have power in a group? If no, why not? If so, how do

you usually get power (on what bases does your power usually rest)?

For what purposes do you usually use your power?
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T-E FIRST QUALITY OF LEADERSHIP

7

I, A GOOD LEADER HELPS THE GROUP WORK.

A good leader helps the group work by starting, giving direction to, setting

rules for and organizing the group's action.

Somebody has to get things started. Before a group can do any job, someone

must have an idea for the Job and convince the group that that's the job it

wants to do. This usually involves explaining gtzthat particulir thing is

worth doing (maybe just because it's fun). A good leader helps the group by

getting prolects started.

Once the group has decided what ft wants to do, it must work out how. that Job-r

will be done. This means making a good plan for the work. Remember that plan-,

ning.ls a group responsibility and requires help from everyone. Still, a good
A

leader-4n guide the planning process and make sure that a useful plan is worked

When a group is actually working on a job, a good leader can keep things going

by encou.'aging the group and telling each member how well he or she is doing.

The leader can help the group keep in mind its reasons for doing the job, too.

"'We're doing really well, and I know we're going to go on doing really well,

the leader might say. "And this job is worth doing really well because.,."

2 4
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An itctiini

Fonowinflare descriptions of five people who have just formed a group. Read

each description carefully. Imagine that the group has just been asked to

cone up with en ides for a class project. The,group has been left on its ohm

with no hints, suggestions, or encoura4ment from the teachbr about what to do.

Which group member'is most likely to emerge as a leader to "get the ball roll-

ing"? In the space below explain your group's answer to that question. Then

move ahead to the Second Quality of Leadership. Make sure to save the five

descriptions for the next activities.

-2-
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THERM

MONICA

When she talks her eyes sparkle, her hands wave, and everyone watchesspell-

bound. She's never at a loss for ideas about an,eaciting new project or

activity. In fact, she's never at i lnss for ideas about anything. Some

of her ideas seem a- little crazy, but when Monica .explains them, they always

sound as though they will *irk. Most of them do, too, for Monica is a good

Planner. She knows exactly how to carry cut even the wildest of her schemes.
She has strong faith in others and in herself, and she can put her enthu-
siasm and planning skill behind other people's- ideas as well as her own.

Her favorite phrase is. "Umon, gang. we can do it!"

SHARING LEADERSHIP

CARLOS

No one could ask for a :acre sympathetic ear than the one Carlos gives. He

listens to each person as if that person were saying the most important
things in the world. He often asks questions, too. "What you say is sa

interesting that I want to be sure I understand it," he says. Once he does

understand, he can explain an idea clearly end correctly to anyone else whb

still doesn't "get it." Carlos has ideas and opinions of his own, and be

gives them when he thinks they might be useful. However, his real interest

seems to lie in learning what others th-ink. If anyone in a group has been

quiet too long, Carlos is sure to ask that person; 'What do , say?" Others

never doubt that Carlos really wants to know. He is the quiet center around

which many conversations revolve.

ALEX------------------

Some call Alex the *human tape recorder," He alway seems to be keeping a

methodical score of what is being done and what isn't. He doesn't usually

criticize what he sees, though; he just likes. to keep trwk. If you want

to know what's going on today, or what happened yesterday, or what Jack said

to Nary Jane on the' day before, just ask Alec. He'll tell you, and chance%

are that he'll be right. He's often asked to represent the group or class
in giving repo-ts, because his descriptions are clear, accurate and cam.

plete without being long-winded.
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say Warren is too crotical of everything, Outmost people agree that he

not make his criticisms just to oe unpleasant In fact. most of hii

cisms are quite helpful, He doesn't just say, "Hey, you're doing that

wrong Instead. he says, "Don't you think that might work better if

you: 7" Warren is a very practical person. and he helps to keep the wilder

ideas of some of the other members "doom to earth.' While others are think-

ng about how great it would be if tht,. group did such- and - such, Warren is

usually trying to figure out whether such-and-such is something the group
really can do, If one plan doesn't work. Warren usually can come up with

another ^t---or several other onesthat will.

r- FAY

F41:: is one ,,f.,the few people in class whom everyone semis to like. No Aatte

. what, she 'ketps her cool."- What's more, -she seems to have the power to

cuol not tem*rs in , *her people. Everybody trusts Fay because they know
ine says' exactly what she thinksbut she does it in the kindest possible
way. She usually puts the best interpretation on other neople's astir .

too. For instance, if someone says socething that seem. sarcastic, F-, is
I likely to say, "Oh. I'm he didn't mean that the way it sounded," She

is-good at making leoplf see the value of one anther's opinions. Her nwri

views are usually "midole-of-the-road," but she seems able to see some -rood
Iin any idea. In fact.-she often can suggest a compromise plan which makes
tffise of seveli.al different ideasincluding some which had seemed to be tx-

actly opposite to each other.

'SAVE THES: dISCROTIO
"DO_ Wirhit
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In discussion. by

SHARING LEADERSHIP

ITV Of LODERSHIP

4-;rk,

LEADER HILPS WE GROUP COMMUNICATE

COMMunlWe enCOUragIng

reful g group membe7s' points Of

view to one anOther, and by seeking and giving information and opinionS_

Somebody-has to keep the group talkingnot just Some of the group, but all

f it: Remember the importance of comunication skills 1.1 a group. A good

ender not trilY ctices 9,14 communications skills but also helps others to

praCtice them= This leans that a good leader must be a listener as well as a

talker_ A leader pays attention to everyone who speaks, and encourages every=

one who does not, The leader tries to get every° to contribuu ideas and

opinions to the discussion_ A good leader might put d group member at ease and

encourage contr bution_to thq,disc4sioh saying $gpething alike, Nh

y j tell us what you think, Susan? Didn't you Study thtc subject in summer

schoo17-

A good leader can explain group members' opinions to One another, too Thls

means tit the leader understand z those opinions correct I r and can restate

them in clear language leader' Muct !tat 014-inge 1r Interpret what' he or she

P9- A 90A111 leader wile expllin

coy' somethlh9 like ,

me If I'M wrong.

sane eise's opinions might

nderstand what John means_ Correct

b,Jt another way of Putting what .09'wP sal
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that Monica. Carlos, Alex, Warren, and fad now have an idea for a pro-

ject ano a plan for carrrIng It out. But for s,Ome reason, the group has hit

a block In d)scus.,:ton Everyone seems to to afraid to speak up No one seers

to hay" much faith in the value of his or her own ideas. To make matters

worse, the group membvs keep misunderstanding and misinterpreting one another

convent_ At this point in the group action, which of the five people listed

on the next two pages is most likely to emerge as a leader to get the group

talking again? In the space below, explain your group's answer to that ques-

non. Tiler, move ahead to the Third Quality of Leadership_ Make sure you save

the five det.criptlons for the next activities.
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Ider helps Om group work.

;el
4

thk- group InAM4AiClte.

A GOOD LEADER HELPS THE GROUP RESOLVE CONFLICTS.

A good leiplor helps to resolve group conflicts by relieving tension, building

trust, working out disagreements betWeen group members, blending together the

work of-different members, and findinq compromises between opposing points of

view.

When group members become angry or two opposing opinions seem to be deadlocked,-

somebody haS to cool things off. A good leader does not try to.kft conflicts

in the group from happening, but he or she does try to help the group work out

those conflicts. The leader needs skills In resolving conflicts.

A good leader knows hoW io relieve tension in the group before things get to

the "boiling point," For instance, the leader may tell a joke and make people

laugh so that they forget their argument for a minute. When members of a group

are anxious and "uptight," the leader should know how to make them relax.'

A good leader must have the trust Of the group, and must be able to get the

group members to trust one another, Group members will usually trust a leader

who ins known for "playing fair" and beir- honest. Only if people on both sides

of 4n argumer! *_rost the leader she help them tInd a solut ion to the

argument
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A good ,leader must also know how to work out compromises and use the best parts

of several ideas. The leader must help members see what their opinions have

in common and how those opinions can be made to work together, even if the

opinions are very different-,

An Ac ivi t1

Imagir>that Monica, Carlos, Alex, Warren, and Fay now have an idea and a plan

andlhave begun communicating very well. However, two subgroups or factions

within the group have very different ideas about the way the project should be

carried out. Everyone is very uptight and angry, and it looks as though the

argument may destroy the group. At this point in the group action, which of _

the five persons listed on the next two pages is most !ikely to emerge as the

leader who can resolve the conflict?

In the space below, explain your group's answer to that question. Then move

ahead to the Fourth Quality of Leadership. Make sure you save the five

descriptions for the next two activities.
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THE FOURTH QUALITY OF LEADERSHIP

A gond leader helps the group work

1

A good leader helps the 'group communicate.

3. A good leader.helps the group resolve confcta.

. A GOOD LEADER HELPS BRING TOGETHER THE RESULTS OF

THE GROUP'S WORK. .

A good leader helps bring together results of the'group's work by watching,

studying and explaining the actions, ideas, and decisions of the group.

After group members have worked on different parts of a project for'a while,

somebody has to pull it all together. In order to bring the different parts

0

of the group's work together, the leader must understand each part of the work

and haw that part relates to the main plan and the group's goals. He or she

must carefully watch what is happening, and have a clear picture of what is

happening as well as what should be happening.

The leader must be able to explain the group's work, too. Sometimes he or she

Will be summarizing the work for the group itself, to help ;he members keep

track of where they are in a project and hoOt far they still have to go. In this

case, the leader might say things like, "All right, here's what we have done

so far... Now, we still have thrte more steps to go. Remember, when we're

finishep we want to have.. ," At other Mmes, the leader might need to explain

or summarize the group's work for someone outside the group, such as the teacher

or the rest of the class.
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An Activity

Now Monica, Carlos, Alex, Warren, and Fay have almost completed their project,

but each member has been so involved with his or her own phase of the task that

the group doesn't really know if it has done what it set out to do. Everybody

is a little confused about what it all means. On top of that, the group must

choose someone to tell the teacher about its project. The group is really in

, a bind. At this point in the group action, which of the five persons listed

- on the next two pages is most likely to emerge as a leader to remind the-group

pf what it has accomplished and to represent its work to the rest of. the class?

In the space below, explain your group's answer to that questions. Then move

ahead to the Fifth Quality of Leadership. Make sure you save the five descrip-

tions for the next activity.

Sr,
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THE FIFTH QUALITY OF LEADERSHIP

1. A good leader helps the group work.

2. A good leader helps the group communicate.

. 'A pod leader helps the group reeblve confl icts.

4. A good leader helps bring together the results of

the group's work.

A GOOD LEADER HELPS TL EVALUATE GROUP PERFORMANCE.

A good leader helps to evaluate group pertormance by studying how well the

group's ideas work, helping others seethe value of different solutions to

problems, and finding good ways for the group to carry out its decisions and

reach its goals. .

After the job is done---or along the way, for that matter---somebody has to

figure out how the group is doing. Is the group really using the best plan to

achieve its goals? Is it carrying out the plan in the right way, or might there

be a better way?

Remember that evaluation is everybody's job. However, the leader must be sure

that evaluation is going on and must be able to put the, evaluation into words

so that. the whole groupecan understand it.

The leader shouldn't be super-critical of the efforts of group membirs, but

should concentrate on helping membas find different and better ways to do

things they may be having trouble with. The leader might say things like,

°I don't think your plan will work in our particular situation because...but

have you thought of trying..."
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The leader should keep a practical eye on ieeas that are proposed, so that he

or she can help group members make sure that the ideas really will work in the

situation the group must deal with. For stance, if the group wants a new

machine for some project

such a machine. If i can't, the leader might help the group figure out

\,,

the leader might ask whether the group can afford to

where it could get more money, or where' it might borrow a machine instead of

buying one, or ever how it might do without the machine entirelly

ArLActiyity.

Monica, Carlos, Alex, Warren, and Fay have now completed their project and made
A

their presentation to the dills. The group members all agree that this.pro-

ject was one of the best they have ever done in school. All the members are

feeling rather good about their accomplishments until the teacher says, "Now I

want you to carry out this project again, but this time you must do it outside

school. You can't do that with your project set up as it is now, because there

are some important things wrong with your plan. It's up to you to figure out

what those things are and the complete your assignment." The group did not

expect these comments from the teacher, and it does not know what to do now.

Which of the five persons listed on the next two pages is most likely to emerge

as the leader to help the group correct its mistakes al finish the assignment!\

In the space below and on the back of this sheet, explain your up's answer

to that question. Then move ahead to the reading on Shared Leadership.
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SHARED LEADERSHIP

SHARING LEADERSHIP

While working on the last few activities. you may have begun to sense that

leadership is a quality possessed by the group. No one person has all the

qualities of leadership, and each person in a group nas some of these qualities.

Some of you may be good at coming up_wlih ideas and getting the group moving,

for instance_ Others day be good at esolving conflicts. Still others may be

good at evaluating the group's performance.

If you recognize these different leadership qualities in yourself and others,

you can see that no one person is meant to be a leader ora follower all the

time. Different kinds of peopl4I'make good leaders in diffePent kinds of situa-

tions. Eicn one of you will probably be the leader of a group at one time or

another. In any situation, whether you are trying to choose a good leader or

be a good leader, you cannot succeed unless you are committed to the group and are

willing to take the responsibility for the group's action.

In a particular situation the choice of a leader should be determined by the

personalities of the group members, the kind of job that is to be done, and the

needs of the group. For instance, if a company wants to check its financial:

rlaros, the accountant or bookkeeper would probably be the best leader for this

job. On the othrr handvrf\a company want*. to design a new line of products,

a person with new ideas and "starter" abilities would probably be a good leader

for that project, regardless of that person's position in the c ompany.



SHARING LEADERSHIP

An Activiti

On the chart below, write the nage of each member of your group, including your

For each one, Write one or two leadership qualities that you think that

person has. Then briefly describe a situation in which you think that person

would be a good leader.

257
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WHAT U10 YOU LEARN?

SHARING LEADERSHIP

In this module, you have been studying leadership and power. Now try to

answer the following questions. Write your answers in the space below and

" ti hl" bk 'she 'te-: u4,ctra paper if you need it.

1. What is power?

.
Is using power the same thing as manipulation? If not, tell what manipula-

tion is
p

What are the fiive bases of power? Whi

and why?

do you think are lesitimatek.

4, What are five qualities of leadership? votes a person have to have all five

qualities to be a leader in a group? Why do 'you say so?

Who should decide what person should be the leader in a particular situation.

What thing are important to think about in deciding who should be the

leader?

6. Should any,one person be the leader,of the group all the time? Why or why

not?

Has this module helped .you understand more about power and lr 'ership?

Explain your anSwer.



a.

Answer each question carefully, For questions 3.6, use the space on page
2.

How good a leader are you? Below are five skills people need to lead a
group. Circle the phrase tnat describes how well yOU can do each one,

rOu work by starting, giving direction to, setting rules
for, and_organ za ng t group's action.

very voql

Hel in

d scuss
of view
:Onions

Poorly very poorly

iertroaraulicate,by encouraging others to take part in
on, y sten ng carefully, by ekplaining\group members' points
to one another, and by seeking and giving Information and

very well well POorly very boorly

4 Helping the groe_resolves.onflicis by easing tension, building trust.
working out disagreements among grqup members, blending together the
work of different members, and finding comprimises between opposing
points of view.

very well well poorly

very well
0

e

very poorly

k by watching,
decis of the group

poorly very poorly

evaluate ro u+ _formance by studying Nye well thegrouWs_ldeas
work, helping others d t e value of different solutions to prob-
lems, and finding bett0 ways for the group to carry out its decisions and
reach its goals.

very well

well did you work in the group?

very %l el we n

POOH),

One-)

orly

very poorly

very poorly



SHARING LEADERSHIP

Did the group consider your ideas and opinions while chbOsing d leader in
ea ch activity? How could your ideas have been Letter used?

What were you best at in sharing 10aderskop?

5 What did yOu have the mosttroublewith

iCYJ b.e_COnV oftter lealPr In the ,irOW
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tot f:aretul For question!.

SHARING LE /AIRSHIP

-On the chart below are fisie skills which people need to be leaders In a
group, On the left side of the chart, write the name of each group member.
including yourself, Then tell how well he or she is able to lead, Ode,
ach ski11,4write very-well, iel.I para, or very poorly_
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2. How well 41d the group work together while ciP;posing

(Circle one)

very weIl well

fik about the way your group worked og
4hat were their bases of power? Did those
sup with other group members? If so hew?
pulate the group in any way? If so, how?

In what areas of leadership does the group Nele-d imProvelwn.
say so?

rly

Who emerged as leaders?
leader; snare their leader-

Did "ose leaders try to mani-

2 1

you
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Making Decisions

The Trip

VET -"f nne Wa 70 Make a Decision

vIt-a A Second Way To Make a Decision

VII-S A. Third Way To Make a Decision

vII-6 A FJorth Way To Make a Decision

VII - 7 A Fifth Way To Make a Decision

VII -6 A Sixth Way To Make a Decision

A Seventh Way To Make a Decision

Vt Which Way is Best?

VII-I; Did we Make a Good Decision

VII-12 What Did Yom Learn?

Vii 3 HOW Did l(Filkit

4 i ow Did the Group 1,00
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Many decisions must be made every time a growl goes to work. Some of these
decisions are, made by the whole stoup= Others are made Uy part of the group
or by only one person- Some of these decisions are very important and af-
fect many.people. Others are simple and routine and affect only a few per-
'ons, How well your 9r0uP Oritc together depends upon your ability to make
deciYons in many different kinds of situations.

In this module, you will be stue'-g decision-making and the ways it can
you and your groyp, Begin by answering the ouefiti.:ns below As you do th 5,
keep in :11fx1 that they have no right or wrf_,',g answers, Write your answers
in the space below and on the back of this slwet- Use extra paper if you
need it.

1

Should the same person or per%ons in a group make all the der!i.ions? Wny
CA why not?

Ahink about a decision that was made recently in group that yOu were
for example, your family's decision about what to do or where to go on a
certain holiday. Briefly describe t4e situation and tell what the decision
was-

ThInk about the decision you Just named Who made it? The whole group?
P3rt of the group? Only one person?

4_ Did you agree with the deciiion that was - (le Explain your answer-

5- How did the Other people in the group feel about the decision/ Why?

f you disagreed, did you have any Kay to say so Or to change the decision?

there anything you would change about- the decison noweither the people
made it or the way it was made? (Ixplain Your answer



MAKING DECISIONS

THE TRIP

grr3up ha been selected to take a special one week field trip at the end

of the year The principal has given you a map with 15 possible destinations

mdrked, Yo%, will fine 4 copy of this map on the next page.

Your group has two jobs to do. First, decide which city yon: should visit.

Second:i.write a paragraph exp?aining why tome ty could provide a highly eduCd-

tional e:t.perir.rice for the group, Pick your reason carei411y, it must be some-

thing !hat wir convihce your principal, teacher and parents that the city you

have chosen offers many opportunities for learning and enjoyment. 14 you choose

Washington C.C. , for example, you might explain Why a visit there would provide

an exciting way for you to learn more about how your government works.

You have 20 minutes to make yur decision Your group can do this any way you

choose. For example, the decision might be made by only one person, by a couple

of persons, or by everyone in the gnbup. However your group works, you should

have the nave of the-city and a written explication of your-choice by the time

the 20 minutes are up,

24



15 POSSIBLE DESTINATIONS FOR THE FIELD TRIP
.6

'milk it:

It,
91,;5 SAVE THIS MAP, YOU iiILL NEED II FOR OTHER ACT TIES 114 THIS MODULE

1110J1 LI E

liturit sults

(4R
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MAKING DECISIONS

ONE WAY TO MAKE A DECISIM

1, THE LEADER MAKES THE DECISION WITHOUT
TALKING TO GROUP MEMBERS.

Before a decision can be made, a group must determine who should make it and

how it should be made in the situation at hand. This step is very important.

If the group makes a decision which does not fit the iMmediate situation, the

decision may not work well at all.

There are several different ways ill which a decision in a group can be made.

One of the simplest Ways is for one person- -the leader of the group--to make

the decision alone with no help from the group. This may work well if the

decision is so simple or routine that it would be a waste of tie gruiupws time

to sit around and talk epout it. For instance, if a certain brand of paint

used by a group of house painters stopped being available and another brand

was known tp be just as good, theiperson in charge of supplies might simply

order the second brand without talking about it. This may also work well if

the decision must be made very quickly, :f there is a fire in the building,

no doubt the leader, or someone, will call ,the fire department, and everyone

else will leave---without discussion.

Having the leader make the decision alone does not work well if the decision

is an important one or if it requires a lot of support froi:, the group in order

to be carried out successfully, For instance, it probably would not be a good

idea for tne head of a coinpany to design a new product and then simply order

,

the others in the cImpany to make it. People often will not support or worI

267
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MAKING DECISIONS

for a decision whit' they have had no part in mak.ing. They may feel that the

leader is a "dictator'. if the leader makes most decisions without talking to

them.

An Activity.

Draw straws to see who will be the "leader." Using the map with 15 cities

marked, the leader should decide when the group should go and why a visit

there would be a valuable experience. The leader should not talk to anyone

while he or she is making these decisions. When ready, the leader should tell

his or her decision to, the group. The leader's decisionis final.

Afterwards, write the group's an!vers to the following questions on a separate

sheet of paper.

1. Which city did the leader choose? Why?

2. Did the leader make a good decision? Why do you say so?

3. Was it fair to the group for the decision to be made.this way?

4. Was having one person make the decision without group discussion the

best way to make a decision in this situation? Why or why not?

As a group, rank the-situations below from 1 to 4. Number 1 should show

the situation where it would work best for the leader of the group to make

the decision alone. Number 4 shoulaThow the situation where it would work
least well for the leader to make the decision alone.

r-71 Someone must decide where a school class will go on a

11 Someone must decide whether or not a country will enter a war. The

situation is not an emergency.

[] Someone must decide whether a group of soldiers will advance or re-

treat nn a battlefield, The decision must be Tade immediately.

LA Someone must decide whether or not a store will-stay an extra hour on
Friday afternoon.
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MAKING DECISIONS

A SECOND WAY TO MAKE A DECISION

The leader makes the
to the group.

2. THE LEADER MAKES THE
TO GROUP MEMBERS.

i
decision without Lai:king

DECISION AFTER TALKING

Sometimes the leader of a group makes an important decision after talking to

the group members and getting their ideas. This way of making a decision cer-

tainly seems fairer than having one person make the decision alone, and it does

involve the group to some extent. But one person still has the final 'say-s0,"

and that person may or may not choose to follow the wishes of the group. If

the leader does not do what the group wants, there is nothing the group can do

about it. For this reason, decisions made this way still may not have much

group support, even though the group had some part in making them.

This way of decision-making works well or badly depending on the personality

of the leader. If the leader listens_ carefully and tries to follow the wishes

the group brings out in'its discussion, then evcrything_will go well But if

the leader does not pay attention to what the group says, tho discussion might

as well not have happened. Since all the power still really lies with the

leader, members of the group may compete to impress the leader or tell the

leader what they believe that person wants to hear, rather than expressing their

real or.inions Conflicts of opinion may not be worked out.

An Activi

Draw straws to pick another "leader." As a group, review the map which shows the
15 possible destinations for the field trip. During this time,' the leader should
ask different group members to (live their opinions and ideas about the

26i
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trip. Then the leader should make the final decision about where the group
should go and why a visit there could provide a highly educational experience.
When ready, the leader should tell his or her decisions to the group. The

leader's decision is final.

Afterwards, write the group's answers to the following questions on a separate
Sheet of papr.

1. Which c did the leader choose? Why?

.L Did the leader make a good decision? Why do you say so?

3 Was the leader's decision this time better than the leader's decision
during the last activity?

4. Do you feel that you, and the other group members really helped to
stake this decision? ;Why do you say so?

S. Was having one person make the decision--after group discussion--the
best way to make a decision in this situation? Why or why not?

As a group, rank the situations below from 1 to 4. Number 1 should show the

situation where it would work best for the leader of the group to make the

decision after group discussion. N4mber 4 should show the situation where

it would work least well for the leader to make the decision after group

discussion.

0 The President of the United States must decide on a new economic,
policy for the country to\follow. He plans'to talk to his Cabinet

first. This particular President is a good listener and has respect

for others' advice. Several membert of 1 is Cabinet are experts in

economics.

[7-1 The head of a company calls a meeting to talk about a proposed-change

in the company's product. The change, if it takes place, would mean

more work for everyone in the company. The head of the campers./ often

listens to group wishes, but her reactions depend very much on the

mood she is in. People have a better chance of getting her to accept
their ideas if-they flatter her and tell her how smart she is.

E] The President of a corporation is going to decide whether to open a
new factory in another state. He has called in five vice-presidents

to talk over the matter, but his mind is already made up. He is going

to open the new plant, no matter what anyone else says.

[1:3 The head of a very successful small business has been offered a, large

amount of money to leave that business and join a big corporation.

She is tempted by this offer, but she does not want to decide without

discussing the matter with her employees. Their feelings are very

importait to her. Her decision may affect only her own life, but it

.
is quite possible that her business will suffer if she leaves. If her

employees really do not want her to go, she may turn down theecorpora-
_

tion's offer and stay with theM.
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A THIRD WAY TO MAKE A DECISION

The leader makes the c
talkinj to gromp memoee.

MAKING DECISIONS

The leader makes the deoinon after
coll.:I:Ply to group members.

3. THE MOST EXPERT MEMBER IN THE GROUP MAKES
THE DECISION.

Sometimes it is the most expert member of the group who makes the decision.

This person s not necessarily the leader of the group, but is the one who

seems to know the most about the problem at hand. For instance, if a company

is thinking about buying one of several complicated new machines, it.pight

want to have its mechanical or engineering expert make the final choice about

which machine.to-1)4-

This way of decision-making works well If everyone in the group can agree on

which person is the expert, If it is not Jeer who the expert is, however,

someone may be called 4 "expert" because he or she is popular ir has some other

basis of power. Such "experts" Often do not know"more about the subject than

the other group members.

An expert decision also works best in situations where the decision will not

need a great deal of support from the`group in Jer to be carried out. Some-

times group members feel that the expert is'a "know- it -all." Even if they re-

spect the expert's advice, they,may not feel very interested in a decisiOn

they had no part in making. If the whole group has to carry out the decision,

it may work better to have the expert give adOoe rather than make the decision

entirely alone.
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An ACC1vCf

Uecide who in the group knows the most about the 15 cities shown OR' the map.

The "expert' you choose might be the person who has traveled the most or the

person who is best at United States geography and history. It you can't agree

on an expert after 5 minutes, choose the person who has visited the greatest

number of the IS cities shown on the map. If necessary, draw straws to-break

a tie. The expert should then decide where the group should go and why a m

visit there could provide a highly educational experience. When ready,-the

expert should tell his or her decision to the group. The expert's decision

is final.

Afterwards, write the group's answers to the following uestlons on a separate

sheet of paper.

1, Which city did the expert choose?' Why?

2. Old the expert make a good decision? Why,do you say so?

3. Who made the best decision so.fat-the first.leader, the second
leader, or the expert? Why do you say so?

4. Was it fair to the group for the decision to be made this way?

Why or why not?

Was having an expert make the decision 'the best way to delide where

the group should visit? Why do you say S07

As a group, rank the situations below from 1 to 4. Number 1 should show

the situation where it would work best to have an expert make the decision.

Number 4 should show the situation Wire it would work least well for an

expert to make the decision.

IP*

Tnree engineers get together to decide how a bridge will be built,

They are all equally well educated and have had an equalAmuunt of

work experience -- -but they have very different ideas about how to

build the bridge.

A ceramics company is thinking about using a new firing process. One

woman in thi company knows more about ceramics firing than anyone

else, and she never lets anyone forget it. In general, she is an

unpleasant person and the other group members dislike her so much-the

they probably would not carry out any decision she makesno matter

how intelligent it might be,

4.72
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V11-5 4

0 Five students go on a mountatt-climbing expeofti on= The group must

students has ever been on such an expedition before, Yanodnieleo%tsh:n1

decide what equipment-to take on the expedition,

gone once, He does not really know much more than the others, but
he IS so well-liked and so positive in his opinions that tile group
is used to doing what he says.

1 jewelry-making company IS planning to deiign a nee; necklace. One
woman In the group has unusual artistic talent. and everyone in tne
group knows this. The woman herself, however, is very modest and
never brags about her work. Sometimes the designs she makes are

-comp-l-fortetFernd-tard to-carry out; bUt they are so beautiful 4n the
woman is so friendly and well-liked that he group does not mind
doing-the extra work,
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A FOLMH i iY T MAKE A'S.

7he :oader
t6' group members,

eader lakes the decie
to group members.

he most expert. memoor
the dedision.

GROUP MEMBERS GIVE OPINIONS, ONE BY ONE,
AND TIJE MOST POPUM OPINION IS FOLLNECK

A foUrth way of making a s o 'is to hale everyone

opinion separately and then follow the plan or opinion

ber of people in the group wants. For instance, tf,a c

MAKING DECISIONS

11

give an

st nom-

I fling to

elect a leader of some type and se 4l candidates have been n.amed. each class

member might write down kis or her choice on a piece Of paper. The candidate

who receives the highest number o. "votes' will

This way of making a deciSion,dbes give everyone 4 chance to give an opinion,

but it does not involve any discussion_ Confliects of opinion are not worked

out. If there are many different poss the -win One ray actually

represent only a very small part of the group= This way of deciding works

well in situations where it is hard for mefters of a group to get together,

for instance. i if they live far apart It al:o works well if there enough

time to ask for opinions Out eof really,enoughtime for a discuss4on. It does

not work well if some of the group member; are more know3_edgeabl4 or more

qualified to,decide than others because the bad 'opinions may cancel out
%

good" ones. It aiso does_no# work we)l If strong jroup support will be needed

Atill;' Carry out the decision.
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An Activitl

Review t;4e map which shows the 15.possible deetlnations foe the group fieldtrip. Each member of the group should write darn the name of the city that
he oe she thinks the group should visit. There is to be no group discussion
during this tire- One person should collect the names of the cities that have
been written down. The city whirr reccives the most votes wins. If there
is a tie. have another vote on the cities that hove tied.

When a city 4as been picked, each group member should write down one reason
a vilsiL there would provide a higly educational experience for the group.
There Is to be no group discussion during this time. One person thculd
collect the written reasons. The reason that Is most commonly named is the
fc...son the group should give .!or-the visit.

Afterwards, write the group's answers to the following questions o' a separate
sheet of paper.

1. wSich city did the group choose? Wyl

2. ecs this decision better than the decisions made by only wie person?

3 was it fell' to the group for the decision to be made this wsy?

I. We- coueting the number of votes--without discussion--the best we
to make a decision in this situation? Why or why not?

1--

As a group, rani the situaeions belt.. from 1 to 4.. Number I should show
the situation where it would wort bait to have the decision made by choos-
ing the most popular opinion. Num67-4 0 uld show the situation where it
would wort least malt to have the iotision mode by 000$109 the most populepiniOn,

lowasimr.,

[7:
veramaams...mogN..,

The members .of 4 dub !Wit decide where they will
The meebers live rather far apart, and the group can not er
at the tire the decision must be made. Each of tne possible Ming
places is likely to be convenlvant to about en equal number of people.
and no one will be very upset his or her choice Soesest 14win

A T.0%,-. Oast is deciding *tat movie lt ell, go to see during the
Semler celebration_ Several Tories have even name, and each
has limporters. However, the sole class probably will enjoy whicn-
ever liBVIE it goes to .e..

A -WW1 h$S to elect a new
wee Sucpott for them f8 4

sident
dee about

have beet
company.
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inaf ?ht winner w01 represent the votes ite a bit less than
nalf of tne company The supporters of each candidate feel quite
--,trongly abort their cnoIce, And they may not be wf i i to to f011OW

lray other candidate who Is elected,

A group muSt decide Woch t three
for a movie it planning to make,

!"x6h better technical quality- than
Part of the group realizes this
better ad4ertised, and most of the
Or the other of these

kinds of cameras it wr- ourche.e
One of the three k'nl.is Is of

th.2 other too, but only ;, stLall

other two kinds have
ctass will probably vote for one
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he '-e thk
!talking 3rJq montore,

rhe maire the leolot=yh

!,1?klna group membere,

MAKING DECISIONS

exit , me.evr z#7 'he

the ie_nei.191.

meribere ,yr 0
aaa

must pouular opti,:m ie foe c d,

A MINORITY OF THE GROUP MAKES THE mustm

Someti%lesa minority (less thin half) of a group makes the decision This can

;'1", On of several ways, Some mes ii is deliimrate s as when the

er or the group names a comittee to study some Issue end meke decision

Sometimes it seems to happen withOut having been planned, as when two

Or Ore* wale in a group agree quickly on a decision resen- it to the other-s.

twl 'Don't you agree?=,..All right, we'll do it that way," without

ily waiting to find out what the other group memberi Oink_ This kind of

. lnority decision-making is sometimes called 'railroading."

fi,=m wfn mt

and how :t g

the Ie4d

ty declOon will work depends partly on who the minority is

power if the minority was chosen by the group, or by

group's permission, then its dOcisioh may gairlijr0Ur sup-

port= Thig is true if the minority if mad* up of people who. are

especially quaIlfted to make this particular decision to 9 Oup of experts)

if they are known in the group for their careful consideration of problems and

grfr., ! needs_ On th other hand, if a minority decision is made by °ref-

ruaolos,- to-e. rest --=f tree 111 probatly feel resentful and may refuse
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deCtS on iS useful in , where tie 9

MAKING DECISION

up 1, very large and

9reup cannot ea,;11y get together for every decision, or where having

many people make the decision might tie confusing_ In th:s kind of

on, the leader or the group lay want to appoint committees to handle

certain Find. of decisions Decisions that can be handled well by a minority

which are routine and not very important to the group, and

deList affect only i sma: odor "the group or do not require very

great grout-) support. A 'flority decision does not work well if the

decision i5 verj

entire y 4.0

4h Activit:

if it will -sf fect or will require work from `'the

Reiiew -the map which sirs the 15 possible destinations for the group field

trip. Then draw straws to pick anolher leader. He or she should then choose

a "committee' of three people (- any other number that makes up less than half

of your group) to decide where the group should go and why a visit there would

be a valuable experience. The leader should nC be a part of this committee.

When ready the cOmMittee should explain its decision to the group. The decis-

ion

-14%

Of the committee is final.

Afterwards, write
sileet of paper_

ns answers following question on d separate-

the CO rOttee choose"

dot. the c wrimittee's decision compare with the JecIsions made

In the Last tour activit'es? Was it better, worse, or the 'ame d)

thc,..e other decisions' t,plain your answer,

t fair to the Iroup for the decision to be made thl,, wjy."!

war4 i) 6 sOitrittee decide the -est way to

gr_ field tr- why do you say so7
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As a gr,,, ,auk the situations below from 1 to 4. Number l should show
the.situation where it would work best to hive the decision made by a
fninorIty In the group. Number 4 613177d go by the situation where it would
wee* least well to have the decision made by a minority.

1--1 'Job, Wesley anJ Nancy have been chosen by a class to design costumes
for the class play. The whole class will have to help in making
the cOstuMes. Although just about everyone in the class agrees that
these three people are the best designers, there is also a strong
feeling that tney sometimes like-to design fancy, hard-to-make -

costumes jilst to show off.--regardless of the extra work this makes
for others.

ED Tex, Gordon and Mike are good friends, They usually think alike and
support one another in their ideas. They hahg around with five or six
other guys whe are not as smart or as well- organized as they are.
The whole group is thinkins of joining a certain motorcycle club.
Tex's older brother is a ember of she club, 59 Tex-(along with Gordon
and Mike) thinks all of them should join. Most of the others are
afraid of the older members of the club and don't really want to
join. However, they are not very good at putting their feelings into
words .

Wilhelmtha, Betty and Abigail have been chosen by the school journalism
club to be in charge of the club's treasury. Although none of these
girls is a real leader the club, they all are respected as "solid'
cit_zens" who make decisions fairly and honestly. They don't have
to spend very much time on their treasury job anyway because most
of the club's activities don't involve money.

LT: Tyrone, LaVerne, Juana and Lee are the friendliest at.. most outgoing
people in the Science Club. Everybody,likes them. They are also
very good organizers. The club needs new mentori,and-ft-agrees to
have these four people draw up plans for a membership driUe. Al-
though the drive will probably make so m -a,'4 for everybody, it seems
likely that Tyrone. LaVerne, Juana and Lee will do most of the real
w04.they're that kind of people.
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A <SiXTH WAY TO MAKE A DECISION-

'AKING DECISIONS

decis7:on iaithoze,

rs.

maA.es the liter

:.aLk:n2 jroup melbere.

,;;;e ezpert, meri.er in

:he _io,Jiaton,

;rote Yembere glue opinions, one by one, ar44

the moot ,opputar opinion is followed.

A Ynnority of the group makes '.jig decision,

A MAARITY OF THE GROUP MAKES THE DECISION.

Sometimes a majority (more than half) of a group makes the derision. Thi; way

is very commonly used For example, it is the way candiaates are usually

elected to political office in the United States. Many smaller groups use

this way, too. Sometimes a majority decision involves group discussion.

Sometimes it does not. The group may talk until it finds come decision which

more than half of its members support. Or someone may simply propose a de-
,

cision and have the group vote "yes" oe "no" on it immediately.

A arlty decision works well any situations. After all, ,t must have

the support of more than half of the group. It is most useful when decisions

are not too important or must be ide quickly, so that there is not time for

an extended group Discussion. However, a majority decision can leave many

unresolved conflictA. The minority may feel that its rights and its ideas

nave been ignored. Lspecially if the minority is large, this resentment might

make y hard to carry out a decision which requires work and support from
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all of the group. he-majority aiso may not he best-informed or most

intelligent pert of the group.

An Activity

Review the maps which shows the 15 possible destinations for the group field
trip. In draw straws to pick another "leader." He or she should present
an opinion about where the group should go and why a vistt there would be a
valuable experience. Immediately, without discussion, raise your hands to
vote "yes" or "no" on this opinion. If more than half the people vote "no,"
have someone elee propose an opinion and then vote on that one. Go on until

you find an'opinion which over half the group will support. Do not discuss

the opinions or your reasons for voting yes or no

When over half of the people have voted "yes," write the group's answers to
the questions below on a separate sheet of paper.

which city did the group vote for? Why?

How Go you feel about this decision? Is it better than the decisions

made during the past five activities? Explain your answer.

3. Was it fair to the group to have the decision made this way? Wh,y dc,

you say so?

4. Was having the majority votewithout discussionthe best way to
make the decision in this situation? Explain your answer.

As a group, rank the situations below from 1 to 4. Number I should show

the situation where it would work best to have the decision made by a
majority of the group. Number 4 A75174 go by the situation where it would
work least well to have the decision made by a majority.

0 A mother, father and four children are deciding where to go for a
vacation. The parents want to give the children a voice in the
decision, but the children are fairly young and have trouble under-
standing the problems with distance, money and so on which should

affect tp decision. They are likely to agree with one another,
but may make an impractical choice.

ri A company is deciding whether or not to stop meicIng a certain pro-

duct that has not sole well. Many of the compa1y members are in
favor of doing this, but those who are involved iu making the
product feel that the problem is due to-poor advertising rather than

the product itself. These members make up a fairly large part of

the company, and they feel very strongly about this matter. They

-2-
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have even said that, if their,product is dropped, they will not work
on any other products for the company.

A store owner is trying to decide whether or not to have the store
open all day Saturday. Saturday hours mean more work for some people,
and not everyone agrees that the extra sales would be worth it.
However, most members do not feel strongly about the issue, and they
pro0ably would live_with whatever decision is made,

class is deciding whether to have a field trip on a Thursday or a
Friday. Either choice probably would mean that a few members couldn't
come, but most members could come equally well one day or the other
and don't really care which is chosen. They simply want to get
this decision over with so they can go on to planning the trip itself.
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MAKING DECISIONS

A SVENTH WAY TO MAKE A DEISION

The leader makes the decision without
talking to group members.

The leader makes the deoiaion after
talking to group members.

3. The moat expert member in the group makes

the decision.

4. Group members give opinions, one by one,
.Lnd -the most popular opinion is followed.

A minority of the group wakes the decision.

6. A majority of the group makes the decision.

7. EVERYONE IN THE GROUP MAKES THE DECISION.

Sometimes everyone in the group helps in making the decision. A decision In

which everyone takes an active part is caned a consensus decision; It may

not be a decision which everyone in the grOup agrees upon (unanimous decision)

but it is a decision which e- gone in the group understands (can state in his

or her own words). It is a decision which is reached after a group discussion

in which everyone has had a chance to present his or her views. Arid It is a

decision which is at least tried out and supported for the time being by

members who disagree with it.

A decision reached by consensus has the hest chance of beint., an effective

decision for the whole group. If everyone understands the decision and feels

that he or she has had a chance to express ideas and feelings about it. the

decision is most likely t have the support of th, whole group. The derision
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also most likely to represent the group's real wishes and to fiewith the

group goals. It is most likely to be a decision which the group can and.will

carry out.

However, d consensus decision is also the hardest kind to make, Often it takes

a lot of time for a gr to reach a decision which really represents every-

one's feellhgt. Many posSible decisions may need to be tried out and discarded

before the right one is found. A consensus decision also takes a high level of

group interaction skills. If each person or subgroup blindly argues for a

separate position without listening to what anyone else says, for instance,

discussion could go on almost forever with no agreement being reached. Or

if everyone is too willing to give up or compromise Just for the sake of peace,

resentments may stay hidden and conflicts may remain unresolved so that a true

conserisus-decision cannut be reached.

A consensus decision is the best kind when the decision is compl.icated, or

important, or both, and when it will affect everyone in the jroup. It will not

work well if a decision must be reached quickly pr if a group lacks the neces-

sary skills to reach s -h a decision in a practical length of time. 'A con

sensus decision usually is not necessary if the matter to be decided is a

routine or unimportant one; the time-necessary to have a full group

_Iscussion on kuch a matter might be better spent in doing something else.

An Activilj

Review the map which shows the 15 possible destinations for the group field
trip. low talk about the trip as a group. Try to avoid getting stuck in "dead
ends" of blind argument, but take as much time as you need to work out a de-
cision which everyone feels comfortable with. Be ire that everybody has a
chance to express his or her opinions and ideas, ,and that those opinions and
ideas a .e listened to Everyone does not have takagree on every point, but
keep talking u i1 everyone can agree to support the final decision.

t



On d separate sheet of paper, write the group's answers to the following
questions,

4
1 Which city did the group choose? Why?

Now do you feel about this detisior? Is it better than the decisions
made during the past six activities? Explain your answer.

Wos it fair to the group for the decisibn to,be made this way?

4. .Was having the whole group make the decision together the best way
of deciding about the trip. Why do you say so?

As a group, rank the situations below from 1 to 4. Number I Should :show
the situation where it would work best to have the decision made by the
whole group. Number 4 should go byilFe situation where -it would work
least-well to have Cie decision made by the whole group.

fl A small science class is deciding on a major experiment whiCh will
take quite a bit of class time and some homework time as Jeil. Every-
one in the class will have to work on the experiment, and the pro-
ject is likely to fail if everyone does not work hard and willingly.
The students are eager to get on with the experiment, but they are
willing to spend whatever time it takes to choose an experiment wisely.

r-1. A group of friends is driving to the beach all In the same :ar. There
are two ways to get there. Both ways are about eqUally go-J, but
some of the people in the car think one way is better and some think
the,other 15 better. In order to go by one of these Ways, the
driver must take a certain ex;t from the freeway. If he continues
past that exit, he tryst go by the other way. The matter still hasn't
been settled, and the car is now passing the first warning signs for
the exit.

A, group within a debating club has beer chosen to pick a location, for
the club's next tournament. The people) in this group have not ported
togIther before, and furthermore, several of them- dislike one another.
All of the" are fond of their own opinions and are more interested
in arguing .han in reaching an agreement. The rest of the cibb wants
this group to re ch a decision quickly so that the whole club can go
on w'th C4nriing the tournament.

rj The Rep Club is planning the half-time events for the next school
football game. The decisions that are made will affect everyone in
Lte group, and will require grOup support. However, some members
of the group are quite a bit more experienced at planning such events
than, the others are. The other members recognize their own inexper-
ience and do not feel that they have much tc contribute to a dis-
CuSion.

-3-
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WHICH WAY IS BEST?

MAKING DECISIONS

A dec,,Ion na oy all of the group or by a large part of it is more likely to

have group supp and t led out successfully than a decision sae by

one person or a small part of the group. It is also likely LD be Op,miost

Intelligent decicion because the largest number of minds--each with different

deas and skills--has contributed to it. However, no one kind of decision-mak-

ing ts right for all situations. Consensus decisions involve alp of the group,

tut as yeu have seen, there are many situations in which a consensus decision

would be a very poor choice. In each situation, the group should consider

whiCn way of decision-making best fits the Immediate circumstances.

When trying to determine which way of decisions- making is best for a particular

situation, the grOup should ask itself the following questions:

what kind of decision needs to be made? How complicated is it? How

important is it? Whom will it affect?

How much time do we have.in which to make the detisilg?

.What information and resources do we have that could help in making
this decision? Do'the information and/or resources belong to only one

or a few people in the group?

What kinds of decisionmaking have worked well for our group in the past

Who will have to carry out this decision once it is made? Will the work

be done by, one person, by a small part of the group, or by all of the

group?

How important is it that this gecision nave the support of all of the
group?

...albSIEF.AgrA7M2W,

An Activity

)hink back to all the different ways in which you choose a destination for the

field trip. You hav tried each of the seven ways oft0cW1A-Imlivill/ oh this
problem. how/that you have studied all of the seven wars, which do you think

2S
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as the best way of 4aking that particular decision'

On a separat n-tet of paper, write tne group's 4
questions_

decisions needed to be made?
cisions? How important were they?

How much time did Your group have
each time?

MAKING DECISIONS

to th-

d were

,owing

reach a decision

What information and resources did your group have that coul i help
in making the decision' Did the informative 4ndfor resources
long to only one or a few people in the group?

What kind 0- kinds of decision-making have worked well for your
group in the past?

Would the decision affeceonly a few people in the ereup. or would
it affect every?

4'

How important 445 it tr144t the decision have the support of everyone
in they group?

Which of the seven ways of decision-making was best for deciding,
where to go on the field trip? Why do you say so?

lo answer the last question, your group had to make a decision.
which way of decision-making did you use?

of the si ateons described.i earlier activities. 'billet is

-.1I
the best way make eac f these decisions? Asa group. decide which of
tiiv seen ways of decis making best matches each situation. Write the

.appropriate number in the bOx before the situation. Tilt seven ways of de
cieion.making are

The leader makes the del lsion without talic#ng to group members.
The leader makes the-decisiop after talking to group members.
The most expert member in the'group makes the decision. _

Group members give opinions, one by one. and the most popular
opinion is followed,

A minority of the group makes the decision.
A majority of group makes the decision.
.verypne in the group makes the decision.

Thy engineers get together to de6ide hOW a bridge will be built.
They are all equally well educatfd,and have had an equal amount of
Ace* experience__ -but they have /very different ideas about now to
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ends S s.-Jriving to tie beach, 41i in the salv one

art two to get there.- Both ys are about equally good. but
of. the ople in the car think one way is better and some thin*

'he :Vier Way is better. In order to go by one of these ways, the
irt,-- ,Nist take a certain ep,it from the freeway. If he continues
Vast, that exit, he must go by the other way, The fnatter still has ''

been - mottled, and the -car Is nOw passing the first warning signs for
the ex=t_

A group decide which of three sine. 0 cameras it will
for a movie it Is plannth make, (.10e of the three kends IS
ich better technical quality than tre other two. but Only a sue`

Part of the grous realize his. The other two kinds have been
better advertised, and cost the class will probably vote for one
or the other of these,

The President of d whether the country
will enter a war. The situation an emergency

4

Gordon and Mike are good friends. 1,,y usually think alike and
support each )ther in their ideas. They nang around wit five o#
six other guys who are not as smart or .as well-organized as they arg.
The 4hole group is thinking of joining a-certain-motorcycle club
Tex's older brother is a member of the club, so Tex (along wtth Gordon
and Mike) thinks all of .them should join. Most of the other boys'
are af.raid-.of the older members of'the club and do not rmily want to-
join the club. -However, they 4rf not very gooi at putting their.
feetin into words.'
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DID WE MAKE A GOOD DECISION?

MAKING DECISIONS

The proof pf'the pudding is in the eating. The best way to find out if your

group chose the*best way of making a particular decision, after that decision

is made, is to see how that decision worked out. What happened when your group 0

took the action that the decision required? Was your decision an effective one?

:n trying -to decide, whether a decision was effective, the group should ask it-

-self the following questions:

1. Did the decision help the group do its job and achieve its
goals?

2. Did the decision make good use of all the group' resources?

3. Did, the decision gain the support of most or all of the group?

4. Was the decision one which the group could and would carry
out?

N

If the answer to any of these questions is no, then the decision was not as

effective as it might have been. There can be many reasons for this, but one

common reason _is that the decision was made by the wrong person or people. If

a certain decision is ineffective, you might want to change your way of making

that kind of decision next time.

An Activity

Think about the decisions which your group has made in this course. As a group
agree on one decision which you will talk about. It must be one which resulted
in some action by the group. On a separate sheet of paper, write the group's
answer to the following questions.

1. What was the situation?

2: What decision was reached?
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3. By which of the seven ways of decision-making was it reached?

4. Did the decision (as shown in the action which resulted from
it) help the group do its job and achieve its goals?

5. Did the decision make good use of all the group's resources?

6. Did the decision gain the support of most or all of the group?
(If not, what part of the group did support it?)

7. Was the decision one which the group could and would carry
out successfully?

8. Do you think the decision was _a good-imet -}frnoti-what was

wrong with it? In what ways might it have been better?

9. If the decision was not good, was it because the decision
was made by the wrong person or people? If so, tell which of

the seven ways of decision-making you think should have
been followed in this situation, and why.

-2-
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WHAT DID YOU LEARN?

In this module, you have been studying decision - marking and the ways it can
help you and your group. Now try to answer the following, questions. Write
your answers in the space below and on the back of- this sheet. Use extra
paper if you need it.

1. Name seven ways of making a decision in a group.

2. List one good point and one bad point for each of the 'seven ways.

3. For each of the seven ways, briefly describe esituation in which that
way would work.

4. How should you decide which way of decision-making is best for a situation?

Now -de-you-know- a- dectsfon 4s -good?

6. In a group, who should decidi how a decision will be made? Why?

7. Which are usually more effective in a group---decisiens made by one person,
decisions made by part of a group, or decisions made by the whole group?
Why?:

8. Has this module helped you understand more about decision-making in groups?
Explain your answer.
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HOW DID YOU DO?

Answer'each question carefully. For questions 3-5, use the t ace on the
back of this sheet.

1. How gOod are you at making decisions ? Below are five skills that-people
need tb make group decisions. .Circle the phrase that describes how well
you can do each one.,

o Knowig the seven ways of decision-making.

very Well well poorly very poorly

Knowing the good and bad points of each way.

very well well poorly very poorly/

Knowing-\the kinds, M. situations-1n -400rdIF ea,Oti-1,ay of-dectsionmakfing-

will or Will not work.

very weq
,

well \ poorly very pearly

s Deciding Which way of decision-making iz best for a particular decision.

very well ', . well poorly very poorly

o Evaluating O\ decision or a way of making a:decision to see:if It was
effective. \

very well , \ well poorly very poorly
i

2. How weal did you work in the group? (Circle one)

very well well poorly

3. What were you best #whilf helping to make group decisions?'

4. What did you have th6 most-trouble with?

5. -How can you improve ability to make decisions?

292
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HOW DID THE GROUP DO?

MAKING DECISIONS

Answtr each question carefully. For questions 3-4, use the space on the
back of this sheet.

J. On the chaft below are five skills which people need to help make group
decisions. On the left side of the chart, write the names of each group
member,' including yourself. Then tell how well he or she is able to help
make decisions. Under each skill, write very well, well, poorly, or,yery
poorly.
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2. How well did the group work togther-whi1e trying the seven ways of de-
cision-making? (Circle one)--

very well well poorly very poorly

3. What kinds of decision-making does the group do we 1? Give examples to
explain yOur answers.

4. In what *as of decision-making does the group need improvement?
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STUDENT WORKSHEETS

MODULE VIII. COOPERATING -

VIII-1 Cooperating

VIII-2 Murder Pb1stery

VIII -3 The First Step in Group Cooperation

MI-4. The Second Step in Group Cooperation

VIII -5 The Third Step in Group Cooperation

VIII-6 The'Fourth Step in Group Cooperation

.VIII -7 The Fifth Step in Group Cooperation
0

VI4-8 The Sixth Step'in Group Cooperation

VIII-9 What Did You Learn?

VIII -10 How Did You Do?

VIII -11 How Did the Group ,Do?
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COOPERATING

To work well together, the members of a group must know how to cooperate.
They must be willing to do what they can to help the group stay together
and get its work done. In this module. you,will be studying cooperation
and the way it can help you and your group. Begin by answerinz the ques-
tions below. As you do this, keep in mind that they have no right or
wrong answers. Write your answers in the space below and on the back of
this sheet. Use extra paper if you need it.

1. Wh4t. does the term cooperation mean to you?

2.* In, one paragraph, describe a situation where you cooperated with others
in a group to get something done. Tell what happened.

3. In one paragraph, describe a situation where members. of a.group did not
cooperate with one another. Tell what happened.

'4. Is it important to cooperate with others, when you are working in a group?
Explain your answer.
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MURDER MYSTERY

COOPERATING

You are a group of detectives who have been called in to solve a mysterious

murder case. Each detective will receive a set of Clue Cards. The Clue Cards

you receive will give you pieces of information about the murder. You may tell

this information to the others in your group, but do not show your cards to

anyone.

Your group will have 30 minutes td solve the mystery by putting all the right

pieces of information together. You should figure out the answers to such
7

questions as:

Who was the victim?

Wno is the murderer?

What weapon was -used?

When did the murder occur?

Where did the murder occur?

Why was the victim murdered?
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THE FIRST STEP IN OW COOPERATION

ti.=111.
.LEND TOGETHER T1 WORK OF DifFERENT

PARTS OF THE GROU

4.4

There are six steps in working together s a group. The first step is to blend

together the work of different parts of the group, This is especially impor-

tant when different people in the group leave been working on different parts

of a project. Sooner or later, the wort on all these parts must be brought

together so that the who e.project can-be finished.

When trying to blend together the work of different parts of the group, you

should find the answers to such questions as:

I. What b has each part of the group been doing?

2. How do these jobs relate. tolone another?

3. How does each of these jobs relate to our main project?

4. What ideas and information from each of these parts of the
group can we use in our main project? How should each of
these ideas or pieces of informations be used?

119241ttrik

You were asked to do a group project in which each group member first did
separate research of some kind. Now each group member should give a short
report about what he or she found out. You might take notes during this time.
Afterwards, work as a group to answer the four questions above. Write the

group's answers on a separate sheet of paper. Then move ahead to the Second
Step in Group Cooperation.
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COOPERATING

THE SECOND STEP IN GROUP COOPERATION

Blend together the work of different parts
/of the group.

2. WATCH HOW WELL, THE GROUP WORKS TOGETHER.

IF11.4.econ4ostep in group coope4tion is to watch how,well the group works to-
-,,

gether. This will help you recognize problems.and ways to solve them at the

same time your group is doinifits main job.

_When-watching haw well_i works together and trying to:decide how it might

work together better, group should ask itself such questions as.:

Do we all understand our group ? Are those goals really
ones that we all want to achieve?

Are we all commintcating clearly with one another? Do we
communicate both feelings and ideas? Do we listen as well
as talk?

Does everyone in the group Piave a share in leading the group
or is only one person the leadqr?

Ariwe making plans an_! decisions whichAmeryonr, or nearly
everyone, agrees on? Are everyone's feelings and ideas being
taken into accountwhen'we make these plans and decisions?
Are we making the kind of plans and decisions that help us
to do our job and achieve our goals?'

Does every member in the group get a chance to explain hit
or her ideas anc use his or her skills and resources? Is

each-person allowed to bb "best at" something or "in charge
of" something?

Do we encourage expression of conflicting opinions without
letting the conflicts tear our group apart?- Do we try to-
work out conflicti instead of ignoring them? Do we try to
listen to and use ideas from oeople on both sides of a con-
flict?

29&
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7. Are the members of our group happy to be working together?
Du most or all of them like each other and like the group?
Do the members feel comfortable in the group? Do they feel
free to talk about their ideas?

8. Do we try to deal with problems as they come up without let-
ting ourselves get bogged down by them? Nave we worked out
good methods for dealing with problems quickly and effec-
tively?

9. Do all the members of the group try to find ways to improve
the group? Are all the members' ideas and suggestions taken
into account when we talk about ways to iMprove? Does our
group welcome change and improvement?

An Activity

Think about the group project you are working op. Asa group, answer the
questions above in terms of that project. Write the group's answers on a
sheet of paper. If you write "ne to any of the questiOns, write down what
problems the group has in that area. Then move aherl to the Third Step in

Group Cooperation.
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tOPERATING

THE THIRD STEP IN GROUP COOPERATION

I.. Iliqnd together the work of aiffePent pa.+ta
,lf thR gmap.

2. Hatch how well the group works together.

3. BIND OUT WHY PROBLEMS COME UP.
..

The third step in group cooperation is to find out why problems come up. Some-

times certain prOblens seem especially hard to solve. Trying to find out the

reasons for these problems can help you find solutions. Then the group can

get on with its main work.

When trying to find out why a problem has come up--or why it is=hard to solve

the group should ask itself such questions as:

Do we not really understand what the problem is?

Do we have too little information about the problem and abou
the way It relates to our work and our goals?

Is our problem caused by poor communication?

Are we trying to choose a solution to the problem-before
we have thought about enough different possibilities?

Are we causing the problem by trying too hard to criticize
one another or to compete with one another?

Are we causing the problem (or delaying its solution) by
insisting that everyone in the group think alike?

Do we have a probfem-because we need more training in how to
work in groups?

Do we not really want to solve this problem?
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An Activity

When you were answering the questions in the Second Step in 'Group Cooperation
you probably noticed some prtiblems your group was having. As a group, pick
one of those problems now. Choose vie that seems especially important or hard
to solve. On a separate sheet of-paper, write the group's answers to the
questions above.

Afterwards, use these answers to help you solve the problems you have chosen.
Write a paragraph describthg the group's solution or plans for a solution to
the problem. Then move.ahead to the rourth SLp in Group Cooperation.

4
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COOPERATING

THE FOURTH STEP IN GROUP COOPERATION

Blend together the work of different parts
of the group.

Watah how well Ole group works together.

3. Find out why problems come up.

4. TALK ABOUT GROUP STANDARDS AND GOALS.

Group standards are ways of working or behaving which the group agrees, hat

its members should follow. Standards may be either,"do's" or "don't's." For

instance, your group might agree that every member should give ideas before

the group makes a decision and that members should not interrupt other members

while they are speaking.

The fourth step in group cooperation is to talk about group standards and.goals.

It is useful, every now and then, to remind yourselves of the group's general,

goals and of its goals for any particular job. This review will help your

group keep its eye on where it is going. It will also help in judging your

progress toward your goals and.in renewing your group's desire to achieve those

goals.

It is important to talk as well as to think about group goals and standards.

If the group talks about its goals and standards, everyone in the group can

know and agree on what those goals-and standards are and, if necessary, can

have a chancel° change them. When talking about goals and standards, the

group should'ask itself such questions as:
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COOPERATING

1 What are.our general group goals? Whit are our goals for
this job?

2. How have our goals changed since we first agree on them?
What goals have been added? What goals have been dropped?

. How successful have we been, so far, in accomplishing our
,goals?

. What ways of working or behaving do we agree that the group
members should follow?

What ways of working or behaving do we agree that the group
members should not follow?

. In what ways are these standards related to our group :oats?

What things do group members need to do to come closer to
following the standards we have agreed on?

An Activity

Think about the project your group is working on. As a group, answer the
questions above in terms of that project. Write your answers on a separate

sheet or paper. Then move ahead to the Fifth Step in Group Cooperation.
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COOPERMING

THE FIFTH STEP IN GROUP COOPERATION

L. Blefld together the work of different parts
'of the group.

2. Watch how well the group works together.

3. Find out why problems come up.

4. Talk about group standards and goals.

5. HELP OTHER GROUP MEMBERS TO DO BETTER WORK.

The fifth step in group cooperation is to help other group members do better
tOf

work. There are several ways in which you can do this.

1. Help the other members see reasons for what they are doing..
Help them want to do their work.

2. Help them do the work by sharing your skills and resources.

3. Praise them when they do a good job.

4: Give friendly suggestions for change when they have a pro-
blem or do something wrong.

Before members of a group can give oveceive help, they must like and trust

one another. Here are some ways that you can build trust between yourse f

and the, other members of your group.

L

1. Besoen and honest in talking about your feelings and ideas.
i

2.' Share your ideas, skills and resources with others.

3. Accept other people's work and ideas (this doesn't mean you
can't disagree with them).
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4. Encourage other people4f4 help them believe thattheVegn
do good work (this doesn't mean you can't make suggestions
for improvement).

'5. Believe, and help others to believe, that the group can and
will work together cooperatively in a situation..

An Activity

Think about the group project you are working on. On your own, answer the

first set of questions below in terms of that project. As a group, answer the

second set of questions. Write your answers and the group's angers on a
separate sheet of paper. Then move ahead to the Sixth Step in Group Co-
operation.

Answer these questions on your own:

1. In your work on this project so far, describe a time when you:

a) helped seeone in your group to want to do his or her work

b) helped someone do work by sharing your skills and resources

c), praised someone who had done i good job

d) made a friendly suggestion for change when someone had a

problem or did something wrong

2. Dr jou think the things you did at these times really helped the group

work together better?

3. What things might you do during the rest of this project to help other
group members do better work? What things might you do to increase

trust between yoself and other group members?

Answer,these questions as al.roup:

1. What might we do as a group to help one another more with our work?

2. What might we do as a group to increase trust betiveen members of the

group?
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COOPERATING

THE SIXTH STEP IN GROUP COOPERATION

Blend together the work of different parts
of the group.

2. Watch how well the group works together.

3. Find out why problems come up.

4. Talk about group standards and goat

5. Help other group members to do better work.

6. SST A GOOD EXAMPLE BY YOUR OWN WORK.

The sixth step in group cooperation is to set agood example by your ovni work.

The purpose of setting\an example is not to show that you are better than any-

,

.one else; but to help others by letting them see how to worker how to behave.

Also, if you" re setting a good example in your work.and behavior, you know . 8

you are doing your best to work hard and to help the group.

There are several ways in which you can set a good example for other group

members.

Follow instructions: This doesn't mean you can't try to
change the.instructions if you think they are poor. But
until they are changed, follow them.

..Try as hard as you can in whatever work you do.

. Do work when it needs to be done. Don't wait for someone
to order you or push you.

Act grown -up. Don't be silly, clown around, lose your
temper or do other things that might disrupt the group.
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5. Know the group's job and your part in it, and do your part so
that it helps make the whole job successful. Help others
with their parts:too, if you can.

6. Make sure that your feelings and attitudes, as well as your
outward behavior, will help the group work together better.

\

An Activity
w

Think about the group project you\were working n. On your own, answer the .

first set of questions below in terms of that 'Abject. As a group, answer
the second set of questionst Write your answers and the group's answers on \

a separate sheet of paper.

Answer these questions on your own:

1. Tell whether you think you door do not set a good example for the
groupAn each'of the behaviors listed below. If you do not think
you set a good.example, tell how you might set a better example
during the rest of your work on this project.

a) F llowing directions

b) Tr ng as hard as possible

c) Doing work when it needs to be done

d) Acting grownup

e) Knowing the group's job and your part in it .

f) Making sure that your attitudes help the group

2. In which of the areas just mentioned do you think you set the best
example? The worst example? Explain your answers.

Answer this question as a group:

1. Which person in your group sets the best example nd whic0 sets the
worst example in each of the six behaviors listed above. For in-
it.-1We, who is best at following directions and who is worst at it?
Fofteach behavior,'explain why you named the two people you did.
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WHAT DID YOU LEARN?

L

CDOPERATMG

module, you hace(been studying group cooperation. Now try to an-
swer the questions below. Write your answers in the space below and on
the back cf this sheet. Use extra paper if you need it.

1. Explain what it means to cooperate in a group.

2. Group cooperation is important. Explain why you agree or disagree with
this stObment. Give an example to support your answer.

3. What acre six steps in working together in a group? Briefly. ,describe each
one

4-. In your opinion, which 6f those six ways is most important? Why?

5. Has this module helped you learn moire about how to cooperate with others.
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HOW DID YOU DO?

COOPERATING

Answer each question carefully. For questions 3 -5, use the space on the
back of this page.

1. How well do you cooperate? Below are six skills people'need to work well'
_-

with others in a group. Circle the phrase that describes how well you can
-do each one.

Blending together the work of different parts of the group.

very well well poorly very poorly

Watching how well the group works together.

very well well poorly very poorly

Finding out why problems come up.

very well well poorly very poorly

Talking about group standards and goals.

very well well poorly very poorly

Helping other group members to do better woi*.

-s

very well well poorly very poorly

Setting a good example by your own work.

very well well poorly very poorly

2. How well did you work in the group? (Circle one)

very well well' poorly very poorly

3. In terms of cooperatioBe what were you best at while working with the group?

4. What did you have the most trouble with?

5. How can you improve the way you cooperate with others in a group?
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HOW DID THE GROUP DO?

O

Answer each question carefully. For questions 3 and 4Z-uthe-back of
sheet.

1. On the chart below are six skills which people need to work well with
others in a group. On the left side of the chart* write the name of
each group member. Then telt how well he or she cooperates with others.
Under each skitl, white very well, well, poorly, or very poorty.
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2. How well did the group work together ors its project? (Circle one)

poorly very poorly
I

3. In what ways did the group work together well?

4. In what areas of cooperation does the group need improvement?

very well well
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